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OVERVIEW
In October of 1976 Columbia University undertook an investi-
gation of a class of space vehicle control problems relating
to vehicle or component flexibility. The sole Principal
Investigator initially was Peter Likins, Professor and Dean
i'
of the School of Engineering and Applied Science. In August of
1978 Professor Richard Longman joined the project as Co-
Principal Investigator. Under the direction of the two co-
principal investigators, the substantial tasks of this study
were largely the responsibility of Mr. Chittur Viswanathan,
and the report that follows is the principal content of his
Ph.D. dissertation. Appendix B of Part I of this report (see
Section 8) is a technical paper written by Professor Longman
, for journal publication, and as such it may be read independently
of the body of the report.
The study progressed in two phases, represented by Parts
I and II of the Final Report. Part II is submitted here in
more abbreviated form than is planned for the Viswanathan
dissertation, both because of the size of the total docu-
mentation package and because of delays in preparation of the
report. The expanded presentation of Part II from the dissertation
includes an appendix of derivations, available upon request.
In technical content the study addresses two quite distinct
engineering questions:
Part I. Where should actuators be placed on spacecraft
!
with distributed flexibility?
iv
. , m
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DPart II. How should we specify the dynamic characteristics
of flexible instruments to be pointed by a prescribed control
system?
The class of problem _onsidered in Part I is of wide-ranging
concern, since it is raised by many proposed spacecraft; the
t
. Solar Power Satellite is perhaps the most dramatic example.
The class of problem treated in Part II is of specific
applicability to the Instrument Pointing System on the Space
P Shuttle. In this application an automatically controlled gimbal
i mechanism is designed to point a variety of interchangeable
instruments toward their targets, with the gimbal system mounted
W
on an actively controlled spacecraft. Future instruments must
be designed after the control system characteristics are estab-
} lished.
I Parts I and II of this report describe work performed in
i
[ reverse chronological order. The task initially undertaken
(Part II) was an attempt to apply the methods of parameter plane
_ stability analysis to the Shuttle-based Instrument Pointing
i Mount (IPM). By establishing stability boundaries in the plane
: defined by two design parameters of the pointed instrument,
i'
one might hope to provide the instrument designer with a useful
tool for the selection of these two design parameters within
the range for which the control system is stable. This conceptf
(originally suggested by Dr. Sherman Seltzer, then oF the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center) is easily implemented for suf-
ficiently simple mathematical models of the spacecraft system,
' and the resulting parameter plane plots (see Part II) offer the
prospect of genuine utility for preli_inary design. However,
v
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attempts to extend the useful range of the method to realistically
, complex mathematical models are less successful. The parameter
plane approach can still be applied to system equations of cnn-
siderable complexity, but the parameters indicated for the
portrayal of stability boundaries are less useful for practical
design.
After exploring the parameter plane concept for the IPM to
what seem to be its practical limits, the Columbia group turned
its energies to the actuator placement problem. The results of
this effort (Part I following) are very encouraging, although
not yet definitive.
In the design of the spacecraft of the past and present,
the question of actuator (and sensor) location has received
remarkably little attention. It has generally been assumed
that both sensors and actuators should be placed on the
essentially rigid, central body that comprises the core of most
spacecraft of this era. 11, those exceptional cases in which
sensors and actuators have instead been attached to flexible
appendages, the objective has been to address specific
physically defined requirements. For example, gas jets were
located at the tips of the solar panels for the Mariner space-
craft series in order to maximlze the "lever arm" producing a
moment about the mass center of the spacecraft; the flexibility
of the solar panels was ignored in this sele,ztion.
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tFuture spacecraft may differ significantly from their ante-
cedents in both scale and the distribution of flexible components;
I in some cases it may be necessary to treat the entire spacecraft
as a flexible body, with no rigid, central core. In such cases,
it becomes quite unclear where one should locate sensors or
t actuators, or even how many should be employed. If one compares
two alternative designs, it is not even clear what criteria one
should employ in comparisons.
The chief contribution of Part I is the development of a
criterion for the comparative evaluation of alternative actuator
locations. This criterion is a measure of a quantity introduced
here as the "degree of controllability."
In what follows a definition is generated for the "degree
of controllability" concept (after alternative definitions are
considered and discarded); techniques are established for
calcula.ing this measure; and application is made to flexible
spacecraft, both generically and specifically.
Although it would be unrealistic to argue that the critericn
advanced here prcvides a unique measure of the quality of an
actuator distribution design choice, it does seem to be a5 good
a basis for evaluation as any measure yet devised.
i
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PART I
THE DEGREE OF CONTROLLABILITY CONCEPT
)
AND ITS _.PPLICATiONIN THE LOCATION OF
ACTUATORSON VERY LARGE FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
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,_ This research addresses probiams broadly connecr_-_ wi__h _he
dynamics &nd controlof flexiblespacecraft. From the d?namics point of
e
view, r_hemodeling of a s-_acecraftconsis=s of treating some .-omponents
as rigid bodies and some as flexible. Thus, solar panels, booms, e::.
must usuallybe modeled as flexible,bu: they may h_r4ea rigid .-_raas a
base. The sizes of the spacecraftcan -vary_remendouslya_.,-or_in_
their intendedpurpose. For insr_nce,one design for a solar power
s=ation (SPS) satellitecalls _or a 4.9 km x !4 km sola_ array. Ln su=h
_ [ app!i:ations, it will be necessaryto control not only the attitude,
L
i.e., orientation,bu_ also the shape of ",.hevarious .-_mponentsof the
spa:ecraft. The need for shape control arisas due to the flexibilityof
: the spacecraftor its ._aponents. Stringentrequirzments:maybe.irarinsed
on the accuracyof atzitudeand shape contrsl. For instance,accuracy
o£ the order of _ot._'_dr_hs of an arcsecondare sometimesneeded in the
attitude :ontrol of certain scientific instruments. 9n some _jture
spacecraft_hich functionas large antennas,accurate _-hapecontrol will
_e necessary :o obtain distortion free signals. The accuracy
requirement is a functionof _e waveleng_%of the si_,naltrans,_itt.--d
from the antenna. In order to achieve this goal for large s,macacraft
with distributedflexibility,sensors and actuatorsmust ta distrib_-J
at variouslocations in the spacecraft.
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?From the =ontrol point of _i_w, s,.'_acecrsf=can often ._e =lassified
into _ ,_ain.:Jroups:
I. _hose for _hich __hes{_acecraft is fully defined before the
control system is designed; and
2. ._hosefor _hi=h the control syst-_m must oe specifisd before
certain interchangeable parts o£ a multi-purpose s_acecraft are
selected for futur._missions.
L_ ,_at follows consideration is _ive_ to both classes oE problems.
S_acscraft in the first =lass includes the usual case, and the
design of stable control systm_s for conventional sgacecra=.tis a mature
disciplL_e. ._ver, the extreme size and distributed flexibility of
many future spacecraft pose various c,hallenging r_w :oroblems in their
attitude and _-hape control. One such problem is Lhe development of a
rationale for the distribution of sensors and actuators _.hroughout the
entire body of the spacecraft. F_w to c_mpare different actuator
distriu=ionsandmat criterion to apply to be able :_ decide on a
particular choice of distribution of actuators are the specific
objectives in Part I of this _rk.
typical example in th._ second class is the _'_ace _hu:tle's
Instrument Pointing System (I_) _hi:h must _e designed to ac:urataly
control the pointirg of any of a f&aily of scientific instrum_ts, some
of _ich have _t to be designed. _hese instruments are typically
lightweight and r.heirflexibility effects are im,cortsntdue to _Dinti_
requirements. _'he actual instruments involved and their purpose will
vary _rc_ one s_uttle flight to anon.her. A s_ace=raft =o._.catible with
"ny one of such a set of instruments bsc_aes a n.ulti-cur_osa s-_acec.raft.
)
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JBut it is not possibleor practicableto desi._na control system for
( every instrument the "_acecraft might carry, since some of __h_s_
: instruments may .have to be planned for future ne_eds.What is done,
instead, is to pr_leslgna ccm.trehensivecontrol _/stem for attitude
_: control of • rigid spacecraft. This control system is si_.ified tot the
correslmnding mttlti-parpose.scececreft. And the objective is to seek
t.he c.9aracteristicsin the most _eneral terms of those flexible
T.[{ instruments_.he _iven =ontrol system can control with a_ropria_
s'_abili_y margins.
_is researchwork is o_anized in two parts. .=art : deals "with
s_ecreft belonging to the first group, in which t=hesystem is fully
.knownanl the distributionof actuators in the design of control systems
is the subject. Part II deals with spacecraftbelonging_o the second
{
group, in which the system is not fully known and the characteristicsof
the =lass of flexible Instrumentscompatible"witha _iven =ontrol system
•re investigatedfrom the stabilitypoint of view.
S
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PAqT I
THE D_"RFI_OF CONTROLLABILITY CC,WCE_OT_ I_S
, APPLICATION IN THE LOCATION OF _TrOR._
ON VERY LA.R_ FtEXIBLZ SP_C_P.%FT
1980007832-016
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In Part I a_tention is focused on an _spect of design of the
| control systemswhose purpose is _ con_ol effectively :_e attitude and
._ape of very large _e_ible spacecraft. In the past, the approach to
uhe con_'ol system :lesign Was usually based on the philosophy that a
! spacecraft Was essentially a rigid body with the flexibili:y of
antennas,bo_ms_ solar panels,etc. treated as extraneousdisturbances.
The _urpose of _he control was only attitude controlof _-he.s_acecraft
and the design was based on the rigid spacscraftvl_.h edjusr-mentsmade
• for r.heinkrluenceof the at_=hed flexiblecomponentson _,h._ behavior of
the entire spacecraft. The term D_rn_aicInteractionwas r-honused to
describe _..hisinfluencedue to the component vibrations and localized
energy dlssipation, which ware treatedas second order phenomenaeven
though occasionallythey proved to be destabilizing for the entire
spacecraft. A good hls_oricalreview regarding the prevailing attitudes
in this field for the las_ co_91e of decedas can be found in [I].
Today, the planners in the spacecraft industry are contemplating
structures o_ huge dimensions (o_ the order o_ kilometers) for future
spacecraft of _.he 1990's or 2000 and beyond. For thes_ vehicles,
; £1exi_ility:an no longer be considereda second order _hen_menon and
must _e :reared as an intrinsic progert7:f r.heentire s_.ecra_t. In
D
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/d._si_ning control syst_m.s for _J_esa spacecraft "_heobjective is no
logier just _.h.Q attitude control but si..multaneouslyth__&haDe =ontrol of
%
thesa huge structures. By shape control we .,meanthe restoration of
I
these huge structures to t3neirnominal &hape _henever _.heyare disturbed
due to any causa (th._rmalstresses, gravity _radient torqua, aerodynamic
. torque, solar _ind, etc. etc..). This is done by controlling the
vibrations of a finite number of _K_desof a truly infinite set of modes
[
; '.4_ichde_ribe the _hysical shapes of _hesa distribut.=4 parameter
.][
systems. Because of the strong coupling of the attitude ]ynamics and
vibration ..modes, _,heir control must be treated simultaneously.
Classical control theory is unsuitable for su:h large dimensional :
multiple input multiple output systems, and it becomes essential
adopt modern multivariable control thecrytechniques. _
• In order to achieve attitude and shape control it will be n__cessary
to distribute actuators throughout the entire body of _.h_. spacecraft.
How should the number and locations of actuators be chosen in order to
best control the _lexible spacecraft? _his problem _5asbeen r.Qcognized
for some time, but to date little _hasappeared in t.heliterature that
_uld help guide the control system designer in placing the actuators.
_ost of the known results identify the minimum number of actuators
needed Eo_ a given set of modes to be controlled, and identify certain _
specific actuator locations _lich cannot be use;.Decausa they result in
an uncontrollable syst_.
Once the designer chooses a set of actuators it i_ necessary to
mak_ sure that whatever distribution pattern he :,hoosesthe syst_.m is
controllable. The concept of controllabili_y in _odern control theory
3
i-
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/7
is a binary zon=ept, ei_er a syst_--_ is contr_llab!e or it is
uncontrolla_le. Starting from a set of actuator locations which ..oroduc._i
an _controllable system, bu_ for _hich the number of actuators is
sufEi=ient to produce controllability, it will usually be the case that
_. moving one of L_e acnua_ors by a distance _ > O can produ:e a
_ controllable syzt_., no matner how small the _. One expects that for a
small £ _ even though tec.hnicallythe syst_ is =ontrollable, in some
_ sense it will not be very =ont'rollable. It then seens natural m esk
"how controllable is the syst_ with a particular actuator
distribution?" It is, therefore, reasonaDle to seek extensions of the
establi_.hed definition of controllability so as _._permit a precise
definition of the "degree of controllability" _hich would prove useful
fDr actua_r placzuent.
It is the _se of this work to generate, starting from basic
_nysical considerations, a rational definition of the degree of
controllability. The definition obtained is certainly not the only
possible definition, but : •does have the advan_ge over a definition
based on singular value de _position _hat the _hysical reality of
actuator saturation limitations is included in a fundamental _my.
_he definition is then applic4 to t.he actuatmr plac_ent problzm
for flexible spacecraft. Wi_h this tool the control system designer can
rank the desirability of various candidate actuator distributions, and
thus he would have a systenati= way of picking ahich distribution to
use.
OF _nO_ ._r,_: _._
i
t':
%
>_
&
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2.2 Definition of rileDegree of Controllability
Let us consider any general linear time invariant system in s_.ate
! variable form
XR(t) =_Xa(t) +Eu*(t) (2.2-i)
attention on this system, the degree of controll_ility definition _ich
we _opt is also appli=_ole to more general systems of the form _m(t) =
f(x_(t),u*(t),t) having a solution x_(t)=0 (f(0,0,t)=0).
Several candidate definitions"_re _rutinized in the course of the
search for a suitable definition of t_hedegree,of controllability. [t
is instructive to dis:uss some of these candiJate definitions _hich were
considered and dis:arded--- the process of starting with a blind attempt
at a definition and progressing to a w_.llformulated concept highlights
the characteristics that a wor._-abledefinition must have. We discuss
thesa c_.ndi_atadefinitions in t_hefollowing:
i. Eigenvalu_s of Q_T t
_t is tempting to try to connect the degree of controllability
to properties of the standard controllabil ity matrix
Q - [@ Q48 _4LG.....4'_ ], and define degree of controllability as the
square root of the minimum or maximum eigenvalue of _QT . Five _pparent
iT he su_>ars=ript T is used to denote tr,ans,oose of a matrix
or re=tot t_rou_Dut this text.
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diffi:ul_ies wit-h _n[s definition must some_howbe handled before Lhe
definition bec=.gesviable. _hese are: i) The degree of controllability
is affected by a transformation :f coordinates (since _he eigenvalues of
_QT are not Jnvariant undar changes in state variable representation).
!
2) Although this cm_didate definition satisfies the basic requirement
that the degree_ of controllabillty is zero when the syst_ is
uncontrollable, it is not immediately clear what other physical _eani_
£
• can be attached to _QT and .henceto the size of its eigenvalues. 3) It
is not clear how t_he stability of the system is reflected in t.his
definition. It is much easier to control a stable system with the
objective of returning t_hesystem to%ard t_heorigin (x*=0 solution) than
an unstable system with _he same objective. (Tne Reverse is true when
k the objective is to reach out from the origin.) 4) The candidate
._efinitiondoes not involve a depend_ce on the amount of time Talloted
J
to accomplish t_hecontrol task. It can be much easier to control the
.. system state in some directions in the state s-s-s-s-s-_aceat one time than at
another time, so the degree of controllability should depend on T. 5)
I_ is not clear that the amount of control effort needed to accomplish
t_hecontrol task is reflected in this definition. In _.9e satellite
described in section 2.1 where one actuator has bee_nmoved by a small
amount _ to produce control!ability, one expects the "weak
controllability" of _.he system to be manifested in the need for very
large control actions to accomplish :ertain small changes in the state,
and hence the control effort required is cf fundamental importance in
making a definition.
i
d
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2. Im_u!se response
It is clear that some type of limitation or standardization of
the control effort must be included in the definition. Consider a
standardization _hich restricts the control to a unit impulse, and
consider systems witch_[ in diagonal form and with u_ a scalar. For
distinct eigenvalues the system is controllable if none of the elements
_ of the column matrix _ are zero. Furthermore, these components
indi:ate .how far a unit impulse control will move each state component ,
Y
instantaneously (impulse response), so one might suggest the m_ _ _ as :
a degree of controllability. Here we are trying to generalize a second
standard test for controllability to obtain a degree of controllability
definition. The difficulties with this candidate definition are: I)
The control actions are so restricted that the components of the state
cannot be affected indei:mndently. _T_econtrol of all states by a single
control u _ relies on the differences in the dynamic behaviors of the
states. 2) The candidate definition does net involve a dependence on
[
t_he.oigenvaluesof the syste,_,w4%ichmeans the information regarding the
stability of the system is absent. _he rest of the argtment is the s_me
as in (3) of candidate definition i. 3) The candidate definition does
not involve a dependence on T and exactly the same argument as in (4) of
candidate definition i holds.
3. _%ergy due to an impulse
9hen an impulse is applied to a physical system there occurs a
cha_e in the total energy of the system, and one might wonder if this
change in ._nergydue to an impulse could not be used to define the
degree of controllability. Since this is dependent on the impulse input
1980007832-022
it will suffer from all _n_.drawbacks of the impulse response,discussed
under the candidate definition _..
_"/_esecandidate definitions do not seem to in:lude the effects of
all pertinent variables. Hence, it will be necessary to build the
definition from more fundamental =onsiderations. It is interesting
.j note that, in certain special cases, the resulting Jegree of
controllability definition will be a modified version of t.he candidate
definition 2 (and by employing a diEferent approach involving singular
value decomposition of matrices someLhing of the g--neral form of the
first candidate definition :an result).
It is now evident that tha definition of the degree of
controllaDility, besides being in some sense a measure of how easy it is ii
for the controller to control the system, must in some way handle five i
'_ t_ings:
I) It must have the property that the degree of controllabliity is :'
zero _hen the system is uncontrollable.
2) It must reflect in some way the stability inform._cion of t_he
system.
3) It must somehow consider dependence on total tLme T. •
_;
4) It must Standardize the control efEort in some way. ,,._._
5) The control objective must be restricted. "_,"_
Concernin_ the last point, certainly different control objectives should
influence the choice of the control system design, and hence the degree
of controllability of a candidate design should be keyed to the
: objective involved. In a large class of problems (regulator problems) , i.
%
the equilibrium solution x'=0 to equation (2.2-i) is of primary i
4
¢
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[importance, and the control objective is to return xeto zero after a
disturbance. Since this is the most common attitude and shape control
• probl_m for flexible spacecraft, we will restrict ourselves to this
objective. Concerning the standardization of the control effort _e will
require that Lhe control components satisfy lut_4 I for i=l,2,...,m,
which represents realistic physical limitations of the actuator
capabilities. Note that the use of one as the bound for all control
components implies normalizing each component of uS to produce a new
control vector u, and adjusting the matrix _ to produce a new matrix B. _
Controllabil_ty requires the existence of a control function which
can transfer any initial state to any final state in finite time. With
our more limited control objective, the degree of controllability should
De related to the volume of initial system states (or states resulting
from disturbances) _hich can be returned to the desired state x_--O in
time T using the bounded controls. Consider _.henature of this volume
in more detail. In a controllable syst=_g,more initial states in any
direction can be returned to the origin if the syst_ is stable than if
it w_re unstable. Hence, the volume of initial syst_ states is greater
in the case of a stable controllable syst_ than in the case of an
unstable controllable system. .Now,in an uncontrollable system there
will be at least one direction in the state s_ace for _hich initial
conditions in this direction cannot be returned to the origin, and the
volume will lose one or more dlnlensi¢)ns. For a controllable system
_ose parL,eters are su:h that it is nearly un:ontrollable, only initial
conditions very close to xS=O along the above ._entioneddirection could
b
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De returned to _.9aorigin in time T using _ge bounded controls. H_n=e,
,_.will generate a defini'.ionof __h-_ degree of =oni:._ollabilitybased on
_he minin,ua distance from the origin to a normalized state _.hatca,.not
[
be brought tm the origin in time T. "4ore loosely it is the mzni_um
disturbanc-- from ,_hichthe syste_ cannot recover in time T.
;: The coordinates of a state space will very rarely all .have_he same
! physical units, and hence it is =lear that comparing distances in the
state space will require _hat each coordinate must be made unit_lessby
normal ization. ._ow should one choose the normalization to use?
Recognize that _han comparing two controller designs for controlling _.9e
same dynamic syst_, the needed minimum distance for each design will
usually correspond to a different direction in state space. Hen=e,
ranking of the degree of controllability of _he two syst_s will depen_
on c_mpatison of di:_tancesin di£ferent direc_lons, and this implies
&
that we must be _:_Jally interested Ln controlling deviations of the
state from x"-O in all directions in the state space. _n order _._
accomplish this _.he control syst_m_designer must specify n-1 numbers
_ich represent his degree of interest in controlling each component of
t.he state. %_is could be done, for example, by determining t_he
deviations of x_ , x_ ,..., x:.,which would be =onsidered of equal
importance to a deviation of x_ -I. _e rec.iprocalsof these numDers
would then be used to produce .normalization Eactors for each oE t_e
coordinates of the state space giving a new state vector x. %he system
equations expressed in terms oE the normalize4 state x and normalized
# control u are then written as
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!_(_._= __x(t)+ _u(t) (?.2-2)
]u_l 4 i i=1,2,....,;,_
Just as in optimal controi tr!_.orywhere the control systen designer
must be specific about his goal by specifying a cost fLt_ctlonal, in
order to define _he degree of controllability, it is necessary to be
fully specific no= only about the objective of keeping x=0, Dut als_
about _9e relative importance of kee2ing eat',component of x near _ro.
Relative to the normalized system (2.2-2) we are now ready to make
the following definitions:
Definition 2.1: The recovery region for time T _or normalized
system (2.2-2) is the set
_Z - [ x(O} 13 u(t) 0 t _ [O,T], lu_('.)l _ I for
t
i=l,2,...,m _ x(T) = 0 }
Definition 2.2: The degree of controllability in time T of __hex=0
solid:ionof normalized system (2.2-2) is defined
as
('o ,., in£ II x(o) II :+ x(o) _"
_ere |. II represents the Euclidean ,norm.
1_us, the recovery region identifies all of the ini_la! c_nditions
(or disturbed s_.atss) _hich can be returned t_ r.heorigin in time T
usin_ the bounded .-ontrols. And ___e de_._-eeo_ control_ability is
°
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$scalar ,neasureof r.h-= size of __heregion, °dncret_hescalar is c.hosenas
_.he_hor_.estdistance from _/_eorigLn to an initial state "_hich cannot
be returned _o _h_ origin in time T.
The de_ree of =on_rollability, as defined, is keyed to the state
reck.or x _mployed. No transformations of coordinates can be allowed
on=e Lhe normalization .hasbe__nspecified (unless _he norm used in the
definition is adjusted _o comaensate for the r.=sulting4istortion of t_he
sta_e space).
It should be pointed out r.hateli,houghDefinition 2.2 incorporates
all the properties '_hich_ra identified as necessary in t,he definition
of the degree of controllability, it is not necessarily unique in 4olng
so. For exampl_, a standardization of f.hecontrol effort in _erms of
energy can also be m_ployed, but t.heinequality saturation constraints
, on the controls used here represents _.hemore realistic situation.
J
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t2.3 Con=e.:_.s Eor ,_¢oxi._atir_3 the :_.overy _ ion
In order rm make _he definition of t_he degree of controllability
useful, it is necessary to develop a simple algorithm to ._enerate at
least an aRoroxiaation to the distance _ . This necessitates
app/ox Luatirg the recovery region •.
Note _hat the solution of (2.2-2) is given by (see [2], [3])
t
#
x(t) =_(t,t.)X(to) .)/ _;(t.,s)_(s) ds (2.3-t)
_ere _(t,t.) is r.he state transition matrix for (2.2-2). A complete
explanation of(can be _ound in [2]. Without any loss of '_enerali_y we
can assume the initial time t.-0 and the Final time t-T. /tlso "_ will
denote x(0) by xo and x(T) by x. r. The solution (2.3-1) then is simply
T
xT= (r,0 )x. /@(0,t)su(t) dt (2.3-2)
0
?ha displacement in r.hestate space in time T is xv- x, and let
&_ XT- Xe {2.3-3)
and the distance moved during time T is Lhe Euclidean norm II from
(2.3-2) the displacement 6'can be expressed in either of the _ollowin3
Eorm:
q-
[[ E- _'_(?,0) ]xT+ _(0,t)Bu(t} dt (2.3-4)
0
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or
T
/_." [_(T,0) - ...]x + _(T,0) (0,t)Hu(t) dt (2.3-5)
O
where E is the unit matrix and the sub_ripts on _ are used _ idmtify
J the two forms. In (2.3-4) the displac_nent is expressed in terms of the
gi.-__lstate x and in (2.3-5) it is expressed in terms of _he initial
state x°. Our interest lies in _e, in which xT-0 and w_ termed the set
of states x. as a recovery region _ (see Def.(2.1)). A =-anpanion region
_L "a_ich is the sat of stat_=sx_. for which x.=0 can be defined in a
similar _ay to the recovery region _. _he region _ then represents the
am
reachable states from the origin. Putting xT-0 for _l , and :(-0 ._or_
in (2.3-4) and (2.3-5), respectively, we can obtain
• T
o
"I"
o
where the (*) on _'_(i=i,2) has been removed to indi=ate that the
displacenent is about the origin (xm or x is zero).
_te that for linear time invariant systens the fundamental matrix
can be written as
= e
(2.3-,3)
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C v-
,.. om .4_i=h
AT -At
= e (2.3-9)o) = e
?wo remargs are worth making regarding L-he comparisons bet_me.n the
!
cegions _ and J'_ corresponding _o the displacements o'_and 4'zwhen
identical control u(t) is a._oliedduring L-hesame time T for both cases.
i. The region_of the reachaDle states fr_ L-heorigin in time T
is t.he same as the recovery region _ i_ the =ontrol process
were taking place in a tL_e domain ',here time r_s backward
(in=rchange _=(=0) and T in _ and obtain the s_me megnitude
as of 6"j ).
2. The region J_ is largt than the region R for time T if _.he
systen is unstable about the origin (i.e., t.hereal part of at
least one eigenvalue of A is greater _=_n zero). _is is
because there is alway_ at least one component of _ whose
magnitude is greater than ,.he corresponding component of £_ ,
e _:t(due _ the influence of the exponential =rms, , in
_(T,0)). If t.nesystem is stable the converse is true.
In t,hefollowing analysis _ "dill be concerned only with the
recovery region R and the torte.spondingequation for the state =-pace
displacement is (2.3-_)_.
p
tThe suparscript i will be omitted henceforth and d" ,
unless otherwise mentioned, corresponds :o the rec.overy
ragion a, i.e., in (2.3-5).
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; gy the Caley-H_mil_n _.heoz"emthe state transition .natrix can be
written as
l n-I
-At_(o,_)- e = _.(+i_ C2.3-z0)
_(to
where the _ are scalar functionsof time. Partitionthe B matrix into
coltmn matrices 6_, and define the followingmatrices
+
, B - [ b, b_ b, .....b_ ] (2.3-II)
[
(_ z= [E_ A6 AzS ..... An"S] (2.3-13)
'%p
Than [ can be representedin the following alternative forms
T
_-. @- I o
"I"
i,O (2.3-L+1
P=I •
"I"
_r the purposesof illus_ratingcertain:oncepts,lee us r_.strict
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ourselves to the case of a _alar control so that the suamations over
as well as _.he_ suDscripts in the above can be dropped, and B is a
colustn matrix b. Also let nm2 for simplicity. Suppose the recovery
region is as _hown by ._ion I in Fig.l. _"hemaximum _, component of
any state in the recovery _eglon is obtained by using the control u
equal to minus _J_esignum function of the first component of the vectmr
[Qy] in (2.3-17), since this maximize.s the x, =omponent oE the integrand
at each time t.The right h_nd side (and left hand side) of the re=tangle
enclosing this recovery region in Fig. i can _hus be found by
integrating the f_-st component in (2.3-17) using L-his control. IE
desired the point at which __herecovery region touches this side is
obtained Dy inte_r&_ing the second component of (2.3-17) using this
control. The top and bottom oE the rectangle dre found similarly.
The rectangle obtained in __his manner might be considered an
approximation to the recovery region, and then th_ shortest distance
from the origin to one of the sides might be considered an
A
approximation, _ , to the degree of controllability, _'(_:c" Note that
&
_-hisnecessarily produces a _ which is an upper bound for the de_ree of
controllability. In some cases this approxLmation is a tight one, but
often it is not. Suppose the recovery region ",_ Region II of Fig. i.
This corresponds to a system which has a much poorer degree of
A
controllability, _= %, yet the al:_:roximation_ remains t.he same. In
fact, sul:_,x)sethat ('_-_e in such a _ay that _{egionII degenerates to a
line forming a diagonal of the rectangle in Fig. i. Then the system is
A
an uncontrollable syst_, but the a.m_roximation (" still predicts a
_ood degree of controlla_)ility. Hence, Lhis ml:_roximationmust be
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LIC
rejected.
For t._e c_=seof a scalar control beinq _nsidered, __his shortcoming
can be.eliminat.-_dby using _ as expressed i'I (2.3-15) and maximizin_
components alo,'_ A"_ . The control
extremizasthe =oefficientof the recur A'_E in (2.3-2). It will
simultaneously produce some componentsalong _ne other vectors A_
for _#_ . This is a maximizationof a componentof the vector I bu_
I it is a c_ponent as see_ in a nonorthogonalset of coordinates. ,Rence,
the upper bounds obtained in the various directions define a
parallelogram(moregenerallyan n dimensional_mrallelopiped)whi:h can
-£
be considered as an approximation to the rec.overy region, as shown in
Fig. 2. AS before there is some point on each side of the
parallelogram_ich is in the recoveryregion, but no point outside the
parallelogramis in the region.
_e minimum distance to a side of _.he parallelogram, i.e., the
• minimum perpendicular distance to ._side, is an aR_roxima__-n (_to the
degree of controllability,_. When the system becomes _con_rollable,
the columnsof 0 become l_nearlydependent, and hence the perpendicular
D distance to one of the sides becomas zero. This means that this (_
has the essential property that ('*,,0 whenever (o-0.
We conclude that _or the scalar control case we have _ -viable
# method 5f a_roximati_g the degree of controllability. A simple met.hod
will be presented in a later section to determzae Lhs needed minimum
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L: _rpend J':ular distance.
_is approximation is still an upper bound, and it :an be improved,
in fact merlearbitrarily good, by considering more directions in t_he
s'_ate .space. Let e be any desired mit vector expressed as a _.olumn
matrix of components. 8y examinin-_ (2.3-17) the state in _he recovery )
J
region having a maximua component along the direction e is obtained.
•_ using _he control
• e_Tq 3_ = --s_ [ T (2 3-19)
and hence no points in the recovery region lie beyond t,Se line
perpendicular _ e and a distance
n-
from _he origin (bu_ at least one point in the recovery re_ion lies on
the line). Figure 3 illustrates how use of three e's (ez, •I , and
e,_ ) identifies _ree _angen_s _o t.herecovery region, and _hen taken
together they begin to approximate the region boundary. Let ,_ be
t_he minimum value of (2.3-20) _or any set of directions • consider__.
Then an improved estimate of the degree of controllability is
degre-., of controllabili'_y (_ by picking a suf_icien_ number of
directions e. Tnls method of impro_ing the approximation to the degree
of controllability will also be generalized to the multiple control
case.
_T
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2.4 Fund_aental Equation Eot Recovery _ion ._,r_proxi_ation
in _,h._ _lultipleControl Case
,"heprevious section presented a procedure Eor generating _n
approximation ?" to L-hedegree of controllability (o in the case_of •
scalar control u. The procedure required the use of n carefully c.hosen
dir._ctions in the state space, b,._b,...A b, in the a[Jg.roximation to
the recovery region in order to insure that _" had the property that
_m.o iE and only if the system is uncontrollable. IE _he control
vector is m dimensional with _ >i it is no longer obvious how to obtain
_[ this property, since the columns of _,9eO .matrixnec._ssarilycontain
linearly dependent vectors. Instead, we will consider the eigenvectors
and generalized eigenvectors of the A matrix oE (2.2-2) as the n
¢ linearly independent directions in the state space. Certainly some
modifications must apply when these vectors are complex. In the single
control case the value of (_" became zero when the %'ystem became
uncontrollable because linear dependence oE the vectors
b,Ab, ....,A"'Ib implies the collapse of at least one dimension of the
parallolopiped. _le vectors chosen here for the multi-dimensional
I
control case do not exhibit this reduction. Nevertheless, it will be
shown in the next sec_lon that the desired property of _he resultin_
C e can be demonstrated under fairly general asstmptlons. _is
e
section is devoted to generatin_ the appropriate expression for [
equivalent to equations (2.3-6, 2.3-15-2.3-17), expressed in terms oE
components in these eigenvector directions.
e
Let 3 be the Jor_a'_ canonical _orm of the matrix A, and let P be
PO0/_ ,,<'4,,,,,_,
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_e matrix of eioenvectors and general iz__/eigenvect.orsso C,hat
_";%P = I ; J = diag [ J,, J_, ....., JT] (2.4-I)
where t,he _ are the square Jordan blocks of dimension _k ,
k=l,2,....,r. A diagonal Jordan block is of order one. Associated with
J
each Jordan block is an eigenvalue _ so that _'_ n and r is
_" greater thaunor equal to the number of distinct eigenvalues. Also, let
AT
_j be _he n columns of P, and _; be t_hen rows of P (t.heleft
eig_nvectors and generalized left eigenvectors). .m4ery Jordan block
0"k corresponds to one independent eigenvector of A and 9_-!
generalized eigenvecCors, and the s_me is true for the left ei_envectors
and generalized left eigenvec.tors.
It is appropciace to list here a few results on matrix algebra (see
Appendix A for derivation) _hich _ will use in our further analysis:
p-le-a_: =, e.:'t: p.t
e"7"_ = •-_-_ •-"k_= (2.4-_.)
_ere
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t D
i
2,
m a
L - t (- t) (- t) ........ (- _)
p z--T'. _'. toc,_!
_t. C_t/cze" o i -t C-t_........
P
_ 0 0 1 -t .......C-t)°_-s
"i
0 0 0 0 ...I... -t (2.4-3)
0 0 0 0 ...0... i
#
k = 1,2,3,.......,r, r 4 n
'_ With these we are ready to derive the desir_ fundamental equation
for I , the state space displacement. _e form for this f_ndamental
equation is defined in the following:
Definition2.3: A spatial form fmr the state space displacement
is defined as the form
T
: _=c S_ C_
Q
in _ich C is a set of_ ( _, ) tLge invariant nxl =_lumn ve=._rs
c, ,c_ ,...,=_, in the real n dimensional space, and ,_ (t) is _ set of
time dependent real scala_ ela_ents _(t) ,_,(t) ,...,_(t), so that _ne
element of _(t) is associatedwith every column vector of C. In matrix
notation,if
c = [% % ..... ",.] ; "_ _,_" "_. .....
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then
I"
o o_ (e)3.
!
i
i
,'}
= c,/, (._,cLi:.+ , _,2(e,4._ .+ ..... . cL;--L(;L')cLt
• 0 B
2.4.1 Reduction of 6"-_quation to the 5_atial Form
"IT,e 6-equation from (2..3-6)using (2.3-9) is
-At:= e B _%) el% (2.4-4)
o
Premultiplying P.heintagrand on t.heright side by a u_it matrix E =
=p-i where P is the transformation matrix of A got the Jordan cancni=alI
form (see (2.4-1)),
"1"
6- / F'P "I e -Ae S _L_')_'_'
o
Substituting for P-Io-At from (2.4-21
It is convenient to partition the nxn matrices P, P-' , column wise
ar_ row wise, res_ectlvely. Let P_ , k=l_2,3 ....,r denote a ¢yg.l=al
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Apar_.ition of P consisting of Qk :olumns of P, and let P_ denot_.
typical partition of p-t 2_nsisting of Q ro_s of P-' . _iso,
it is easier to identify the column vectors p_ (or the row vectors _; )
in relation to t.he partition to which _hey belong as '._-IIas to the
[ global matrix P (or p-t) if we adopt a modified subscript notation. So
let ptk.%[ , pt_.!£, , ktle2,3, ....,r, i=1,2,3,...., Q,, denote r_hepj ,
aT
D. vectors Were
-j
£ k _ _ Q k= ,,L, ....,4"L : L ,
__ _ (2.4-'_)
0 } l_-o
_: The index k refers to U_e partiti._n_k , Px and i refers to _h=. l
_ location in a partition (e.g., .k=2,i-4 refers _o _.he4th column in
arx_ (Ll+4)th =olumn in P. _he s&me is true for row vectors of p-t).
X-I R W,
A_Iso,note that L *),-L . The L th row vector of P°| , k=t,2,...,r,
is of great significance in our analysis and w_.will reEer to it often.
So it is expedient to define _he foilowing:
Definition 2.4: The column vectors _ , Lx= _ _ , k=l,2 .....,r,
C"
which are r.hetranspose of the row vectors _ of
p-t are defined as fomdation vectors.
We give this name to these vectors because __hesa are _he (left)
eigenvectors on "dnich _he chain of generalized eigenvectors is built
corresi_ondlng to each Jordan block.
With these notations
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fIL " +P,_- ;1 (2.4-7)
AT
L -*L
' j, ?A'Tt_J
p- P_....P, ; _ ^
P_- (2o4-8)
I
I
-Jl_ p.
I_erefore, in _a_'zitionedform the integrand of (2.445) using (2.4-2) is
!Ip e-'y_:p-Is ,: . s u.[_ __.3_-_'_
(2.4-g)
Pc_ P 8_ = _,.... e- s,.
e- p_sv,
)
I
._.,¢ ,,
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In r/ceabove _.5_mathematical quanti_ias _ , Pk ' _k could in _aneral
be complex due to complex eigenvalu_s of _he system. But our syst_om.
D
(x,u,A,B) is real and so is __hedisplacement 6 • L_ order t_ be able to
attach real meaning to our results _he recovery region must be
cons+cructadin real space.
P
2.4.2 R_uction of the _-equation to Real Domain
p
Because our syst-=m is real we know _hat the eig_nvalues are either
real or occur in complex conjugate pairs. For real eigenva!_s ',_will
p c,hoosereal eiganvectors and for pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues
_a will c,hoose eigenvectors in conjugate pairs; i.e., if _ _s an
T T
aigenvector of A corresponding to an eigenvalue _ , then _ is an
# eigenvector correspondin_ to the eigenvalue _c, because%
P
Similarly, for left eigenvectors uhe conjugate property is true, i.e.,
i
= o.
For real eigenvalues _he left ei_envectors are also real. The conjugate I,t
property by exlmnsion is _rue .For all generalized ei.3envectors (left or !'
t tThrou_,hout _his text a bar will be used _o denote p.h+.
compl_x conjugate of a mathzmatical object..
+. ..
r.
,+ • im-
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rright).
In (2.4-10) _.he rio h= side is a product of two matrices each in
.;
t
partitioned form acco_dln_ _ the ordor o£ T_ . _e location _et _ of
any partition in a ,matrixdoes not matter so long as the Partitions in
the two matri:es correspond to each other t e,g., P_ an_
_ A
e'_k_PKB_ ). So _m can assume that in (2.4-10) the partitions
__ _ _ in the second matrix are attended such that thos_
correspon._._g to real ei_envalues (real 0"= ) are on top, Eollowed by
pairs of partitions, each pair corres_ondin_ to a Pair o£ complex
conjugate eigenvalues (complex _tc )" And the partitions _k in _.he
first matrix correspond to those in the second .matrix .
We will let (,"denote the class of all real quantities, and _ _
denote the class of all complex quantities. For class _ the partitions
-_I:
"_ • PKS_t are real, and for class Cathey are complex.
It is now convenient to write (2.4-i0) as follo_:
,_w, _e ca_ _ormulate the reduction of _ to the spotial form in r_al
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Iiomain by means of _.hefollowing_qeoran.
: $ Theore_ 2.1: Fo: any linear time invariant system (2.2-_.) t_he
eis_lacement a" in the state space can a!_ys be re4uced to the s.matial
form defined Ln Def.(2.3) in _tlichC, o_(t) ace real valued.
ProoE: Consider _he equation (2.4-13). But for the se_-sC;, C';
this spatial form of ; _uld have been in real space. Now, consider
" t.heexpansionof (2.4-13)in terms of real and complex classes, i.e.,
-3"t i C_ (2.4-14)
_. is therefore necessary _.o express C"z _ in real terms "-.o obtain the
r_al spatial .corm for ;. EXpand C= C_" par=iCon wise and group _e
result/rigpartitionmatrix productsin pairs according to r.he compl_x
conjugateeig_nvalues;i.e., consider pairs like
-_'.t ^
4_ I J'4-1
(t_ichcorrespond t_ the pairs of eiganvalues A_,3;). :qote _-hat _he
order _); of 7_ and V.,_ of _'_,, are equal ( J;_,- 9+ ) , because of the
=onju_at:e property of the eigewalue _ and ei_nvect:or _ , etc..
FUrl:.%ermore, Er_m trois =onjugat:e property (see (2.4-11), (2.4-12)) w_.
have _,he followin_:
% _ _ _ ": (2.4-13)
and hence
!.
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i-- _j -r._ ^ (2.4-17)
Thus, r_hesecond term in (2.4-15) is the complex conjugateof the. first
"s
term; _herefoce, (2.4-15)becomes
@
(2.4-t9)
_bere Re[.] denotes the real part of a ci_ntitY. We now proc_a by
separating _he _eal and imaginary_ar: as shorn below. Let
^ _
. (2.4-19)
_here the su_et_ripts R,I stand for _e real and imaginary _arts,
• respectively, of the quantity. _bstituting for 41 from (2.4-19)in
(2.4-2)
e-_ _;_ _ ..e" " =_ _-
: _. _
(2.4-20)
3sing (2.4-_9)_d (2.4-20)on _he right side of (2.4-I_),
V
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(2.4-21.)
This c_ be expressed in matrix form in terms of partitions, and hence
(2.4-15) can be written as
' [_,_,.,3I__,_ :[_'_,1_'*_-_<_,'___Bu, .J ,, ,,
(_-.4-22)
Thus, we sea that the complex partitions on r.he left side _te simply
C.
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" replaced Dy similar real partitions on _he right side.
9r_ceedin_ in a similar manner (2.4-15) can be expressed in real
' form, as on the right side of (2.4-21), for all pairs of complex
conjugate ei_envalues. Now, we :an rebuild L-he matri=es in partition
form _ replace 6; and &'fin (2.4-13). .Denotingthese replac_ents by
N l
where 6"z,_'Z are sets of old partitions which _re real tm start wiLh
A
and d'z, 6"; are sets of modified real partitions repla=ing the sets of
complex _mrtitions 6*r, _ . Now, the right side in (2.4-22) is
:.:mpletely real, and t/_erefore using this in (2.4-5) the state sgace
displacement, expressed in real domain, becomes
T ^
where
V.',_
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[ " -]
mira =m
C'== , ..... _ _.,
A
A
e._,t: _,F ^ .Z:c.,.=_l_) Bu..:. _- (_',"=,.,_,,_:- e, (_.4-zs_
' ,
! ! o
, I I ,
, , J
ii
Or, ,$. _, _., _/ ..... ,._ _.; ,. f._.,,.,_,..=i_ _"
"I"
6 : C / _ (,e)a..E- (_.4-_)
in _ich _ define
_L
i'
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em
(2.4-2?)
Thus, Uhe di_lacament o" =an always be e×press_ in _tial fore
(Def. (2.3)) in real space 8" for t.he s}_t_n (2.2-2) as sho_ in
(2.4-25). At t.hispoint it is helpful to summarize t.heim._ortant steps
involved in obtaining £his expression.
2.4.3 S_m_'y
The procedure to obtain the spatial form (Def. 2.3) in real space
R n _or __he state space dls_lacement [ for a linear time invariant
systam (2.2-2) is outlined in the following steps:
i. The equation to work with is
@
wtmr- A, 8, u G _ = Ax + t_u.
2. Obtain t.he eigenvalues of A and choose real eigenve=.tors (and.
generalized elgenvectors) for real elgenvalues and =om[31ex
conjugate eigenvectmrs (an@ generalized ei_envectors) for
comple.xconjugate elgenval,*es,and construct the transformation
matrix P so t_hatP-lAP - J. Also, obtain p-i. _he equation in
step 1 can now be written as
!i
r_
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T0
3. Partition P column wise and _-I row wise so that each partition
t has Q_ columns and rows, respectively, and corre .spordsto the
,i diagonal block in e . In partitioned form:
-
i
t
r ,
• A
k If all eigenvalues are real then this is the sgatial form for
• _" in I_I%_iven in (2.4-25), (2.4-2_). On the other hand,
if there are ¢omo|ex ei_enva|ues present then proceed
to step 4.
4. Consider the pair of partitions in either matrix in the
equation which 4orres_-x)ndsto a _:mir of complex =onjugate
ei_envalues. P_place each one of this pair by a partition from
the same location in 6;. or depenJing on the matrix
considered. Repeat for the other matrix . Now, _ is reduced
to the spatial form in Rn given in (2.4-25), (2.4-2_).
' v
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2.5 +?estfor Complete Controllability of the System
In article 2.4 we were concerned with obtainin_ the spatial form of
6 in real domain K:j . In this article we will examine the spatial
• form of _ and rejate it I:o the con4:_ollahil[ty of the system
i
(2.2-2). +"
z
2.5.1 Characteristi:s of t_heSpatial Form from the Point of
View of Controllability
Let us consider the spatial form of _ as defined in Def.(2.3).
The time invariant columns cj of C, j=l,2,...,_, span a space whose
dimension is less than or equal to _ where _n.. If _ <1% then it
i.= clear that the c_ vectors cannot span an n dimensional s_aze. So
• any c,hoizeof the :ontrol vector u(t) for any arbitrary but finite time
T can influence only those _.omponents of the initial state (or
disturbed state) vector "whichlie in the subspa:_ sz_annedby the c1
col,*,ns. As such we have no :ontrol over t,h_secomponents of the state
vector _hich lie outsiJe th_s subspace of _he n dimensional space.
Hen:.e,an initial state (or disturbed state) _ich is such that it has
one or more of t_heseuncontrollable :omponents cannot be brought to t.he
origin in finite time. Therefore, the system is not completely
controllable. This leads us to conclude Lhat to avoid the certainty of
uncontrollability i must not be less than n, or _ = n an_
cj, j=l,2,...,n are all linearly independent (abbreviated L.I.). _bw,
by demanding t.hatC be a full set of basis vectors for an n ._iaensional
space we have created a:cess to all n directions in the spa:e. Is the
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system now completely controllable? Since an initial state can have any
arbitrary component in each of the n dir._tions it is apparent __ha_t.ha
components in the n directions must be affected independently over a
; finite th,e T if the system _re to be completely controllable. _he
integral /w_t_)&f influences the component in the cj direction,
j=l,2,...,n. Hence, t/he scalar functions -_ te) must be linearly{
independent over the period T for complete controllaDility of t2_e i
: system. Otherwise r.hesystem is uncontrollable. _"husre.can conclude:
I. It is necessary that C be nonsingular so that the system may be
con_rollable.
2. It is necessary that _j[e) be linearly independent over the
period T so that the system may.be completely controllable.
3. _e t%_ =onditions (I) and (2) together are sufficient for
" complete controllability of t.hesystem.
Note ,.ha_f.hereis no single sufficient condition here. _hat is
D_cause _ are discussing a hypothetical case in _hich C may be
singular. Ln the next section we will show that the matrix C in our
spatial form is always nonsingular thereby making the second condition
sufficient for complete controllability.
We will illustrate the second co_ition for complete
con_.rollabilityby a couple'of exanples.
a. Consider a system with scalar control u(t) with all eigenvalues
real and n independent eigenvectors (no generalized vectors), so that
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/+C
_ - = w, where _i ' , et=. have _-heusual meaning
and b=8. ._bw,if r.hereate tw_ identical eigenvalues, _ = _J D 'and
r_berest distinct, r.ben
A
_us, two dir :ti,ns c. , c. collapse ineo one new direct/on e andJ 44,1
r.hespatial form is otdaerwiseunaffected. This tndi:ates loss of a
basis vector and ther._foreleads em uncontrollability. Here, r.hefact
r.hat _J " _J+i made oKd (_) and _( j ¸linearly dependent (see
Gramian test later).
b. In example (a) consider an taximultiple control u(t). _en
T
Q #
b 0
-r
[ " 97/
_ne brackat consists o_ m vectors which are !tnear combinations of :.
J
and :. . If _.here are less than two r.i. ,/ectmrs in r.hism-set then
JW_!
:I
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12' _ ' _"
4
:_ i_, indizates loss of a basis vectmr, i.e., t_hesyst__n,is uncontrollable.[
-_ O=herwise it is :on_rollable. _"heindependence of -_.(_) is _el_d to
- the numDer of L I, vectors in t/hem-set.
Another oDservation here is, if there are /, repeated eig_nvalues
.. then wa could .-_mbine _ vectors of C in t.hesame manner as in
__xamples (a) and (b). In this case, in example (=; the result is al_ays
A
a single vector c (ir_ica_ing _llapse of _[--i vectors) with the
_ , conclusion that it is an un.-_ntroilaDlesyst_n. In example (b) as long :
as _ ._m there is a possibility _hat the m-set will no_ degenerate
below _ i.I. vectors. If _ > m then _-m vectmrs have already
collapsed with the certainty of uncontrollability.
In this discussion ,_ _havehighlighted the characteristics of the
spatial form _ from the controllability point of view. In the next [
, couple of sections wa will derive rigorously the necessary and
t
suff_ci-'n_ conditions for complete =ontrollat)ility for linear time
invariont systems (2.2-2).
2.5.2 Nonsingularity of the C _atrix
2
In section 2.5.1 ,_ examined the spatial fmrm of _ in its most
general form (Def.2.3) for characteristics of controllability. We
concluded that tw_ necessary conditions have to be satisfi_J
simultaneously to _uarantee complete controllability of _.hesystem. In
the followin_ theorem it is shown that for _.hespatial form of 6" we.
derived in (2.4-23) (or(2.4-25)) the C matrix is always nonsingular.
r
¢
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_ Theorem 2.2: In _he spatial form of _e displac_e.nt _" in re'-A
.spa._e,derive;, in th=-or_-m2.1 the C mat_ ix is _lw_ys nonsin_".lar.
4 _coof: If all _/.eeigenvalues of the sys_ are real t_hen the C
matrix is the _ransformation matrix P and hence is always nonsi_lular.
Su_, when _here are complex ei_envalues present the C matrix is slightly
_' r_dified, i.e., a pair of complex conjugate eigenvectmrs (or _eneralized
, eigenvectmrs) are replaced by the real part and the imaginary part of
_; t/_e vector in _he pair which _orres_onds to I_ = -_ + i _. All _
need here is tm prove t.hat all the n vectors of C are linearly
independent (their positions in C do .notmatter).
Suppose _hat t.hereare q _sairs of complex conjugate eig_nvalues
(n-2q real eigenvalues). Let us rearrange the columns of P so _hat
P -[P, P,3
.e. (_.5-i)
_4_ere P_ (_(n-2q)) is a set of all real ei_envec_rs (and generalize4.
eigenvectors) and .D (r_q), P3 (nxq) are sets suc.hthat for every vector
in _ its conjugate is in Ps fconju_ate property of eigenvectmrs).
Thus, P,=_,. '[_le inverse _f P,_, can be oD_ained by corresponding
rearrangement of ".he-_ws of p-t. _he rear,fix C,_ (rearranga_ form
of C ) is obtained simply Dy replacing _ and _ in P,e. by
P_ and _ , respe:tively, where P,, _ ¢ . We now h,,ve t..he
following ,matrices:
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But P-_ _ = _ (r_cn), the unit .-mtrix , -:mr] hen-.e subs=i_.utin3 Eor
_,IW "_
iL P _rmn (2.5-2)I'i__w
' %]: [t : c_-C_ E, E_ (2.5-3?
. vaheL'e E,, E,, Ea are unit matrices of order (n-2q), q, q,
}''. respectively. Equating the left side and the right side partition wise
in the above equation, w_..have the followirg result:
I:I[ oII -' _2',p_ 0 P,,,,,,Pz" 0, ?...P,- , - _- } ;i 0LoJ E:
(2.5-4)
Now, substitumingfor C,zw from (2.5-2),
(2.5-5)
We can obtain E "_ P_ P-_ 95, as Eollo_:
_e._ I. ,e.w 2.
,,. R-' . _.-'(p,,_,) P.:"(=P;)
<, , (<' )- ._ P_.,<'.&
and usina (2.5-4)
,I
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...%
EL (2.5-6)
EL
: Similarly,
• w :L e_ --ew
or, using (2.5-4)
" -- "L E2" (2.5-7)
Substittr.ing(2.5-4), (2.5-5)and (2.5-7) in (2.5-5),
The rank of the matrix on the right side in (2.5-8) above is n, and
.I
hence. Pncw Caew is aonslngular. TnereEore, C,_W is nonsingular.
This proves the theorem.
Thus, _,e £irst z,ecessary conditionthat C must be ,_onsingularto
avoid certainty o£ uncon_xollability (see secton 2.5.1) is always
satisfied for _..hespatial form of 6" in real space R". This leads us
to :onclude _%at the se=.ondnecessarycondition,i.._.,Lhe r_quirement
!
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i
, of t-helinear independence of r.hascalar time dependent functions W. (t)
J
i_ of o((t) over the period T is also a sufEicient :ondition for comglete
$
=ontrollabillty of the syst_nl. Hence, it is only necessary to test for
the linear independence of __he o($(t). But as it stands now it is not
easy to condu=t this test, and it is desirable to derive some conditions
:_ wI1i:h will be necessary _nd m_fficlent to guarantee the independence of '
the a(_(t}. The next section is devoted to this objective, i
?) i ,"
t
2.5.3 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Complete
Controllability for Linear Time Invariant S_steas
!
Ln this section _ will derive a set of necessary _.nd sufficient
conditions _hich will guarantee the independence of e_:(_)over the
I _" period T, t.herebyguaranteeing =_mplete _-ontrollabilityof a linear time
invarian= system.
I For the spatial form of 6 in real space (see (2.4-25)), Erom
I_" (2.4-2-3),
!
where _'_ is the set of vector partitions P;8_ for all
-
A
_G_" , and _'E is a similar set of pairs of vector partitions
(
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for all %_,_i _- G-_ in _nich _j _-_i+_" (see (2.4-24)). E_ch
re:tot partition consists of J_ __lecents (scalar time dependent
functions) _here _ is the order o_ the Jordan block _ . Within each
,Jectorpartition all the _ elements are linearly independent over _he
_eri_d T provided there is no zero element present. (These elements are
menbers of a Jordmn chain; each element differs fr_ r_heo_her in the
'i
4
; highest Ix)_r of t, Decause of the polynomial in t in __he exponential[.
•matrix _-_t (see (2.4-3)).) FurtSnermore, between any two vector
partitions in _'_ if the exponential factor e-_ of one differs
from that of the other _.henthese two sets are linearly independent of
each other over the period T. Similarly, bet_men any two vector
m
partitions in 6"x if either _j or _; of one differ from that of _-he
other, _hen due to the exponential factor e _'_ or the fa:_rs
cos _ojt., sin _;t , these two sets are L.I. over the time T. Al_o
A
anyvectorpartition of 4"x is L.Z. of any vector partition of _'_
over the period T die to the presence of _he circular functions of _
in _ . Thus, the :est can be narrowed down to. checking _he vector
partitions in 6"_ and _ separately, and I) those partitions in
_'_ for %nich _; are idem=ical, and 2) those partitions in _'X
for which Ooth _[i' _J are identical. A further simplification is
oDtained by using the Jordan chain propecty for t.heelements of a vector
partition, i.e., if the Q_.t_h element of one vector partition is
independent of the ¢_th element of another vector partition then t.he
tw_ sets are independent of each other. Because. the elements of a
vector partition are a cha_ built over this ;)_th element. (An
analogous reference is t_he I .3ation vector of De_.2.4. Actually "-he
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' _)_ _-h _lement is made up.of r.hefoundation vector.) For convenience _a
will call these _th elements in each vector partitio_ _s "fo,mdation"
elements in _ (_1. Thus, finally t-h-_ test for linear independen=e need
be conducted only for the foundation elements of:
_ i) the partitions in C"E for which _J are identical, for all
g A
21 the partitions in &_g for which both _, _ are identical, i
, for all _; ec'_. 1
A
Let _3 (in d" or C") denote distinct eigenvaluQs of the systa,,
and let _j be the number of Jordan blocks _ (each _'_ associated
with a _ , k-l,2, ....,r, r _ n), for which _x are identical and
._al to _j . Let 5j be sets of foundation eleuents of o<(t): I)
Corresponding to _; for A; e 6" , and 21 Corresponding to _3 , _
A
' for _i G _'". Since each Jordan block gives rise to one foundation
A
.olementeach S_ contains /4j elements if :_ is real, and 2/4j
e!_ments if _ is :omplex. For the complex case, S 1 is a set of all
elements for ,ahichbot,9 _'k and &a_ (_K=--_K_I_x) are id_nti:al. Let
_/_ denote: 11 sets of foundation vectors (see Def.2.4) _L_
$&
corresponding to all the Jordan blocks :7. associated with _5 for
_S _ 6" , or 2) Sets of _he real and imaginary parts _t_ , _ of
the foundation vectors _'L_ corresponding to all the Jordan blocks
^ _
_"_ associated with either one of a complex pair of _,;, ;_i6 &"" .
st
The sets ')/; contain /_j vectors (columns) for _ _ d" and 2/_j
vectors fo_" _ _ 6 "_ . Or,
1
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A
!
notation. ,_bw, using (2.4-21,(2.4-31 and (2.4-7) in (2.4-24) for t_h_*
A
foundation el_mat.s of o((t) (in _'II, _'T) t+_esets _j 2an be written
-asfollows:
a A
_ _ s_, _a _ ,'" " , _-_;£ _"
r ^
got 3; _ C
X T
k
A at
(2.5-_0)
A
No_.e _at: _.he elm_nt:s of _j are _alars. For _j e ff , 5_ :an be
expr_.ss_4 in e.,h_matrix £orm
_,;
_.o
>.-
T" .,,. _ ,. "'" 2 ir" ...... - _, ,f '"7"-"
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C_;t T m _ E 6" (2.5-II)Sj = e- _ e y_ ,
t
T T T
u B y_ ,., and is as given in (2.5-9) for_here y_Bu = etc Yj
a a
;lj_ C • To express _ for A; £ d in • similar form, let
i
• A
;; t{= ttc.s_% and _b" _s,,_;% . Since each elenent of S_ is a sum of
two components, Sj can be written as a sum of t_ sets (matrices) ',
(wiLh a slight rearrange_enttEorconveniental_ebraic signs) as sho_n
below:
[
A
% = ; _,,u,, _, u,.,.....,-_r;,/;]
(2.5-121
,&
EUrther, if _ define
; , , , .... /a; _l_ks. •.,
I (2.5-13)
then (2.5-12) can be expressed as
'. i;t T] [e, kl _;GC" (2.5-14)
l'The order of elements in a set does not affect t_hsir
relationship with respect to independence or dep.ndence.
I
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_'nare Y3 is as deEined in (2.5-9) for %$ a c-'.
_ne time dependent scalar functions of S3 in (2.5-10) are said _o
be ]inearly independent over the time intercal [0,T] if tha Gr_mian
_trix associated wi_h Sj is nonsingular. More details on Gramian
matrices can be found in [_]. %_e Gramians Gj associated.,with our
s_ts $j are given by
T T
[ Gj = / Sj S 2 (2.5-L5)
0
Substituting for Sj Erom (2.5-11) and (2.5-14) and noting that B,Yj,K
are time invariant, (2.5-15) takes r,he form
(_-.5-16)
_ere
M= _ , '_;_ C
0
"I" A
(2.5-17)
A A
The matrix M is of order m for %j_ _' , at,.... _ or._er 2._ :or "_'C *.
, °; i
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AThe .3ramian _j is of order J4j for _3 _ _ and of order 2./a; for
%: e C _. Hence, for linear independence of all _r(t) in _(t),
[ izl,2,.,o..n, all _he Gramians Gj. must be nonsingular,i.e., rank aj_ I
must be equal to /aj for "_j _- _' , and rank Gj must be equal
_ 2/qj _or _i_ G 6" • From (2.5-15)and (2.5-17)we can write
A
, " Eyj cz.s- aA
Now, we are ready to formulatethe necessary _nd sufficient conditions
Eor complete controllability of the system. We prove this in the
followingtheorem.
Theorem2.3: In a linear time invariantsystem
(_..5-t9)
where xeR_and _e R'_, let J be.the Jordan canonical form of A and P be
the transformationmatrix such that P'Ia_P - J. Let J_ be ':.he Jordan
blocks of order _)_ . Associated with each Y_ is an eigenv_lue
r A_ , k-l,2,...,r,_& n. Let _,j , j-l,2,...,_ denote distinctf
,%}
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eigenvalu_s so that ,(=;-v". Le_ /_j be r.henuaber of Jordan _1oc_
,%
for which :_, are identical and equal tD _j . Let _ be: I)
A
Sets of foundation vectmrs [see Def.(2.4)] _u_ correspondin,_ to the
Jordan blocks _ associated with :_ , %j E _" , or 2) Sets of the
_R
:; to _.heJordan blocks 3-_ associated with %j or _ , _ j _-{_ .
i/hen:
I. The necessary conditions _o be satisfied _ _at t.hesystam may
be completely controllable is
A
_here m is the maximum available number of independently
variable _alar controls u L(t) belonging to u(t) (i.e.,
'%., dimension of u(t)).
Note: For _._" only one of a pair of compl_ conjugate Aj ,
_, need be considered.
2. The necessary and sufficient condition to be satisfied so that
t.hesystem will be completely controllable is
_ote: For "_jE 6' :_nkY_ = /_ and for _: _ 6
• A
rank Y3 = 2/_ . Again _or _ _ _'_ only one of a pair of complex
%' _.i_, !'_.... _".',._.,ILif,,,... , _'
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ti conjugate _j _ ne_ be considered. !, #
-' i
i
Proof: i. ._ecessarycondition - ro prove the necessary condition
v
(2.5-20) we will prove t.hat if this is not satisfi__4then it is a f .
J
sufficientcondition for _controlle-bilityof _le system. Hence, assume
^ j = I,5 ....,9. (2.5-22)
f_
Consider the two cases:
A
' The matrix B is nxm and Yj is nx/_ so that _Yj is _, and
_ank B Yj _ m. But groin (2.5-18) rank Gj,< rank B Y.. Hence, if _J
: m </4_,
p.
7=_k 6_j < /Atj (2.5-23)
A
Thus, thinGramian is singular for this _ e6" -ahich indi:ates
uncontr_llabilityof the system (due to the existenceof a dependent set
Sj. in -<(e)).
b) _ _ _"_
The matrix Yj is of dimension nx2/4_so that BTY_ is mx2/_;.
From (2.5-L3)K is a squarematrix of order 2/4j,so BT¥_ ;<is also of
dimension rex2/41. If we =all
(2.5-24)
then _ is of _imensi_n 2_2_.;. And rank _ _ _. "3ut'._rom (_.5-l.S)
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rank G_ _< rank _.. Hence, if m</4j , i.e., 2m< 2_j,
oz:
A
i.e.,the Gr_Lmianis singular for this _ GC _, and this is sufficient
condition for uncontrollability of the systam.
,&
_. _his _o_s r.hatthe condition m </a_ for some _j (real or
=omplex), j=l,2, ....,J_, is sufficient for u_controllability of __he
system. Hence, we conclude that the condition
^ j., T., ,t.
is necessary so that Lhe system may be completely controllable. _his
proves the first -_t of the theor_n.
2. Necessary and Suffici.ontCondition
a) To prove _le necessary part consider _,heranks o_ a Yj _nd _
ahose dimensions are mx/a. and 2nl_2/Hj, t'_.._ctively. _f .ank
rank _ < 2/_j . Hance, from (2.5-%0),
^
m
Or
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^
and fro,,the firs_ part we know _.hisleads to _contro!!ability or."=he#
;; ^
SyStem if (2.5-26} is true for any _j.
_ Hence, t_henecessary cond:'tions for controllability are:
A
_icb i_ply
A
are sets of left eigenvec_rs or _heir de.-ivatives (real and imaginary
parts; for _.hiscase _.heproof of L.I. is similar tm theorzm (2.2)).
Therefore, (2.5-27) can also be expressed as:
^
b) ro prove P.he sufficient conditSon conside: _.he quadratic form _.P
v, v _here: 1) Ve R_J for ;Ije &', or 2) v_ R z_for _$ • _,
and G_ is as o.iven in (2.5-15). We can t.her".rite
i'
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._ (2.5-301 "
_j _here M is as defined in (2.5-17) and _ as in 12.5-24). Also, let9
A "
,, {B "r'_/._v , _i _ 6 :,.:,. V _ _j e _' (2.5-31) -..
A, _I ;
_ere z_R m for 3j E _' , and z eR _m f."r 3; (- &"J'. 'Zhen
VTr_ v - 2TM 4E (2.5-32)
It is now useful to recall the concept. _f con_rollability itsel.=.
When _ ask if a s_tem is completely controllable _e./mply all the
freedom, if necessary, in the choice of scalar controls ¼_£e)fora given
number of them (i=l,2,.....,m), i.e., the scalar controls
i '
uLlt), l=l,2,_..,m are indel=endent!y variable. Given this fre=dam _ .,
• ask If t/% m2_m can ever be controlled. }_.nce,we are at lJbert)"to
use all the free_c_ avaiiable for a given set of sca/ar controls.
C6 >C-- ) a, ,
- ,,, al-_._
J
I
I
I
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We see rmat M is a Oramian matrix for both cases associated with a set
"T_
• f(t) of scalars, i.e.,
A
e 6"
= e. ,
> (2.5-34)
Since 4C(%Scanbe varied independenr_lyfor all _ ,C-Sz,.-',mover the period
T, _be scalars of f(t) are also independently variable over T.
A
(e_ponential factors do not affect the independence of Wc , ar_ _j._
& J
and S¢,_¢ being orUlogonal f_ctions preserve the independence of
_C )" AS such tl_eGr_mians associated with sets f(t) -an be made
nonsing__ I. Hence, assune M can be made positive definite (M > 0 ).
'%* Or, looking at another way,
0
T
o T (2.5-35)
0
,ahere z is a constant recur, and w(t) = f(t)z is a scalar. If
t
zTMZ = 0 for al_ time t _ [0,T] then from (2.5-35) w(t) • 0 is the
only oossible solution, or f(t)z-O. But f(t) is a set of
scalars which can be varied indeoenden:11 over the oeriod T. i
I
.%
-L
...... .Z,m_... _ ........_ "==-..'i... .i---__ • " ......."-.....
• dL • , --
.,, ..... ,w- ...... L;'%
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i
5o for this equation to b_.true for all time t • [O,T], z i
must be zero. In other words, if z#O, for ar. ;ndeoendent
i
se: f(t),
"r
/ wCe]_=Lt" I_
0
J
can always De made positive {or a £inite time T, i.e.,eTMe >o ,
#o • Thus, a positive definite M can be assumed as k'lthin our ,.
cal_bilityfor contcollabilitypur_. _nce, assuming H >0 , we
know that if E_E=o , then _ = o is the only solutionpossible. Or,
fr_ (2.5-31),
A
• _ = _. V = o , _i E _" (2.5-36)J
Since v is _ixl _, _ji(, if r_.ik B_,3=/q_ then v=o _s the
mlque solution to U_j v-o . Similarly, v is Z/_ x l for _j _ (,
and 1£ rank _;.2.)Wa. then v-o is the onlysoZution to _.V=o . B_"_
_is _mpz_e__.o is _ °ray ,oz=io, _o v_ _.o (,_,.0]. _ls
will require G; to be mnsingular. Hence, the conditions (2.5-29) C_oc
all ;_i _ _, are su££icient to guarantee nonsimjularity of all G; .
O=s_intng _dr.h part (a) the necessary and su£ficten_ conditions _or
-ampler• controllability are, therefore, given by (2.5-29). This
completes r.he p¢oo£.
In r_e above r.heocm u_ have derived r.he necessary end sufficient
conditions _or complete controllability of the system. _.l_ough r.he
necessary condJ_.ion (1) is lmplict_ in _w necessary and sufficient
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co-ditions in (2)s the former can serve es a quick and simole
check to see if the system is definitely uncontrollable.
{, Even rJ_ougbthe above conditions were arrived at by a rather
lengthy process their application in uesting for the complete
controllability of the system is not very complicar_=d. The £irst
(_. _ necessary condition is very simple (involving only counting o£ the
•Jordan blocks) once the Jordan canonical form is obt_.ined.
In the second .ron-Iition the rank test involves or. ly much
•. smaller matrices (mx_ll_,mx2_), and m an-I /wj are aenerallv
much _m_l;er than the dimension n of the system. This :Jill
r,,dJ..._ _= numerica_ errors in the comnuter methn-ls . 1,1mrenvor,
- " the ¢irst test orovid, es a mir:imum n,jm_,er -For the scalar
COrltrols U_, chat is absolutely r,ec_ssarv so that the. system
, _ may be comoletely controllable.
In this section we have been concerned with the independence of the
scalar £unctions o£ =_Lt) in the equation for I in spatial £om in
real space. We derived the necessary and su££icient conditions _ich
wuld g,_rantee this independence. In the £ollowing we summarize
pcactical steps involved to conduct the test for complete
controllability of the system.
1. Obtain the Jordan canonical form J of the matrix A. Count the
number of Jordan blocks associated with each d_stinct
eigenvalue. If this number exceeds the dimension of the
control vector u(t) for an/dist:nct etgenvalue then the system
is certainly uncontrollable. If it passes this test proceed to ii
step 2. !i
)|
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i 2. S_t u_ _ y; aatrtces from the foundation vectors
corresponding to e_he set of Jordan blocks associated with each
M
distinct eigenvalue )_. (For complex _; the real and
imaginary parts of the foundation vectors must be used.) Test
the rank of _¥_ for all _ a C , and test the rank of
for all %_ _ _ . If their ranks are equal to the
ranks of ,_; (for _', _$ as the case may be) for all
distin_ _ then the system is completely controllable. If
not it is uncontrollable.
Some implications of these conditions of controllability are worth
noting. Consider a scalar control system (m = I, u = u_). From the
necessary conditions for controllability, we have
or
2_j _< 1 (2.5-37)
This implies that no two Jordan blocks 3w of d m_ :_d be associated
4
with the s_me eigenvalue _ (i.e., _ , k=l,2,....,r must all be
distinct), in order that the system may be completely controllable.
Further results can be stated :n the following t.hecrem.
Theorem 2.4: If all the Jordm- blocks J, , k=l,2,...,r, of the
system (2.5-19) are associated with distinct elgenvalues _; , i.e., j m
k, then the system is cnmpletely controllable if none of the components
of the vector ¢_(t) is zero, i.e.,
_; (%) _o for any I, i = 1,2,...,n (2.5-38)
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Proof: From theorem 2.3
x
I
i
/Hj = I , j = k-- 1,2,....,r, r _ n (2.5-39) [
,, _here /Hi is the number of J K corresponding to the distinct eigenvalue :, [
? ^ i_i " The necessary and sufficient conditions from theorem 2.3, give
4%
(2.5-40)
_here
" k-- O
)
{'/s -'
J
(2.5-41)
in _hich y is a single £oundation vector corresponding to a Jordan block
, y are the real and imaginary parts of the foundation vectorJ
y or _ (algeDraic sign for the imaginary part ignored) corresponding
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!", to a pair of Jordan blocks Jj , _'I associated with a pair of _
. ._, I
,. complex conjugate ei_.envalues _, _j . Hence, using (2.5-41) ""I
: in (2.5-40)
•I" "I"
rank B Y. - rank S y = _. for all A; _ &" (2.5-42)J
A
Por real _i ' B'y is an taxi vector, and hence
-i-
I£ and on.Iy iE the vector B'ry = 0 . But: Erom (2.5-L1), 'r.hls means
_; . e" a'" = o 4- s.-,. % • C (2.5-44)
z
p,.
;]
t
"". T'" z . ,,.. -
1,,,
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iAnd, S. Is an element of o<(t). _s,J
I
_ if and on/y Lf a componentof _(t) Ls zero. For c_plex _j , the t_o I
I
recurs, 2_1, i
: r_e,1 ,*6T _ J _Z
are L.I. if any one partition _yf_ or _y_ is not zero, i.e., these
:. are 1Lnearly dependent if and oRZy if B'FyK = B_'yz= 0 (this can be
proved easily or observed 6irec_y). Or,
•,,..,,,k _s'r_z e_ _ < _. .f°,. s.,,,,, _; _ C
Lc,, ,',:J
Lf and on/y Lf e = B z= 0 , i.e., = 0 for some _3 ( •
But from (2.5-_4) thLs L_plLes
(2.5-46)
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v4,
;.j
And S_ is a peir of elements of _(t). Thus,
,, if and only if a pair of components of o((t) is zero. ">
This sho_ that for all _j , real or complex, the ranks of S ¥3
or _. are full if there are no zero elements in o<(t), and full rank
for these matrices is a sufficient condition (theorem 2.3) for complete I
I
controllabllity of the system. This proves the theorem. ,
In this section _e have discussed the spatial form from
controllability point of view, and proved a few useful results. Now, we
are ready to proceed with the construction of an approximation for the
recovery reg ion _ .
,*
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2.6 Approximation for Recovery Region
|
In section 2.._ we discussed the recovery region _ and some
ap_oxtmations for 2 dimensional sys terns (Fig. 1,2,3). '_e
approximation ms in the form of a parall_ocjrem enclosing _ , and
_, thus forming an upper bound for #_ . Here, we will extend the
_t
parallelogramconceptto the n dimensional space and obtain an n
dLmensional parallelopiped. The n directions needed to span the space
ccme f-o_ the columns c_ of the C matrix in the spatial form for _"
f
(see(2.4-2$)). ThuS, a set of n vectors in these directions will form
the semiaxes of the n-D (D for dimensional) parallelopiped. The
magnitudes of these vectors are provided by the magnitudes of the cj
vectors as w_ll as by the components of o((t). Since _ seek an t_per
bound of the re_ion for a finite time T with bounded controls, we will
maximize each time integral component of _((t) for the period T using
/
the upper bound for all the controls u£ , i=l,2,...,m, i.e.,lu£1 -i .
_hus, each semiaxis of the n-D parallelopiped represents the maximum :,
component a state space displacement can have in that direction in order
that it can be brought to zero _-.time T. We mentioned in section 2.3,
for 2 dimensional case that at least on=. point in the recovery region
lies on every side of the parallelogram. Similarly, for the n
dimensional case at least one point in #_ will lie on every surface of
the n-D parallelopipad each of _hose surfaces consists of n-i
independent vectors as edges ahlch are parallel to n-I of the n
semlaxes. The semiaxisthat does not ha,_ a parallel vector in the
surface is the one on _hose tip this surface rests (semlaxis is from the
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origin to the center of a surface). Of course, an n-D parallelopiped
has n pairs of parallel n-I dimansional surfaces.
Let _ represent the approxL_ation, the n-D paralleloplpad, to
the recovery gegion Rj which is 1_ be constructed from the equation
(spatial form (2.4-26)1
q
' -13_ .... _,.l J_,_"_ _I
0
i
!
i
• (2.6-11j'% c,..)cll-o
, Define
D_. a,_ EL,_.,....,/. 3
T
j ) a )
o (2.6-21
_l 1.j.o._ i .i'- w %.--in)
In terms oE these notations _ can be denoted by a set of n vectors
_dcj j-1,2,..q,n In matrix form, these vectors forming the semlaxesW
of the n-D parallelopipad. Or,
. _, Kc. f.c. 1I "') .)1.1
,,Iiw
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(2.6-3)
- CDy
t
1"o obtain an appcoxL_ation to the degree of controllability _ of
the recovery region _ _ have to get the minimum of the _istances from
the origin to all the surfa:es of the r_-D 9arallelopiped. _he distance
,!
'_ ,_r_ the origin to any surfae.eis measured alon3 r.h__normal to that
surface fr_n the origin. Then the nom_l distaoce from the origin to a
-_' surfaceof the n-D parallelopipad is the c:_npon_-ntof its tip re=tot_
along the normal to this surface. In the followlng t.heor_nit is shown
how to obtain the normal distances to the surfaces of an n-D
paralIelopiprJ.
Theorem 2.5: Let F - [ a_ a_ .....a, ] prescribe &n n-D
_arallelopiped in real space whose se_iaxes are given by the linearly
independent nxl columns a_ , j-l,2,...,n. _hen r.he no_nal distances
d_ 1:o the surfaces of this paral|e|ooiped are qiven by the
.. reciDrocals of the magnitudes of the column vectors of (FT) -_.
Proof: Let (FT)"I = [ _, _= ....._N ] in which "_ , j=l,2,...,n
are nxi column. Since F'IF = E , the unit matrix, we have
i
° _
~T 0 ', ,
 vector of a surface is the semiaxis on tvhose c'
_:he n-1 d!men_ional surfac# rests. This surfacP ioms
not have edges 3araIle1 to Its ti_ vector.
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64
"'orewhich
_'_'a.jC_._= _bt ) j = Ij _-p.... I% > _._-.b;._..._n,
(2._-5)
where _'_ is ,13eKronecker delta. F.]uation(2.5-5) is the
restatmment of the fact that _. is orthogonal to all a_ , k _ j . In4
an n dimensional parallelopiped a normal _) a surface is orthogonal to
n-i reck.ors of _hich tho. surface is composed of. Or, a normal is
ort.bogonal to n-I o_ the semiaxes. Since _j is orthogonal to n-I of
tJ_e ak's, it represents the normal direction _o the surfa._e whose edgos
are parallel to a_ for all k except k=j. _e tip vector for this
surface is a_ , and the normal distance d_ from the origin to th_s
surface is f.hecomponent of aj aloe9 the normal direction _iven Dy
_ . OF,
..T
_ ....
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- |
. ar_] using (2.6-5)
_"I II _,_II
where 11% II is th._ magnitude (Eu:lidean i_orm) of the column vector _3 ;
of (F'r1°l. Ibis proves the theor_.n.
!
_, Now, from (2.3-3),
[( --- (2.6-3) ::
;I
_h.=re g, dengte _it ve:_ors. '_lenJ
"_ _ ^ _ I ....L._
i_,, _,, .... li_.,7
Usin_ theoren 2.5, the normal distances fro_ the origin to t.h._ surfaces
of the re_ion _' are _i_en by
,:,(; = _/' , j: ,, ,, .... , ,'t
The approxi_aation (_" of t:he de.]tee of con_rollability (_ from
I
$
-' --I _"
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the parallelcpiped bound _ on the rec.overy region _ is
L.
This approximate de-jree of controllability can be made arbitrarily tight
:,_ by including additional directions in th-_n dimensional spaze. Suppose :
e is any desired unit ve._tor in one suzh dire=tion, then maxi:._ze
7
,: T
O
over the p._riod T with _u_= i, i=1,2, ....,m. _Is quantity represents
ti_e maxi_un coi_f_on2r.tin the direction e of a state in the recovery
region _ , and hence ho pD!nts in _ lie beyon5 the surf_=e ort/lo_on_l
to e and a distan-'e given b f (2 5-13). This is similar to :.k,a_. i__
discosse._ in se=tion 2.3 f,r a tw_ dimension_l state space. By
consid__rin] a 3-t of s_-'h e ]irections c set of distan=e3 (i._-13) _=
^
oDt@ined. Let [_ be the mini:nun of thes_-distan=cs. _]__n an improved
es=imate of the degree of controllability is (_4. = rain( _, _ ), and
_'J > ,Co can be :na_e arbitrarily close to t/_e tr,:_ dejree of
controlla_)ility _ by pi._ki,,ga sufffr_ent nunber of direztions e.
The aporoxi,nate de oree of controllability (_' in (2.6-_'2) will go
zero ".:,_:n _he S/ste.n becomes uncontrollable an indicat-_ in t.he
following t/neor_.
Theoren _..6: Sup'_ J iS th_ Jordan canonical form of A i,. the
systen (2.5-'19) and Jk th._ Jordar blocks associated with the
eigenval_2s _k , k=l_2,...,r, r _< n. If the eioenvalu_s hk are
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(distinct then the approximate degree of controllability (_ is zero if
and only if r_hedegree of controllability (_ is zero, i.e., ba._.d
_ on the minim,,_normal distance to the surface of Lhe _ra:lelopip_.d #_ _
will be zero if and only if Lhe system is uncontrollable.
¢
Proof: The norm-=ldistances to the surfaces of the parallelopiped
A*: , from (2.5-II), are
• -- ; j: i t I .. .s_
definad in Since P" = raind it will bewhere }: are (2.5-2). • ,
-j 1 J
= 0 , DU: 3- _ 0 if and _nly if <, = 0zero if and only if s_m¢ dj, J
From (2.$-_)
J
mf ,3 -.=,_-.x ,_;[_ d_= , % • L% _ , I_;I " I, ('',5 b.
0
a'_ = 0 if a,_1only if _$ = 0 . _us, = 0 if a_ or,ly if
so:ae _(_ = 0 . Froa the:-_a 2.4 th.-s/_tem is ,_nconcrollaoleif and
_,%lyif ths,,_ exist _ne or more z_r_ compon_.nts in _,(t), i.e., some
_(.(t) = 9 . Hen:e, (_ " O if an_ only if :,%e system is
J
_icontroli_ble. This proves r/-.._ t:leo:e_.
_en t_.oo_ m,)re Jor_ block_ are asso:i:..3 .i:'._th_. sx'.e
ei_en/alu.• s_:m _odification is ne=_ssary so that (_" _ill be _ro if
and only if r2,e syst_: is unzontrollable. We adopt What is kno.n as
sin3ul_r value de:_mp_si_-ior *_ m:dlfy the £o_lation el_n_nts
correspon_in] to the ,-at of Jordan blocks associate_ vith onto
eigenvaiue. _'._ denoted su:h a set as S3 (see (2.5-!3) and will use
14
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@the me terminology for all quantities unless otherwise mentioned.
Similar to the a_[oa:h adopted in transforming complex vectors in the J
spatial form to real vctors, we will group the vectors_B( _[ thaL
contain the ale.nemtsof S; and tranform this set into a similar sat so
that the sa_e process of replacement in the s,satia]form can be adopte:]. .'_
_he new elements of o((t) will give Lhe i:_rop--.rtyclesire:1.We will
illu_trate the process /or real ei.]envalues,and for complex eige.T_alues
it is exaztly _irailar.
Consider a group of vectors (a su_aa1:ion)of _ associated with
S_ :orres.oon._in]to Lne eiaenvalt_• _ , i.e.,
¢_ , _Z (t},[t (2.5-14)
£-0 0
%
T
_;ere t.qe o(_(t)Lu:o:_;to Sj (i_,c_lumn forn it is Je.note3by ..j).
Dcn._tinj the sez- of _-._b,. "%_,. (nx/a; mltrJx_._] sl':sti_u_.in'_,for
S frmn (2.5-li) this _qu_tion beco.nes
J
5"
(?.6-15)
Since the ne=ess,_ry a._Jsuffi:ient co_Jiti._nis relat_ to Lb.• r_nk of
the matrix B Y. [see theore._2.3) this is to _e modified by sin]ularJ
value de=an_osition t.':l_nique.Dotails of this t:_,hniq_ecan be found
!
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iin many texts on Linear Algebra, e.4¢, , reference [4], and here
_11 just use the results for our _r_s_. By this tec,_nique the matrix
! T
¥. B can be written as
J
9"
(2.6-15)
l
in _hich L{, Zj are orLho_onal matrices of order /_;_ m, ,
respectively, and W. is a /4; x g matrix of ths for.nJ
' o o_jL (2.6-z_)
Tn,_ .A% is a dia]onal matrix co..sis:in] of as ;nany n3nzero valo_,s
calle3 sinj_ar valu.*_as Lb._ rankof Wj . 5ubstitu_-in_(2.3-15)in
-r _ T
C_ %_'BJ e- _ _ _ = cj.; L_ / _-";st't,T_2au_dt
D
= _'/,i e- _;t _/. cj a dtJ
0
12.5-18)
W_._re Cpj " C? L; #._ich is a set of )H: L.I. ve.'r_rs. _w, let
, _ _%;e
_j -__ P__ "A4'.,_"a _ (2.6-t91
denote the /a_ elements _;.(t), I=I,2,...,/4_. With this (2.5-18) can
be writtenas
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/ "r^T "tC_. _. a
a (2.6-20)0
This fern is ready for replacement in the _ equation, i.e., replace
A A
C_; by C_; and _(t) by o(t(t). If J%-i is of order £i (_hizh
indi=ates the rank of Wi is £i ) then 3xpanding '_ Z; we will get
= ,0 _' .... ,_I. , o ,o ....o (2._-2[)
J
This has /_;- _,; zaroos for Ule _(t) coefficients. But _ beinj
T
th,. rank of Yi3 if it is less than 24j t_lesfst._mis _nzDntrollable.
In other 'wgrds,if there is a zero el_nent pres_.nt ir, S_ th--n t.]_-
system, is unzontroll&ble. 0n t/n._ oth=r h-lnd,if _i is e_t,_lto/g i
T
Y._ is of full rank ,:.lichsatisfies the ,::'-"su._z.zent :ondition for
J
m
co2pletc co:itrolla_il_"..> =s far as thi_ ei._e:wal__• :_ is con:ern2.:
H'r,lce, the coefficie,_Ls 4 ft.) are in]e_en_eni'. Thus, only a zero
4
inJizates depe_'l__n:yof o(_(t). _.lis process is rei.ateJ for _ll
A
distinc_ real ei.3envalu_s _i •
For co.nplex eijen4alues the s&ne pro:e_ure i5 a_3pteJ. _h._
equivalent of (2.6-15) is
C _ e (2.5-22)
0
i #
where C_p_ [% ¢=.... c=_] an r_2/.; matrix. Ajain _'; is d_o,_posed
similar to (2.6-16) (rote Y5 is a n_2/_i _tcix), i.e.,
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Hence, (2.6-22) becomes
,: Clp i L_ t cti = Cl_ i
o i (2 -24)
_ere C_/,s"C.i/_sL_, a set of 2/_; L.I. ve:tors, an3
{ . ^
' r]
J _ L_ J> .: _ 12.6-25)
denotes Lu_ 2/_; elanencs _:(t), i=1,2, .... ,2_;. ?4e _orm in (2.6-24)
is ready Eor ropla:_ncnt in th._ _ eqtntion ag dis:_3_ earlL_r. No._',
SU{_'_OSeW. iS of r_nk ][. th._nrank _. = _j.. A_d if _j. < 2J4;then• J J
A
there will b" 2_4j-_j z-_ro-_o£ o(C(t) in SD_. _. sy_te._,of :our,s,
.%, is .v_cc.fltroll@b!e(rank f_ < 2/_ ). O_ th-_ ,)_.:ler na:_], if _i = 2/Hj
the s:-_t:.nis coa;plet_!ycontroJlaule (rank _ = 2/q;) es far , , this
#%
eigenvalu_ _j is concerned, lien:e,all 2/_; oo-_fflcients¢_(t) are
inJo_nJont. T,lus, only the p,'es._nzeof :-'ro.'._ind:,.._..<:]e[_nl_n=yof
&
_([(t). _his pro:ass is rep._at_Jfor all dis_in:t =emplex eigenva!u:s
m
In t_'le abo.,ea modi_ica:ion is de&zrib.-I to he anop'eJ in ti_e
spatial fern of _ for the columns in C and el._ elenen_s in o((t) in th._ i
cas_ Of libra than ona J:)rd&n blo:ks assg:iated with one e'_]snva!u.*.
T.iis in¢olves repla:inl a set of :i in C by anot_:erL.[. s.,t ci an]
&
a correspondi_ N replacffnentof _;(t) in o((t) by _;(t) _,hichcorres2_nd
I
to the foundation elenents associated wi h an eigenval_:. _e showed
that the systen is un=ontro!lable if an_ only if an e!a;lent o(_t)
. I
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|goes to zero. Combinin_ this with _eorem 2.3 and following the same
llne of proof _ conclude that the approximate degree of controll_bility
(_agoes to zero if an.]only if the system is uncontrollable. _his =an
be _.'ummarizedin the following theoren.
; _,leor_n2.7: For a linear time invariant syst_n (2.5-19) t,h-=
approxL_ate de_ree of controllability (_J based on the parallelopiped
region _* goes to zeLo if and only if the syst_n is uncontrollable.
If t_hereare more than one Jordan blocks associated with an
eigenvalue apply modification based on singular value decomposition as
described aDove to the sets of colunns of C and foundation elements _f
0_(t)associated with sets of Jordan blocks :orresponding to any distinct
eigenvalue. "l_erest of the _roof is as _iven in theorem 2._.
%
i
,. f
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t
2.7 Su_nary
i
In this chapto-r attention w_s directe.J t9 ]encr_l linear time
invariant s_:e,_s. ',4estarted with th._ question of how __ff_ctive is a
: | distribution of actuators on a very lar]2 flexible s:_n-.pcr._ftin
controilin] its attitude and _h_pe? To :om_reh_n _. the me_nin_ 9F
"eff__ztive" v_." sought to develoo _ :once_t o£ _h_ ._e] of
=Dntroll_,bility. _his 3evelo@l.=nt fol]o_d a ration_l aooro.='.'hfirst by
showing the unsuitability of certmin candidates to ser-#e as a definition
for the degree of :ontrollaDility, _n4 th?n resultinu in =._.eanin]ful
. .%4:"
.]..l:lition_.li:'__49u!_,.%::o_nt fo_"_iI tl,: pertin_=_t f_ztors su::', as
, :.._bl_ity, an; _.ontr91con:roll._b.lit}', total time :ontrol effort, "* '_
objeztive that will haJe a bearin] on the Jedr_.e :)f -.onttollahility.
Once a "]efinition ,ns f_F_ula_ad suit._b!e aporD, J_._tions h_._,_3 ,e
J__'2cloix_Jfez" th._ rezo_ory re]i_n an-" th9 _._j.-e.;_f zontrollab;I, ity s9
that ,'nis definition is easily _ppli:able to real problems an]
n_n.=rizally ,._-anadeable,=_,e _pproxi. _ions ap_roachin_ th= try._ 4alo2s
as =.h,: .'om_ational effort is increas.._d. 3he _athen_tizml ._pp,ro_ch
._d=pt_=d,besides leajin_ us to our desir._ ]o-l, sho,_._ the sy_t._
.-_ti_ns i:% sp-=zial for,_ _,._reDy enablin 3 _ to dative so,he relatively
si:._le t_sts _Dr c_,_lete :ont_ollat)ility of the s'_t_:,_.
_4us, in shdrt, the e,_hasis in this :hapt_r h,_s been development
of a rational concept tD obt._in ._nemningfu! :|efinition f_r t'_e_ogr_e
of controllabili_y ._n,]takin] i= t_ the st,_e 9f us._fulness fr_-_ an
a[_li,-ations ._oint of view.
_v
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3. _4\LY31S OF L_RGS FLEXIBLE qPACEZREPT
i
5
2
:i_ inj _elelope:l the nec__ssary zonceots for the _.esree of :
?
controllability of I SyStem _. are Jn _ positi?n t9 a:>,o!yth2s..• to _ur
fundamenr._l problem, the study of the efEect of location of _ct_ators _n
Cery lar2e flexible space.-raft. To _o this first :_. have to 3bt_in the
_tate s_:ze fo_n (2.2-2) for tha system, 4_.]&_ics __quations _f notion _r
_2,e si>_ce_zrsft. "i_.l.fol!oain] arc _.he ._ssential staos in_o!v_ in
obtninin_ the s:at,: space loon.
I. Cwosin] a ]eneral m_,!ai f_[ a tyoizal J_ry l_rsc flexible
SDazecraft.
2. Derivation of eqtk_tions of _,otion and their lin.-arization about
the eguilibri_n s'._t-._.
3. Translatin] the _.nera]ized for-.es into the norma!ize4 effort
u, and intro_ucinj _.ightin'] f_ztors f_r the :_or_in_tes tn
obtain r_rma_ized stat=. 4arinbles.
In this .'h._pterw_.will be concern.._ with the _n_ >_i_ o=.-_].n.r_.',-
m_Jel for a latin f!exiDle s.oazezr._ftam.iobtainin] the stmte st_:e for,
for the Jynsmi: equations d-_szribin.3th: syst.-_. [
\
i
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3.2 Typical Planar _:_tion_mdel of a Very Large Flexible Spacecraft
The typical planer model consists of essentially _ rigid body 3 ,
and a flexible body s_, with the rigid body as a reqtr_l core
Lt se;_ratin],the f_.xlbl_1o • ,_body. T_us, *h_....flexible body consists oF t,,n
very lar]_ appendages attaciledto the rigid body one on either side es
sho,m in Fig. 4. T.]esyst-zmis :onsider_ in.-rti_lly _t rest, i.e.,
an_ disturban:e t_ Lh_ sy._t__:1results in sone .ieformc_ionof BF an4
so.m_notion of BE such that the center of mass of _.,hesystem remains
stationary in inerti.alspace _h._ system "_'• wi._ be treat._-Ias a continuum
a:,_th,_h/nrid :oordinate appro._zh[5] ,willbe useS. ._h_f!e'(i')lebody
o.an_ ofBw ,_i!lbe treated as e!asti: beans an.'/t/haJefD_n-tion in the _
r:tati'_nwill ba assun._d_normnl to their undef3r_.u_.1axis.
•,i I_,%,!_<....
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3.3 Dyr_nics
The following notations refer to the model shown in Fig. 4 .
0: Center of mass of the system stationary in inertial space.
C: Point fixed in 82 with which 0 coincides when there is no
deformation of the flexible body B_ .
A A _&
B: Frame of :artesian body axes b,, bL,bJ _hose origin is at
A 4
C. The plane of motion is bl-bt , the axis of the
undefomed flexible appendages is parallel to bI , and
'_,.. their deformation is in bL direction.J
:n ,i,_p,in: Masses of the rigid body (B_), the flexiDle body (B_), and
' the SyStem (B_+Bf), respectively.
din: Differential mass element in the system.f
R: Position vector of a ,masselement in the syst_n in the
inertial frame (i.e., from O)
R_: vector drawn from the center of mass 0 to the point C.
r': Position 4ector of any ma_s elenent in the system with
respect to C.
_r,: Vector from C normal to the undeformed axis of Bp .
r,: Vector in DI direction denoting the offset of Lhe flexible
component from the base of r, .
A
_r: b I component of r' for mass elements of BF .
y(r,t): Displacement of mass elements of BF r_lative to Its
undeformed axis.
__ : Inertiaz attitude of Be (and rotation of body frame B).
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4: •
xad(*): Time derivative of (*) with respect to the i:--ttialfringe.[
1
Od_*) : [ Time derivative of 1") with respect to the body fra_,eB.
From these _ have the following relations:
k1
_ e= Rc.*'_' ,,_= m. ..,.,.,i: y'
; (3.3-i)
LgbW,let
1
A /- a
-_"=_.% ; - C3 3-_)
so that
A
From _hese __hreeequations, we.can write
_e expression for R_ can be obtained by considering the center of _ass
of the system with respect to the body fr_e 3 as follo_s:
-[ [ -,.'d,,.+ _ ,.' d,,
Sy_te,_ 0e 8;
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'_Z. I _
where (3.3-1) has been used for _' _or Br . But when there is no
deS:)mation of B, Rc = 0 (see. definitior, of C), i.e.,
III 6_
?
Using this in (3.3-5) we obtain#.
]-
- "'s %%
_here y has Dean substituted from (3.3-2). [.at
I " (R_._...u _(..,.,,:) a,,, , 5, ,,,,.t- R_.- R,.i,. 3.3-_r)
Hence, from (3.3-I),(3.3-2)
_r.. R<+?. R<_,.-,- _,+,-,_,= y, _,+(R_,-,,) _, h."_)
NOW_
J
.Tin $., A
_'lerea_J . 0 from (3.3-4). Hence,
I
:._=_. ,[¢ • ]_. __ _ +_,,,).(<:)'._R°-,,'+°_+t' '` x _
+-_t_K)('+_)+___','t'<,')+_@",'<:°_ ) c_.,-",'
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3.3.1 Kinetic _ergy
The kinetic energy, Ts , of _he system is
Sys_w,
_nich on s_stitution of (3.3-11,_ yields
; svs_,.. , sys_.. _sy;_..
t' j-,s)
/ I
Since rI , r, are different for B,,and 8w (see (3.3-4)) the ,ntejrals
over the systen _9at contain tAese have to be Sel_rat_ into the
I 1
integrals over BK a_d S_ . Hence, suDstituting for r_ ,_ , etc. from%
(3.3-4) these inte,]ralscan De written as:
(")["_" " f %'"" + "''_+ I '"_
SysEav.,. 6_t _;
., ¢¢ .......
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: Define the following s_t_ &Dnstants:
,-0
cs, = f..r_,a,,,.+ _,=',',,
S_
%.. f ,.,,'a,. e _-,.d,.,, - f"r,t,(,,_ (..3 .3-',¢-)tl I 5yst'_,_
in ",4aichI s represents the syste-n moment of inert;._ about point C _zer,
* there is no oefomnation of FF (y = O). Su_st:tuting (3.3-i_) in
(3.3-13) ;in4 ,_in_ (3.3-15) _ obtain
f4
*J "* ;2
_e_e _mS = [ dn .
At this point: modal analysis _rill De adoptel for the appendages.
Define
_t_-,t--)- '_c,')'l (e_
,_r(_) = [_,(._.), tt(,=_' ..... ' 'l'.(t)_ (_,.:_-t7)
.here _ , _ ,j=I,2,...,N, ,_rescalars, which are t[u:zct::ions of space
ar_] t_me, respectively. With ....'_".,,_ definition we have
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and _sin_ (3.3-3)
,<--_I>_..---_[s+<.,,.},,.>i ' s s_ '_.
' ,_< ..[ ]"-_- Jt_-id., 4(_) (l._t-iq)
' II
P
Also, define
i, " E .'.., ..... , _.,] " I_'_'"
i A . Se?T,),c.).l .f
i - ]/
_-.i," [ ,M.+,,r._., ..... ,/. •_c._4...
! et (_l.l-zo)I
SuDs=itui:tr)t (3.3-18) and (3.3-19) in (3.3-15} m_t usin_ (3,3-20), the
i expression _or r,he kinittlc enei'gy o_ the sys=embecomes
I
{l, l-ii)
$
ii_e
' c1 - >_..
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M =
_j
3.3.2 Potential Energy
Sinc_ r_e syst_ is inertially at rest rme potential energy in the
-- syst_n is solely due to the elastic deformation of r.he flexible _ody
Bg. Let Vs be the potential energy in the system, and for elastic
beams _ =an write
8 F.
.i-
#
_here y is substituted from (3.3-17),_ denotes _he sacond
derivative of _ will respect to r, (El) is Lhe stiffness of t_nabody
SF , and
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:t;
3.3.3 _eneral iz_ _:rc6s
To derive :,he _eneralizad for=es we will assume t._at external
forces and co_les act st discrete locations thro_]hout the syste:.
_t_ile_rces will Oe assayed to act at points c_uq_leswill be assum_l _o
act on infinitesimal elements so that th_se can have rotation. Let
z_ ,_enote _e inertial velocity of a point at jth location in the
'_'_ system _re a £orce _Pj is applied, and let _l__ de_ote the inertial _
" ar_ular velocity of an infinitesimal element at j_ location in the
: system where a pure couple __ is applied. Iff 01, denotes ".he
! ganeraliz_ force, corresponding _ the _eneralized coordinate q(t), then
! ",- + .
_er.: _L stands for a :lass of forces an_ g* for a class of pure
couples. The coordinates g(t) are _ and _ In _ur case. Prom
(3.3-I0], _ Can _Tite
' and _eirin _hi=h w note _at as _ location j varies r,_ , rt
derivatives are _e only quantities _at are affected. The inertial
en3ular velocity --tL_can be _citten as
A
where ef; is _e slope at j_ location on _. relative to r_e undeformed
• axis of S_. We have
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Where (rj) denotes r_e first derivative of _ with respect _o r at
r = r; . For mall de£omations tan o(_- _'_ , and hence
Which "_ires
Now, fr:m (3.3-19) and (3.3-20)
"I".
and from (3.3-4) and (3.3-17)
I
wir_ r_es_ equat;ons, from (3.3-27)and (3.3-31),for q-(_ and q .v[ ,
we can write
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_'_ __ _--", (3._-,,)
, t
: * A
i'
1he forces and _e co_les are applied in the plane of motion. _e
i_ e_ation Eor the _enerali_ forces in (3.3-26) then _ecomes
: We see r_a_ O_ has _ems cont:aLn_r_ _ and we de_ire r.he _eneralized
_orces t:o be Independent; of the cc_=rd_nat:es. _1_enat:ure of r.he problem
A
is such that: the de_ormat:lon is only in hi, direct:ion, and hence it: is
A
reasonable Co assume applied forces co be in bL direct:ton only.
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There£ore, _ _Lll seC L_- 0 so _al::
Wi_l this the £ir_l expression for the generali_d for=es are:
J C3._-")
where
(:).,3-4o)
3.3.4 F.,qua_ions of _l:Lon
We have derived the kinel:Lc energy T8 , r.he pol:ent:ial energy Vs
and the generalized forces 09 . Ignorirr_ the damping (_his is
reasonable £or spacecraft), r.he BJler-L_rar_ian equations can be
.'ri t:_en as
_
and L -'1' s - _/s . From (3.3-21) and (3.3-24) _e _grangian
.erom_h/ch d_e equations o._ mot:ion £or _.he spacecra_ are:
,_ . ..-,p
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where M, K a_e symmetric .and_), 3_. are as _iven in (3.3-39).
3.3.5 Linearize4 E_uations of ._otion
_ In deriving the fin_l form for the _eneralized for--es we already
made the ass_uption thor the deformations are very small. We will
consider arbitrarily small deformations in the appenda:jes so that
nonlinear terms in the coordinates _; of _ can be effectively ignored. 1
Also, if the _'._form_tionsare sm_ll t/_eperturbations in the attitude _ !
are also small. Hence, nonlinear terms in the attitude perturbations as
well as terms involving produ:ts of deformation :oor_inates aM attitude
% perturbations can ,_ neglectS. Further, since our concern is _ainly in
returning the system from a disturbed state tn its nonin._l(__T_ilibrium)
state we can, without any loss of generality, ass_ue the nominal state
_o De at rest, and will consider attitude perturbations about a _ean
value. Therefore, let
where _ is the mean value of the attitude and i) its 3e.:turbation_bout
this mean. From this
I_ SuDstitutir_]these in (3.3-43) and n_glecting nonlin_.ar terms in the
coordinates we _et the following linearlze_ g+l equations _f aotion for
the System:
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Or, in .matrixform
[: o]i;][::J-
.:_ where _ is an Nxl zero vector and 0T is the transoose of _.
If we define the following matrices
(,,3-41)
_hen the equations of mo_ion in (3.3-47) can be expresse._ as
_._ich describe the sy=te:n in the hybrid _.oordin_tes 8, _. We could now
proceed to pJr these equations in state space form. But, since these
equations have some specisl property we. will investigate In alternative
form £or r.hese equations. Note u,at the matrices _1, K are real
symmetric and _ is positive daflnite (assoclated with kinetic en
Such a pair oE matrices can be dlaqona];z_l simultaneously by
Ixlnclpml matrix. Often it Is desirable to work in these normal
coordinates so we will derive the system equatlons in orthogonal form.
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Let V = [ v, _ vL ..... vN ] be the principal matrix whose columns
v. , i=0,i,2_....,N, are of 4imension N+I such th.stb
where E is th? unit matrix of order N+I and _ is a re_l ,_ia_on_!matrix
of order N+I. Details of mlch transEornation can be founJ in te'_ts on
matrix theory, e._. , [g]. Hence, a new set of coordinates
= [_,I, I_,.... I{.1 can _e obtained by the transformation
5ubstituti_ this in 13.3-491 and ptemultiplying by V _nd using
(3.3-51) we h,_¢efor the syst_n equations
'_._ coordinates _ in this cas ,_.are often referred to as vehicle norm_l
moqes,
Th_ a_vanta-.e of (3.3-53._ over (3.3-50) from the ai-.ebraic
" _oin: nf view is a_aront. Sefor_ we "Iiscuss state s_ace form
for the system equations _._ewill translate th_ 9eneralized
forces "Q into normalized contro] effort.
3.3.S Nor:,alize_Control Effort
In .'haptertwo it ,ms pointed out that the control effort :_:st ,be
normalized. Th_ contr_l effort is imbedded in the generalized forces
we. deriva_ in (3.3-39). The generalized forces are due to the control
actuators. We will consider two types of actuators: I) Force type, an.d
2) Torque type. _e ou_[_utof these actuators will be for:es and _ure
couples, rsspectively. Any real act_t,_r !_s a maximum output oossible
which we will term "a=cuatoc strer_cn", anJ it is this maxi..n_nwhich
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)v111 be used to nomalize the _eneraliz_ forces. _fe_'rtr_j to
(3.3-39), le_
C3.3-s._
_here Y_m_A ' _'_ are the strength of the for=e actuator and the
torque _ctua_or,re_oectively,and j is any location for r.hes__=tuators_ !_
Tn_ nom._lize:_. =ontrol eEfort Is uj(t). _bt3 _.ha:us(t) is differen_
_- for each type of actuator (i.e., j belongs to dlfferent sets _; , _" ). !¢ .
Substituting (3.3-54) in (3.3-39)
,T (._)
_ere _'_; is zero for locations on B1 on,'] _ni_y for loco_ions on BF .
Define t._ followin3 ._trices:
• _,,,, <_,_ ._-,,,...._, ,_
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!In r.hiscam.= He is a row vet.tota.%_}I_%, H;_ ar_ _.<I _olunns. With
"-hos__ nota=.ions(3.3-55) can e written as:
!
qt " O" ,-s'7)
:'
and from (3.3-43)
_e jene[alize;,forces are now in _21efor.nof normalizeJ =ont:o! effort
t
u. Since wu have the total number of c_n_rollers equal t9 ,_, _  s= m
in _he adore equations. _he matrices !Ie , q% are of dimensions l_n and
_.¢m, _es_ctively, so r/_at H is of dimension (4+!)_n. A_,"J is o._"
dimension ;_xL.
3.3.7 NormalizeJ Sca:e Space Form fDr System EqJations
'4ewill consider U_e s_ate space form for _he equations of mo_ion
(3.3-5n) and (3.3-53) in Lhe t_ systems of coordinates _ _n_ _ ,
resp.'ctively.
l) _ sytem of coordinates
Definin]
-I,
w
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the equation
I
.-anbe put in the for.n
A'-A"_"*s'_ (,.3-,.o)
where Aa is an augmented matrix whose elements are elemants of ,_-i_
Bmard zeroes arvJ unity at appro_iate slots, is an augmente_ matrix
whose el.,_nontsate elm_._ntsoE _"H ._nd zeroes, such ".h_t (3.3-q9)
L
represents t.hesystem ._qultions(3.3-50) an4 identity relations _gr _I!
m._ elements of [ .
I
2) _ sys_.an of coordir_tes
DeEin_
l_en ti:'._ equation
.
can o_ put in the _or:n
_'. _'."+ ,'_ (,,-_)
_hece A= , B$ are augmenteJ matrices, similar to (l) above, with
,-T
elements of J_ and V _, respectively, such that this equation represents
the syst_.n equstions (3.1-53) ancl identzty relations for _II 1_he
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, elements of _. J
To obtain the final stat-o space £om --'orresgon_in_to either of the
t
two sys_zms of :oordinates, _, _ , nomalization of the state variables
x I must be, ofgected. 7his is done by assi_jnin,'.j w_,ighting factors to
these variabl_ so _s t= Yeflect the relative imporb_nca -weattach in
controlling _"zen. IL_t: N_ , N: , i=0,i,2....N, be a set of c,9osen
t
'_ighti,'gfactor:_so _at
a
A _ Z_+2, are elements o_ x e resp._ctively.where x. ' :<i, j=l,-,.... , x,
For _e _ system
: x_'.e > xz -6 ; xz,:.,.,-']_" > xa_,_=
. ,, _, ..., _ {_"_- _)
r and Eorthe _ systen
. . { :.o , .... ,,
D"_'o:n(3.3-53) we :an write
x'- ':',,_ (_"_'_")
where
I_)N-_L'_,,_[N , N"'_N, _, ..... NN NN] (3.3-(,7)
3ab_ti:u:in_ for x • from (3.3-55) in (3.3-3")) or (3.3-$2_ and
-I
ptemultiplyin; by DN ",reobtain t_hefinal state spa,:ef',rm
R - Ax +_ (_'_-_'_)
_he1"e
I
mmm_
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Thus, the .attritions of motion in eirJ_zr of t_h.= two systens oE
coordinates 7L , _ =an be put in r.he normalized s_.a.-e sp_ce form
(].3-33). l': should, ._ouever, be noted that r_e _ctors ._;, , N-_ are
',_ not r._e s_e for both r.h_=systms and _ . The coor:linetes _ are
_ysical1_, ._ore _=nin]ful r.han _ _hi:h are ab_ra:t (a combination of
h_rid _-_or_irL_.=s _), _ ) an_ difficult _ interpcet in physi=al v_ems.
J
As such i_. is easier t_ aul_n the. uet_]htin_ factors _ , _L £or the
syst_n u_an for r.he _ syst_. ,_e-/err._eless, i'. may be possible to
transla:_. _ set N_ , _L in _ syst_ t_ sn ._4uiv_.l_,_t se_. :;t , _1_ in
• tste_ usin_ s_._ unders_._dimj o_ the syst_ be.._s_i:r, at:..
&
qow.-vcr, in r_)e _=sent analysis we wil! ass_ne r_hat it '-s _ssible =o
ob_in a set ,_ , _;. in either sys;m o_ ::ordir_'.as. _lso, n_te that
any one o_ r_e ._ =on be set equal to unity since ".he "_ei_htin.3 _-.t_rs
refle=t only the relar.ive imporr_n:e zmon3 t_e coor4inates.
_ore endi_ _=isc-ssion =n .=quations of .,_otion _e _t.. deri'_e
expressions ,=or _e ..-x)deshape integrals based on _his .model.
3.3.,3 .qode Shape Inte_ rals
_e mode s_ape integrals /_ '/q_O;' A_; ,_ i-l,2, .... ,%
j-I,2,...,N in (3.3-20) and (3.3-251 need to be _aluated t_ obtain the
constantsof _e eq_tions of ._oti:n.T_em intec]ralsare taken over
the t'lexible t_dy SF _ich is .--onsi_leredas _ne body, and hence _y
_ode aR=lles to the entire ',._:ly. Because B_ is split a_ou_ a ri._id
=x)dythese integrals are evaluated as explained in _._.- follo_n_.
;'2
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lI
; _ mode shape is c_oNn mpsrately for each eRoendage whose fixed i
(
is r.he rigid b_y, an_ these t_ n_xle i_at=es for both the I
i_ [' appem]ages to_ether describe a .-_ae shaEx_ for the flexible body BF .
i
i Thus, ther_ is a _is:oncinui_y in a mode shs_ _f B_ _ue to the riqid
body. Le_ _; (r) denote • ._de shape of the _e_ible body 3e , end
define
. &it-)" c_) , -(i'.-,') -__" "-"g
;i: c_) -r_ _ .r = .L"*'rg
e
(3.3-7,:3)
du A
, _:re (xt applies :o the aR_n:la3e in-b_ direction (left) a"t] (xl
!
I agplies _o the ai:_._a]e in direction (riah:); r is :_S defin_A
i t)e£ore enJ x is _neas_redfrom th_ ri_i_ _dy t)ase _lon] b_ ,.']ire:tion;
J_, _" are _n_ l_n]t.hs _f th.-_ apper_jes (frownr/leri_iJ body ._sse) on
r_e posltlqe (rich=) _d ne_at:Ive(left) siJes of th._ bt dire=tion0 and
• c_ are t._e o_fse=s of these append_es =_o_ th._ _ of L"m
_'_=''_m dire:=ions, ra_v_:tively.
The mo_le me[_ inte.3ralsfro= {3.3-20) and (3.3-.35) can ._ow be
axpresse:las:
' i;
- c.,,t,..- 2i.
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too
+ ,jigs,]aT"4__" ¢,o ar
d_l,t, .... I'Ia _LI+ &n "I_4"
+ere B; , BF are us_ to denote the left and right a.ppen_qes of B_.,
res?ectively,&rid(¢I)',(EI)_ are used similarly, bet
t _+c<,d +. ,g
(3.3-72)
denote a differential mass, _=.re c_ (r) :* (r) ere linear ._ass' f
*r
Jensities for B; , BF , respectively. Note th3t r can be_expcessea=in
tera_of x far a_, a_ as foll_s:
•re [z- -g , -(.l",.,g) _- " =-_J (3.3-731
fro.n "_aich
_-_.* , 0 S_ S,t" *
(3.3-74)
With these we :an write
__ o
](_:-)d. - I (4")_("=1" =/ ('')¢'(')=1_
J. r t""¢ !," +
(++)a,. j (+.)c+¢+_a, C *Ô<++,s
t V
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_ where f" , f* are any f-notions corresix)MIn] = B; , q ,
, respectively. _e integration of the mode _h_pes :an be put in a
i,| nondimensionalized form as £ollo_.
Define
_. [_,-)"i- &. Q;
: • (3.3-_'-)
: c _e "..,.'L*
where 6Z is some constant navin_ a .Jimensionof l_n3th ,_n4 _"
a
W
are nondim._sional f_nctlons. T.lesale:J to, Ero3 (3.3-73], (3.3-73]
• arrJ (3.3-72),
t
¢.(,,_ e;e,.(: ) , o
,,I,,," (,19" d=°_
[3.3-77)
+
. :I I
+ ,+
,,++
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Ioi
In nondimenslonal form (3.3-75) can be written as:
° S°
f,- f,)
_,, o 0
(3.3-7q)
c+
Jsin_ (3.3-7_), (3.3-77), (3.3-73) anti substitutin_ fgr 4=" ,
approEEiately in (3.3-7L) _ obtain the Eollowing expressionsfoc the
mode s_mpe integrals.
-I 0
0
° .. /
" "I --!
I I
"4"
D 0 I
- I ,)
--!
* .... C_-')Cx")a,',"
o C_:)'
z
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The expressions (3.3-79)will be used to evaluate t.he mode shape
inte_r._isfor any chosenmode sha_es. In _J_enex_ chapterwe will &tudy[
a s_ecifi= model of a large flexibles{_ac._=_raftnd _btainnumerical
results.
!
_." _ •
¢
Ii.
-?
• p
t
I
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3.4 S_mary
In this cha_ce_ we analyzed the dynamics o£ a tyoical model of a
very large flexible spacecraEt inertial17 at rest, and obtained
equations of motion, linearized these equations about an equilibrium
state and put then in state space form to be studied from the
i: controllability point of view. The equations _re derived for planer
motion, and the flexible body was assumed to be elastic beams undergoing
: transverse deformation. Linearization was based on the assumption that
the flexible body undergoes small deformations.
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4. AJL_LICATIO_ 1'OA S[:_CT.._'IC.qOIZL OT A LARGEFi.,EXIBrP.SP.I_CE:RAF'T
_ In r_e last chalxer a generalmodelof a large flexible spacecraft{
,_" _s analyzed and equations of motion were derived. Zn this chatZer we
,_ _ill choose a _oect£1c model in order to obtain numerical resulr.s and
'_ airy the c.-,ncepr.s of the degree of controllability developed in chapter
-_..[ N I:o stucly the ej_fect o£ ectua_r locations on the controllability of
.t-
,; the system.
_f
? ;
_ D
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loti
4.1 _del Oe_ription
Figure 5 shows a sL_ecificmodel of a large flexible spacecraft. It
consists of a cylindrical rigid body and two identical appendages, i.e.,
, the le_]_, linear _ass density a.,_1stiffness of both the appendages are
identical, the latter two properties being uniform throughout the length
I A
of these appendages, me offsets of these appendages about the b_. axis
:, (in the rigid Oody) ate equal. Each appendage is treated indivi_ually
as a =antilever be&n with its root in the rigid body as the fixed end.
Any cantilever mode considered for the two appendages t3ken t_ether
con.qtitutes a single _ode for the entire flexible body _F" =or
any cantilever modf, of an a,_enJa-,e t_vo tynes of mo_es for the
flexible bo,_y B_ will be considered:
I) S_nmetric mode -- ._'_"_hicha cantilever mode of an appenda3e is
imposed sy,_netrically about the rigidbody for the two
ap[:u_a]es, i.e., the appendages execute a symmetric mode of
motion as in Fig. 6.
2) Antis_metric mode -- in which a cantilever :node of an
appendage is imposed antis_mnetrically about the rigi_ body (or
the two appendages, i.e., the appendages execute an
antis_,metric mode of motion as shown in Fig. 7. In this
analysis _ will treat separately the sy_netric and
antisy_uetrlc :nodes of motion of the t'lexible body B_ .
j,
. {
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4.2 Degree of Controllabzlity
t
4.2.1 h_:_eShape Integrals
For the moo]eldescribed above, we can write, in the nota1:ions of
!
_; section 3.3.8,
L'=V-I ; .g. vg._ ; _-_)'- (.e)*- _t
_ : t r'_(x_'SCrL_)eCrt
£
" ^ _' o sx*et
, ¢;C_)= % ;'Cx') )
G_
n_lr
_llla% a.... IN
(4.2-1)
_here _; , _ apply to the left and rlgh_ appendages, respectively, and
the asteriske_ quantities are nondimensional. Usin5 these in
(3.3-7_) the expressions for the mode sha_e integrals become
_s
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"_ • 0 I 't3
.,..,I
"1 0
-I 0
0
_,J k;i : l s .
0
i, $ • I,_. D.... ,N
(4.2-2)
;'he camtileve_ modesJ_apes[t] for an appendagecan be .Tttten in
nondimensi:_l £om as
(4.2-3)
,}• b _'t" "'1 N
,here _; , _. are constants, and the modeshapes are vcitten for the
right ai_e,dag_. (B;). The modesEor the entire fflexible body S¢ ate
obtained by choosir_j
_.'(x') : [ _"(-x') , -i i x" t o
(4.2-4)
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a )
The mode shapes , roger.her des:rLbe the j _ 3xx]e for BF .
_lakincj a cPam_e of variable, x'--E _, in the integrals involving
t
_.*(x a ) in (4.2-2) these integrals can be expressed t:ezms thein of
_8
Lnr._jrals involvincj 9& (x 4 ). /,lcl the ;node shape integrals Ln (4.2-2)
can be expressed as:
' /l_.(x.,jx ..+ ti) /_++ - C+ (1+dr)
.
* :j6+
" I
+++)+,++++:+¢,) J _¢, )&;¢ )_
41
!
I* +I#
++<+ ( ++) / +p;¢++t
I
_., j = f+t, ..... , N
(4.2-5)
<
¥
_f
A
" 1'he cantilever _node st_apes _i(x) (or _j (x)) are ort.ho_orml
functions wi_h respect: to the .massdensi=y c¢ , _md hence the following
properties (see [5] for derails) can be obtained:
/k A
0
j,l ,, ,,
0
Cr _I_ J (4.2-6)
+d_ere "_l is a nomallzln9 oonstant to be chosen latec, _; is the
Erequ_ncy for the j v_ cantilever m<:_e+ &_ _';+ Is the Kronecker dell.
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11_ese _o_rtie$ are tr,_ for _$ (x) a_.._. In nond_ensl,-,nal form
,1.2-61 yields
I '_ ,L _'o'i
O
(4.2-71
0
Now, define t
i
el- J'x.
@
_. / [ _,.'c_',]d_' c_._-_
0
which _y the su_stltu_ion of (4.2-3), can be obtained from r.he
following:
• .-..u'[C,,.,_t-,,,,._,.)- '/;(_.t _t .,-_ e..L)
2t_t
(4.2-9)
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: Usi_9 (4.2-7) and (_.2-S) in (4,2-5) the m_Je sha_ integrals can be
| ex pres._.:,4 as:
L
(l',) kl. _ = 2. _c; F.j _,_,_';._ (4.2-10;
¥
6t'=
_t_ere=_$=c;_;_; and i have been substituted.
AlthoL;]h one could consider many :node shapes we will restrict _re
to two (}=1,2) cantilever ,,ode shapes of an appendage, th_ first:and the
second. _is gives tour modes for BF , two sy_netric and two
antisymmetric s '_hich are treated sep1ratuly. _._{u_tions (4.2-[0)
. represent two sets of mode shape integrals ._or BF , one foc the
sMsnetric .node (6 = i) and the etcher [or the antisMsnetric mode
(6= -Z).
Table , 1 shows the various constants relat_._J to one first and
second cantilever moles given by (_.2-3) for j = 1,2. q_,-=nodus for a
_% ,,nodeare denoted oy :<e_ in the tabl,-_.
4.2.2 Computation of Inertia arv]Stiffness _]trtzes
From (3.3-22),
I T
.',_S
m s (4.2-[1)
J
__°
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1£ M;_, /44;; denote the eleMnLs of M,/_, respectively, then
subst/tu_ir_ for A;; t j"_; t /q_, from (4.2-10), and ,j from (4.2-1)
we obtain
I,
;qS .:
_j . c;t [c,-; )C,;+-;=;) _,. (_ ]
D_ (4.2-12) '
We will now use t_e freedom _ choose the normalizing cons1_mt C_ (see
(4.2-$)) so as to obtain some algebraic advanbmge. If we let
_d_3 m _I;_ , _ . i, :. (4.2-13)
then
, c = "":'
rqF J
• I, g [4.2-14)
Substitutin_ for C. from this in (4.2-12)J
Mi'; ={ It , I, _"f-z, (,*_;_c %D_. D_ _ _, .i
II.
14.2-151
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The clara £or ch_ xmdel of Etg. 2 are givln in Table 2, and TabZe
3 sho_s _e required input data deriwd based on _ assumptions for
t
this _el. Table 4 s._o_,_ the frequencies w_ of _e cantilever modes
_ constants D3 for both 3yumetric a_ antis_ecric modes of BF .
Using Tables 1, 3 and 4 _he elements "_i_ ,/u_ , K;_ in (4.3-5)J
are evaluated for symmel:rlc (_',, 1) and anl:isymetric (;= -1) redes of
SF and result: in r.he £ollowir_ _l:rices .%/;t , K, ._, K:
1) S_rmet:ric ,_de of motion of SF (_- 1)
M= I s I__t ooo -_I.|2.,_I|x,_'4'I3.1_.4 |! x I0-4 :L'ee o
I: [o o3
, O I. lq339
0 -- 3. I_.,q I_x,O'*
m
o • o
0 3.1_'_,) olll _ _o*_' 0
(4.2-16)
t
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2) knl:is_Iit._ic ._de of motion of BF (_- -1)
k "I,r 1 l'zq_":q3=I°''O I. aq,lOI_°l _;
um
. I s 1 o. so37wl o.,os sQ_
: O.6o3";g I J. 0
am
(4.2-17)
dlere _, _{ are r.he inertl_ and the stif_ness matrices and are deflne_t in
(3.3-48).
4.2.3 Compul:ationof Matrices for Generalized Forces
Prom(3.3-55) H - II4t ]w,t
['4 ' Y,._, .... Y'-:" i_'-,_--, ....
C.
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It_
J
| (4.2-18)
in ,hich i refers _) r.he actua_rs a._ _'FC is _efined in (3.3-40).
Also, define
.b C = 7_.., t
':r,
_s
#
"Y'I";,-" 'Y,_" (4.2-19)
,l.
where k,r_e kcC ace some cons_:anr.s celat.edr.othe actual.or s'cren_r.bs.
dOWp
@(,_) - F_,(.',_._-= r(, e, (,_)
@';'_): I_''cY_)]'" F_ _"'(")I
where I _ '_
(
B
.i,
4
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T--_ _,U .I.II t I I ._.... n __
:,..,
Su_:itutin:j (4.2-19) and (4.2-20) in (4.2-18) and usimj (4.2-10),
(4.2-1) and (4.2-14) for _4#;, ej , C,; , respectlve2y, we obtain:
[ :" ,. ,.. ,]
_L.__ _C__ - ('*_)%.
_F. DO
_here _:hevalues of m_. , l_/_'--_D_ O, £or our model are given in
Tables 3 and 4. The distances r , _ represem: the variable
.._ locat;ions of the actuators in Sft , BF , respectively, measured in *bl
°'_ r.* can be considered as one variable anddLrection. _b_:e that r0_ ,
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' )
;r_ facto_ cakes care o£ the situation of _hetJler the actuator is
| on BIL or BF . S_stitutt_ the VZLlUeS f_om Tables 3 and 4_
(4.2-22) can be _itten as:
1) Symmecr/c mode o_ S_ (_= 1)
,,++ : o..°°,,°,+
J IIL la I
"_ k"'t'_'"l_ Ik., +_+ k.. -,+.... +' "+ i'""
t_
'__ k+,+;" k,, ++.... *,_*P '+ -'+
2) _tisymmet_c mode of Br (;- -1)
_-r-_+l : Io ,'.'.o,,+,'_-+"',_?
L-:"J Lo.,,,_."'-+-'_'u'?)'_,d
H - _+ _+I _r. k,_l_rp+..... rt ol k.. ......
k.,.P k,.+... +, .P m,-," _.+ .... _.,',+_ •
" (4.2-24)
q= H_
+#
T
__-
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La I •
to (4.2-21), and Q is defined In (3.3-48). The vectors W_ ,
_ are c_upletely determined for any rf.I.
4.2.4 State Space Form for System Equations
Having obtained the necessary matrices we, can now write the
equations of motion (3.3-49) for symmetric and antisymmetric modes of
_ B F. as
(4.2-25)
where :_, _, _ are obtained from (4.2-16) _d (4.2-23) for the sym, etric
mode of BF , and from (4.2-17) and (4.2-24) for the antisymmetric mode
' of Bp. To obtain the orthogona] for.m of these equations (vehicle
._odes) _e dia_onalize ._,K by the principal matrix _ as explained in
section 3.3.5. The p_incil:almatrix is givenby
i
m
V = I o.75'&'Tq? O' I?l 6_.'1 4:0v ,,,- _;,:e_,e4_r;c.
o - I-2.S'#Ot('. _o. lo42.711 mode f: e_r
0 o.oo_ 3¢1 -- I. oo_ o40
(4.2-26)
[
r
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_1 f"
! I)
The _'incipal matrix for the symmetric mode of BI: is taken as the unit
'L
i" matrix within the'_rking accuracy of the numerical terms. _is means .g
in (4.2-16) for sy_netric mode is aR_z ximate_ as a diagonal matrix (the
_ off diagonal elements are much smallec than the diagonal elanents). Or,
= I= E _o_ s_,_a4-,;_ "_ode e{: 6 v (4.2-27)
Where E is the unit matrix. _e orthogonal form of the equations, from
(3.3-53), is
: "_.s (4.2-28)
C
where
'T=
(4.2-29)
&
The coordinates _ are vehicle normal modes. For the s_metric mode of
b
BF these are the same as _ coordinates Table 5 Elves the
values of 31L for both symmetric and antisymmetric modes of BF.
Now, let
J-H-F!,, ....L'_al _=t - tL,M (4.2-30) t
t
where H Is given by (4.2-23) or (4.2-24) for symmet.ric or antisymme_ri¢
mode of Bl_ . Then
f
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, "V _ = , l_. .... U.
.
= _,, _ .... _,,,,
_31 _z,.... _'s.,, '
(4.2-31)
v_k are elenenl:s of V , ., ,1_=1,2, 3, _=1,2,...,m. Prom (4.2-32),
(4.2-23), (4.2-24)
"_k,; V11_ Vi.,, Z,; _"
ll) Q'v"
f'z_ - k,_-z
(4°2-33)
_here for s_mer.rLc modesof Bp _= _ , and £or hk;. , I_t_,2,3, r.he
first: or r.he se,.-.ondset can De used _or any _ (I,2,...,m) depending on
_m
i
] 980007832-] 32
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I
the type (force or torque) of an actuator. Of course, appropriate
vectors W. , Z; must be used for symmetric or antisymmetric modes ofI
BF . Substituti,ngfor ha_ _rom these _e obtain:
A
.,+%,.g)
£
!_ for gorce type of actuators for any _, _"-1,2,..m
I _,,:- _ C_,,+_,,,,_'+_,,-_')-,
.. _ {0 )
, _v (4.2-34)
for torque type of actuators for any _ , £-I,2,..._
where _ , W4 , Z_ are appropriately substituted fr_ (4.2-26),
(4.2-23), (4.2-24) for symmetric or antisymmetric mode of motion of S F .
Also, note that a c_ubination of force and torque types of actuators can
be used (substitute appropriate set for that _number; the total number
of actuators is m).
For the s_.metrlc case these reduce _:
_,_.I_,.:(0.,,,,,,..,o,.,,'(_')+',,:- o.ooo-.,,o,+)
.+_*• k_ (o._,_,o,,+4 _'C','+_a'_.o'oo°""+)
A
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AThe state space form of the equations 14.2-281 :an now be obtained
in the manner de_ribed in (3.3-61}, (3.3-52), and fo: the systen of
vehicle normal modes _ this is given by
,,_'Is X _ U,A" " B
, (4,2-361
where
I"s
[o j
. - _W w 0 .....
_k, _tl. ..... _'"
k, I,_,3 (4.2-37)
A
i_orsysmetric and antislametric modes of B_ appropriate _. and hx_
are to be substitute_ from Table 4.5 and equation (4.2-34). Nomnalizing
the state variables as described in section ].3.7, we obtain the final
state space form correspanding to the orthogonal modes _ as
1980007832-134
>( ,LAX -_ 9UL t4.2-38)
I
'_ere
: A. r,;,'A"_,,: a_._[A, A. A_]
!i D.. a_,i [ ....., _, -_ _]
_' ro _, _ A._-F o o %-,-
LO oj _ _ o
P
m,
' f I D;'" °,,( 2_- _jc = B = o o = ....
, .. .]
_, ,, (;,_ ¢, "" _, ,
, o o o O
0 o 0 - 0
"_'L JI I:,_ J;. ....
m im
A
, N_._ _ •_j _.,..., _.
• e (4.2-39)
N,, - N x '
NIK, _ beir_ the chosen _icjhting factors. "1hevalue o_ "_ is zero
for both _.ypesof modesof B_. and _L, _ _re r.o _=etaken fromTable
4.5 for the appropclatemode of B_,. The elements hkC , _-1,2,3,
_L,2,...m are t.obe similarlysubst:itu_edfr_ (4.2-341usin_ (4.2-26),
'----- -.......... 1980007832-135
(4.2-23) and (4.2-24).
No_: ahis ortho_onal form lead.o to simpler A matrix co_sistiN
_ of 2x2 diagonal blocks _ich simplifies the algebra (the system can be
separated inr_ N+I second order subsystems for computational purposes).
,/
"s
.I
i
t
!.
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4.3 _oroximate I_jree of controllability
(4.3-1)
_re a_ , a3  ,a|_ , etc. a_e defined in (4.2-39). _e eigonvalues ;i
I
6
] 980007832-] 37
..
order V_ equal I:o2, 1, 1, 1, 1, respe:tie_lv. _._._ spati._l f=n_ is
: o e'_ e _,, le)
_ o
¢-:1'|_. _!;ii_tt:j (4.3-2)
91_'lere
o- o L ° 1
'_"'lt _ o _ _' • J
o o 0 0
o o . o o j
" " 1
o _ t'$ = 0
0 0
0 0
I .
.'°,./_j -,_ _
Pt = I o o Z_ o
0 _-_1. 0 0 o
^ [ _ ._ ,,L"'-'t* r__L o o_p_.= 0 o 2. _Lcl
' __ _ 3 _ ,, --illm" "_ . ,._" --.. ,_,,. • _ ..... - -- - ,,. , .... . ............. Inn . , , ,
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,_.'7
|
r (} -----.-l, II, QI
' " {° ° ° o_- lP4 • _cm.J
.[o o o o_ _r-__l ,,._-,,
t
_low, cepl_e r._ c(_l_lex l_lr o_ Imrtittons in (4.3-2) by real
Fertitior_ Erom (2.4-25) ms exI_l.ainld In I_tlon 2.4.2, t_ ob_ln _ In
real _a_.e, 1.e.,
r
f
m--re
C.[c, c ...r.. "J. F| 0 o o o 0 l
;0 _ 0 0 0 0 J
o o o l
0 0 _"_1.
¢ I i
0 0 0 _ 0 0 I
' t
0 0 0 _ 0
.o o o o o -_
t
J
i ......
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_)= =
t _ ".
" _c_
.e
: h, mi:h ""
IoI
A R . z
_R . :x:
Now, since all the 3ordTn blo=_s SK are associated with distinct
• ei_envalues, /_j = I, j=k=l,2,...,5, _lich fr_ theor_.._2.3 _i:es the
n._cessary condition m >_L so that the system .may be completely
controllable (m is the .Jimensionof u(t)), mere is no ns_d to consider
the rank test (nacessary and sufficient =ondition] for complete
controlla_ility _ecause we are _oin_ to [_oceed with the derivation of
the ac_roximate de]tee of controllability _e, and :tom theorem 2.3 '.,_
know t._atthe system is ®:ontrollable if and only if 1_ _oes to z_ro.
_he r.h.s, of _((t) in (4.]-5) can be written as
_¢,)-_._[_, "%]_0,"_
%
m
/
k
_ . ___,--=
, -- -- ............... m i ,Id--
] 980007832-] 40
IP
_here
: r. 1[:4
I %. J G_
",:r_,_Eoo.....,!\" L"'-, (4.3-g)
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i]
_'_ N_ L-i (4.3-9)
_here a,L, _24' amt' "l, :_ ._ace been s_stituted from (4.2-3._) and
(4.3-1).d
L
The aonroximate recovery re_lon _e(6 dimensional oarallel-
_. oo;._ed) is _;ven, accordin", to (2.6-3), as
(4.3-10)
_tmre, as in (2.r_-2),
"I"
; (4.3-11)
and from (2.:)-9),
....
!
From (4.3-5), evaluating (CT)"' we obtain,
I1_,11-1; il}_11" o,,_. ; II).tll'J-t+¢_"
I1'_,_11"_ ; IIt_;11= g',-,:_" ; II_,11= __c.
(4.3-13)
_lying the maxlmi_a_ion m .(j(t) in (4.3-9), we can obtain:
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rn..__rnal distan:esto th_ surfn=esof r.h._ porallelopipe_region
are obtain.a_ uSL_] (2._-ll), i.e.,
' i i . _ {_, , S-_,t, ..., _,
II _i II (4.3-_s)
_here {_ , II %jl! are ,]Lven in (4.3-].4), (4.3-].3), respect£vely, and
A
nK_ are :jLven by (4.2-34).
assuain] t/nat T is lon] c_ntmra4 with :he perioJ of the sine wave
(cosine _ve) (so l_at the effect of partial csnpletion of the fin_l
,_ri:d o_ oscLllation of the sine wave Ls negligible), the absolute
value of tha sine or :oslne _ve ,:'.an_e repla:e_ by 2/_T , its a,,er_]e
over a _:er_:d. W_th thLs suOs_|tL_|on _n (4.]-14) arid suhstit_iting for
Jlg;II from (4.3-I]), (4.3-15) becomes
r
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ZNo _-1
No _.'-"I
A
,t+- +.."r,.._u._IP,.,.;.I
+ a,. #_.
NI +'.I
++. 3'I"N_ _ _,,'1
('_. 3-1"5)
in 'a_ich(4.3-I) and (4.2-38) are used for c,, ca, ate, am4, .anda_&.
_=. ap@roximate de_ree of controllability _ base4 on the
oaralleloDioed bounJ can now be written, according, to (2.6-12),
a3
e _ _ j' ,,,.,
j J , (4.3-L7)
where the d. are given by (4.3-16). To evaluate _ wm need to computeJ
A
]hk;l, K-i,2,3, i=l,2,...,m, _ich are _iven in (4.2-34). _e
infomuation on the type and stre,]th of actuators and thoir locations
&
IS contained in hl_ . To put (4.3-Ig) in a more elegant fonn, _efine,
in (4.2-34), the followi,]:
r,,(,y) : _. -,. + _ +%.
c+,(.,.,:'+).%,,-,-_,_,,.-_':"+%,,,.:+" (4.3-L8)
_ere i re,era to a particular actuator. If we pick a certain location
" II I +-" + -+"+" + .... "........ +'...... ' ' .... "..............
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4r_ for some av=tuator i=1 then the ri:jht side of (4.3-18) is a number.
Although we will use a finite number of actuators at discrete locations
\
within the available rar_]esince out modelwe can pick _ny value for r_
is a continuua. Hence, the index i =an be dr_pped in the above and r
considered a continuous variable. /LISo,_S mention_ in section {.2,
oa a
r_c and r_ can be :onsiderad as one variable since the :han3e of i
", |
location from the ri3id body to the flexible body is taken care of by
6Fc in '^; an3 Z_ . Thus, there is one continuous variable r in b 1!direction. The functions in (4.3-181 then can be written as
(4.3-19)
W= ko, - to. qll_, _,02. _1 (Y)_'1:. i 000''31c .j Lo ° "J
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,j.L .) .I _j.(_. ) . _, __'_(o •
J= Is 2-
_'F . _o _" F. • RT (4 3-20)
I _r* f. _:
In the above the i_lex i _ich refers to a p_rticular actuator an4 its
location along r* has been dropped. The functions _ =orrespond to
force type a:tuator$ aridthe functions r"c correspo._ to torque type
a_tu_tors. Let
¢
p.
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Then from (4.2-34) and (4.3-18)
_ will take the constants k _ , 4¢c So be ._x_sitivo(sea ('.2-L9))
%,hizh"-henle_ds to
ti.,l-{_._l&',l;-'°
)
Tn_.saare to be s_bstituteJ in (4 3-1-3)to :ompute t._e_.j,¢_ose minimum)
value, according to (4.3-17), is the appr3_i_ate J.agree of
cont:ollab_lity _ of the systen.
t In the next chaoter we will discuss the results and
exa_inP the effect of actuator )ocatlons on the de_ree of
controllability of the system.
D
- i ,,vliE _- - ,.......
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4
5.1 Intro_uction -,
In chapter Four _; ,Jeriv_ expressions for th,-. approximate ._,=_reo
_ --ontroll_,bili'.y(_ based on a s[>._cific,_od_olof .nl_.-]eflexi_!__ ' :
space.raft. _n this char_.er _m_ will dlszuss _.ner3sul=s for sin_!o an4 /
_zpl_ actuntor distributions an_ ex_min_ th__ir eff_--_t on th_.
ap@r_<in-_te ,_egre_ of concroilability _.
..
p,
=
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D5.2 In£1u_nce Curves for _ctu_to_ Lo,=ations
# The expressions for the nomal distances d; in (4.3-15) can be
written essentially _s products of t/_reetypes of f,,nctionsf. , f ,
' i
, and f_ whare fl is a ftm:.tionof total time T, f& is a f_nction of i
-" _
, _ightin9 fat:or and f, is a function of a:t_tor s:rength aM the
effact ;.u._ to its lo=ation in the syst_-n. Dr, ._tyi_icalnormal 3istance
:nn b2 written .as
!
= fl f, fa 15.2-I_ ]
& :I&o.("'a)
_t is not important ho_ we d,-finefl ' f_ ' % ; the only significance
is that T belongs to fl ' the '_ei_htingfactor b_.longsto fl.' anJ the
terms rel'teJ to the acts_:_rs Delon_ to f3 ' Hen:e, in (4.]-15),
notin] (4.3-24) choose
i-I
k_ I, 2, 3 (5.2-3)
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?hen, the normal distances dj in [4.3-I.S) become
k= l, 2, 3 (5.2-_)
t,
IJ
•,_,.=ref_ is Jefin._din 15.2-3) and t:n_. rest n._ed not be _efin_/
p_ecisely 3t this st_se. But we will include the A term in f_ so that _:
the. ._5_1_sic.lsof fL will be _J_esm,_ein either form (see (5.2-2)). +
Th=-fa=tor :k is known be=ause it is -_ systen constant. .Hence, the
unknowns in dj are total time T, weishting fa:tors g, "_,nor'nalize,!
•_tuator strengLhs k_ = k= , a._-Lhe influence fmctors I_ I, Ir_l due to
the locations of a=t,t_t_rs. All of thes_ must be _noan before _ cmn
If we are giv=_ a distribution of actuators we _an pres,xneth._t._9_
of a=t_:tor tfor=e _F@e or _orque ty'@e)at _ny liven location an_ als_
its stren]th (k_ or kt ]. From the knowl_ge of only the type of
actuator at any _+_en location r _ _e II_I (IP_I or II_,I) fnctors are
dare,mined. Wi_:_ =he additional _nowled_e of tI_._strength of _hese
a:tuat_rs the f,_ction f3 is dete_.._ineS.:t is :easonablo t3 pres,&_e
Lh._t we may not w_nt to =hattiethe _i.3hti_] factors often. Hence, ¢
-&
could also be determined if w_ Jaci_e on a set _f _._ightJ_jf_:tors fsr
the systen states. _is leaves totnl time T _ th._.only remaining
variable of d_ , so dj can be plott_-_Jas functions of total time T.
hence, _# =an be evaluatc4 _or any T.
+- _
Ik+ _ ,
] 980007832-] 50
| 4'
! The procedure _ ,Jetermine th._ approximate '_e_ree of
_ controllability _
I c-_nbe.su_narize,3in the follow_nj steps: ,i '
rl_, r:i) Choos._ _e lozations ,.... , rM where the actu3tors are
t.
to be located. Classify them into the t_J groups, ¢ne for the
forco type ac_tmrs an_ the other for the torque tyD.."
actu_rs.
, 21 tabulate I _I an_ I_ I values gor these locations
P
=orres_ordir_3to the app:opriate 3roup arvlfor the ty_e-3f mode
of mo_ion of B_ (_fmmetric or antisy_metric).
' 3) Compute r/_,econtribution of each _ct_tor by taki_ t.he D/oduct
_ of its stre,]th (k_ , k_ ) end _ne approp:inte } _ I value ,
tabulated in st2_ 2.
4) Take th- sum of all the contributions in step 3 :o obtain the
h
• , f_ction
#
f3 = lh_ I
m
5) Choose a set of _.ighting factors NL , N_ _r_ co_pute the
f_c_ions
Z_.I Z.' È(in ;he expressions for J_ , j=I,2,...,R.
6) 3i_en _ total tL'ne T comp=,".e f = f (I') in tho expressions fo_"
ed , j=l,2,...,_.
t
I
, .
w ...
¢
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7) From t!,ese _aluate the normal distances ft. _s follo_:
4
LL--I L_-I k
]
- 1:,.. J I_ = I_ Zl3
i
8) ?h._ approx!mat_ degree of controllability _* of the syst._u
based on the given distribution of a=tuat3rs is the .'ninLm',.m of
all the normal distances dj evaluate_ in step 7.
i lhus, by the above proc_Jure _ can be evellated for various
distributions of actuators (type, strength arc] locations .known), ant]
these distribJtion patterns can be rtnkeJ in des:endin3 order of
_, tied ili_hor the _a the better tt_e correspondin3 distribution
Loattern. '_nedecision as to _._i=hof a 3iven se,t of Jistribsti3ns is
De,tar :nay or may not depenJ on T. If a limitel ra.%ge for T iS
_rescribeJ for contLol purposes (this a,ay be the case in spacecraft
control) Lhen it is possible to "]._:idP. _.rom tl].= (_ cJrves th3
distribution that is best on the average over trois t3nge of T.
At this point wj :an say our objecti4e of rankin I various
distributions is ful£illed. However, we could g_in a little more
insight into the behavior of _* from the Tz>int of view of loc_tign of
actuators fr(_m_at we will call influence carves (]C I curves] for
actu_3r ioc_:tions.
By I _ I cucves we ,_ean the t_o sets of ".urves I_1 _n._ I _1. _.-
I_FI cur,'as belong to the force type of actuators an_ th-_ .IP¢I curves
belong to the torqu_ t_pz of actuators. (_ot_: thes_ are s._.r._te sets
of curves for th _. symmetric and antisy_e_ric modes of motion of al_ ,
these two types of modes bein_ treate_ separately.) The I _1 curves are
; , ,__-- • :,_
*- _ _.'-':_-'-, , _ ...... ,,,m'............ =',P" _ "," '....... - "
I mm
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OEun=cionsa.fonlytneac _uator 1ocatlon r". _ IPI (I_I or I_I) set
|
the order oE t_._ syst=n, L.e., there are -_s ,_any =omponent curves _f irtl
as there aL'-- rnsition /ariables (as oppos_J to velo:ity v_rie._les) in
the ori=]inal state v_t_r (not nor_alize:l_. (For our _odel n-1._ E,_'.h
|
I/_ll =ur#e corresponds to a t_rt/cular ._de (in this case vehicle norn_l
_o_e). _Jt th.- _istan=es -]. need not in ,oenernl correspo._l to eny _odcJ
in th.- original system, becous_ th_ 3_ are _lon_ n_rmals (t_ th_f
surE_ces of a _ralleiopiped teoion _) whose orientation in the state
spacc :lu,_n_s on the shal=_ of J_.
Vi3ur.-s8 :hro_hT. s._'_ :hes.: II_I curves. Vi]ures _ _n_ 10i
represent r_o sets o_ l_rl curves for fore.._ r._ actuators £or the.
sMmnetric _o5_ and antis_ametri: .._de o_ ._otion of '_f ' respectively.
Fi]ures 9 _. I I cepr_s_nt the _:ts of !_1 curves for t_r.'lU" : ._
_r.Lu_tors for _hJ sF_._etri_."._loan3 an'.is_etric ._o_.o3f _ocion of
Bf_. _es_. carves are plotteJ aS functions of th._ ,_bs_luto4nl_: lrm_
of t.%_acta_tor loc_ti_n. _,e absolute ¢,_!_ is _s.._JDec_us_. these
curves are ,]u_.licat_!for ¢ r" (the a.ppen_a3esare identical and
ha4e a s_etri: _hysical syst_%. _,,_location r" is _easur_d fro_
m
_ne point C (s_e Fi_. 5 ) alon; b_ _irection. Foe Io:ations
0 4 Jr'J _ r: , r_.= _.D333133], the _cttt,_toris on th.:ri_i_ _o_y Bit
and for locations re< Ire[
• _< (l + re) Lb._ actuator i._ on the flexible
Oody BF on aitner of the two appendages. T_._ a_solu_. _ value I r_l is
plotted alon_ the <-axis _._ the I_1 or I feeml arc olott_'1 ,_l_n_ the
y-axis.
lhrom(4.3-23) iL _.anbe s_.enth,_t the contribution t_: t_ e,_h
m_llmm m---- _. ..de" _ •
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I•ctu_tor is a_ed up measured in terms of absolute va!ues to obtain the
d_ . .4Drea_cr,the oontrIDution of e_ery actuator is a _r_.4u:t of two
terns, one involvin3 only the stren]th of th._ a-.tuat_r(k_ , k_ ) and
the other involvin_ only tn._effe:t due t: its location in the system.
_-_ infl,Jonce curves (lp I curves) are _ery useful in _mpu__i_ r.he
m
:ontribution to the degree of controllability _ of each aztu_tor.
0
Because thes._ curves, bein_ independent of a:t,_itorstrengths, :an be.
useJ for _iffe.rentactuatm_s at the s_e locations, _ th? total
contribution of a new set of a-.'.tumtorsi obtained sim:)lyby mr}clingup
the products _f th_- new actuator stren.]ths an_ the sa_e influence
fa:t_rs for th_ _]d set.
In the n_xt s..'v._r_iSections ',$._will e<._in9 various _ptions 9f the
:ontrol actuator3 am4 their bearing on tge ._og.roximate _e_ree of
:ontrollability _ of Lh_ syst_. _,se o_tions will be e<a,_ine_.for
_oth ty_e_ of modes of no_ion of m_F , syr%netri: _n_. _ntisy_'n._tri:.
'_ese options are as follows:
I) Sin.lie£oc:e a.-tuator
2) Sl_)le torque actuator
3) Multiple _:t_tors
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5.3 Single ForceActua_r
$
5.3.i Intro_ction
me nomal distances d; , £rom (4.3-tq) (m - I in this -.ase}, are
_ _iven by
>'. (2 k,, I,,I,. I 11,w=
Ng
NL
where (4.3-24) has been use.t. For any chosen set of wei_jhtln]fsmtors
N¢, _"_, _r any totsl time T and for _ny strength of the for=e _-tm_tor
each Jj is proL_ortion,_l to th.= height of ono of the three curves _f I_1
(Fi_. 5 for symmetric ,nodeand Fig. 13 _or ,_ntisymmetric _no_e). _us,
if d_ _,_re to be plotted as a function of location I r*l we. would have
six curves, a l_ir of them proportional oo each I_f. Because of this
proportionality the _axi.,num,minimumand :ero values of any d3 :urve
correspond =o themaximum,mlninun and zero values of its corresponding
I_1 curve, i.e., _he behavior of a I_1=1 curve is the same as the
behavior of its correspondin3 _ir of d; curves with respect to these
values. Therefore, we can ex_ine the I_=I curves to gain som_ insight
into the behavior of r_heapproximate de-jre_of controllability _* as a
function of location ]re[ of the-a_t_tor.
I 5.3.2 Symmetric r4odeof Bv
i Fi_u_'e3 _ows the set of i_l curves for th._ symmetric mode of
! motion of B F . _ere are four locations of Ir*1 at which ("* 3oes to
zero indicating the syst_ is uncontrollable at these locauions. T_e
l_F,i and I_;tl curves have one such location ea=h and the l_j'l curve
has two su.-hl_=ations. Tn-_se locations are tabulated in Table 5.
Recall _,at for the s_.,_netriccase the vehicle normal modes are the sa_e
as th_ hybrid mo4es _ (B, [ ), and hence the zero of any I/_t
i_']i:atesthat the corres_nondirg hybri:] :_ode is uncontrollable. _t
Ir*i = 0 (_int C) the rigi_ body ,node % is uncontrollable but th._
ap_endage noJes _I ' _ are controllable. At this location th._
actuator can generate _o torque on th-_ vehicle in the inertial syst_,
so _) is uncontrollable. _he s_ametri--motion of BF (Fig. 5) pro,_uces
only translatory motion of SR a_] by controllin_ the _ modes this :an
be killed. But i._ the disturbance includes 9 this cannot be
controlled. The locations on 8p at which i/_&l, I_jf are zero arc
inertial nodes (obtain._3by puttin3 /m_ = q) for the :orresnon_in3 mo_es
[first an_ secor_q.,_des)o_ BI:. At an inertial node the effect of the
force of the actuator is not f=It by th._ correspon_in_ ,,'_x_e,and hence
its shap_ cannot be controlled.
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IHavingmarkedthe zeroes of r.be I[_1 curves let us examinehowthey
" I behaveover _he r_ng_ of I r'l. For any location I r'l on the ri_ji_ body
,, (04 4 r.') I,,t IP,,I co,s,t (ri . no
Improvement is attained in tho controllability of the two modes _,| and
| _ . On the flexible _o,_yBI= for locations Ir_ be_y_n__h.?z_..roof
ir4stl (Ir_l -- 9.05) up to the crest of I_sl (Ir_l _ 0.5) el] thr,._e
I_kl curves (se._ Pig. 8) lncre_s_ monotoni:ally. Likowise for I
$ locations _eyo:_ t_h_-se=onJzero of I_tl (lrel 1=_."_-) u._:o the tip of :i
the appenda_jes ._11 the three I_,1 curves increase monotonically, i1
t l_nce, o_er thes._ two ran3es, 0.05 4 It'! 4; 0.5 and I rel >_9.3_. *h;, ,_
. . !
$ ,le]ree o_ controllability (¢_ of the systen i_proves as I r*l incre_s, i
_oreo_er, the irr_ivHual maximum of e._chIr_=l curv_ occurs ._t _he tip
I of r_e appendages, and hence (_ is maximum for the location at the tipo£ _'_e append_3es.
In concl,_sion _e can state the. followin3:
For the sy_netric mode of motion of BF , if a single force
f: act_'_tor is to be use=]for attitude and shap_ control the best loc_tion
for the ac:uator, from the controllability point of view, is the tip of
the appon_a3es regardless of the strer_t.hof the ac.tu_tor,t.hetotal
", time T allowed for control, and any set =f _i_htln_ f_:tor_ one mi.3ht
wish to =,_oosefor th-_ non,el =orielcoor'Jinates.
Other salient features for the _orce actuator for symmetric motion
" of B_, aru:
1) Locations in th._. nei]hborhoo4 of the z-_ro_s of the influence
(1_1 curves): Since at the zeroes of I_1 curves thecurves
de:jree of controllability (o of th_ syst_ _oes to zero,
f
:il
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locations in r,he neighbor,hood of these zeroes exhibit a ,'er7
poor quality of controllability of the. sy_t_n, an4 shoulJ be .,
a_oided as far as _oossi_le.
2) _O b_oad .Jistin:t r.an_es .of Irel on BF ' 0.05 4_ lr_[ 4. 9.5
an] Irel) 3.,_2: Over these ranj__s :ontro!l._.bility of th?
Systan i_proves stea_ily ( _ increoses) as lr"} increases.
" 3) Controllability of the 4} a_Je (ri_i.'l body 'node) i,nproves
stea,Jily ,as JreJ L_cre_ses oJer its ._ntire canto in th-_ svst._n
(0 4 IPI & (1 + C).
4) T'n._ qu_!ity of controllability for th._ two mo_es _i ._n_ r[_.
r_uT.ins un,zh._n]_: _. for locations on th.._ ri]i'_ .body Bit
4 Ir'l4
?nus.._ features c_l be usefully applieJ w_en sear.'hin.]for other suitabl.-.•
l
locations for th= force _:t_Lor t:',in_he ti')of _h__ npm.h_J_]es. S_:h
occasions :qi]h_ arise due to ,_y-si:ml rootricti_ns ._n;. oth._r :>racti-._!
considerations. In pra:ti:e one would ha_e to consiJer a sufficient
numbs: of mod._s in th_ model tD giv_ a ]oo__.representation of th._ sy_t-.n
d_lami: be',_aviorbefore the actuator location _e:ision uar] be m_o.
_,u--,,for the case of sy_netric mode _f motion of BI: 're h_ve some
_aluable inf.or.n:_tionregnrJln-9 the quality of Ioc_t_ons ]rm] in the
systan 'ahen _ force a=tu'_tor is t_ be..us_..],
5.3.3 %ntisy_,_etric '_o:Ioof B_,
Figure i0 shows _he set of IP_I curves for the antis>,_metric mode
of motion of BI_ . _h_ z_roes of th._ I_[ curves ar_ t=hulr.ted in T_ble
5. F_r th_ antis_mnetri= modes of BI= the cehi=le normal modes are
Jiff-_rent from the hybrid modes _ (# ,_, ). _t _, is sinilar to th.,
i
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rigid body mode 0 and _0 and _z are similar to the appendage modes
_1' _% . There are four distinct locations Ir_l at _hich at least one#
I_I goes to zero indicatin_ system uncontrollability. At IrSl = 0
(point C) all I_FI curves are zero which indi=ates none of the three
mzx]esis =ontrollable. As stated in section 5.3.2, at this locati_n the
force actue_r cannot generate any torque on the vehicle in the inertial i
: system, and hence a is uncontrollable, me entisymmetric motion of BF
' $ (Fi_. 7) Lxoduces only rotary motion of Ba , and since this is
z
uncontrollable at I rtl = 0 the appendage modes _n' w_t are also
uncontrollable. _e locations on Bid at which I_LI, I_al are zero are
inertial nodal points (obtained by puttinj _A_ = 0 ) for the
corresponding vehicle normal modes (the location I ral = 0 is also
inertially at rest), At the inertial nodes the effec_ of the actuator
force is not felt by the correspond ing nor,hal modes (hence,
it is uncontrollable.
As in section 5.3.2 we will now examine the nature of the l_pl
(. curves. For locations in the range 0 _< Iral ,_ r: (in the rigid bo_y
: Bit)the ]_l curves are all linear which indicates i_provement of
controllability for all the modes away from I r'l = 0 up to the root of
r- th._appendages. On the flexible body B@ for locations beyond the. zero
oE I_t_¢1(Ir'l = 0.2_) up to the crest of IrtF_i (l_'l - 0.5), andbeyon,d
the zero of I_psI (Iral "- 0.32) up to the tip of the appendages _11 the
,- three I_pk I curves increase monotonically. _ience, over these, ranges,
0.;5 _<Ir*l _<0.5 ant Ir"l ) 0.82, the approximate deoree of
controllability C* of the system £mpcoves as I rel increases. _n, as
in section 5.3.2, the individual maximum of each ]_xl curve occurs at
.. !
¶
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the tip of the appendages. Therefore, _ is maximum for the location
at the tip of the appendages.
The conclusion here, for the antisy_netri= case, is the same as
that for Lhe case of s_,_metric mode of motion of BF, in section 5.3.2.
The tip of the appendaoes is th._ best location for the actuator for
attitude and sha._ control regardless of the actuator stre_.]th, total
4
time T and weighting factors for the normal modes.
Other salient features for th._ force acttmtor for antisF_metric
motion of Slf are:
i) Locations in the neighborhood of the zeroes of the influence
curves (I_ I curves) : .game comments as for th._ case of
sMsnetri: motion of BF, in section 5.3.2, apply.
2) Two broad distinct ran]es of Ir'lon SF, 0.25 _< Ir'I_<0.5 an4
I r_l ) 0.82: Same comments as for the case of sy_,etri: motion
of BF apply.
3) Controllability of all the _ormal modes improves steaJily as
Ir_l increases over the ranae of locations on th_. riaiJ bogy B_
(0 4 I r'l < rL).
AS mentioned before th._se features :an be usefully applieg in the search
for other suitable locations in the syste._ for th3 force actuator than
the tip of the aF4=endages.'
Thus, here also for the case of antis_metric mode of motion of
BF , some valuable information re_arding t.hequality of locations :rAI
in the syst_ is obtain_:_ with ¢m ]y the knowledge that a force actuator
isto be used.
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S_narizin_,for a single force actuator control _ can say t.hat the
tip of the appenda]es is identified as the best location for attiturJe
" and shape control for symmetric and antis_,_etric n_des 9f motion of
Bp. This conclusion is independent of th-_ strew]t/9 of the acttLator to
be us_l, the totml time T _l!owed for control, an,] the ._e.ightin]factors
prescribe.] for Lhe ac_es. Additional infor:aation is obtained _hich can
)
be us_fu! in sear:hi_] for =ther suitable locations in the syston. _he
; infgrmation on re]ions .4_.=rean a=t_t_r shoul9 not be locate_, an_.t_he
information on distinct ranges for locations Irnl where improvement of
controll_bility is guarante._d as Itel increases _re very useful. For
the s/aaetri: case, s_:ne umderstan_in] of =ha quality of :ontrgllability
is ]ained for the rigid .h_>dy:,ode _ and cne a_)_.nda]e ,,_les _! , _..
Tn_. information for both =he sy_netric an:]antisymmetric modes of motion
of B; _ak.,n t_]ether _covides a better 1_derstandin] of th? system
"% ,
controllability, and identifies certain n3rrow ranges f_r locations Ir_l
that will be suitable as _Iternati4es for the force actuator in order to
effectively :ontrol Do_h attit'_de an_.1shauz in both types of :n_tion of
B;.
|
I
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5.4 Single Torque Actuator
5.4.1 Ir.tro_uction
The nor,hal ,4'.'stancesd2 , from (4.3-15) (m = i in this case), are
gi_en by ) 'Z N_ I
) ,
_ " T_WI - (5._-t)
" ;.q
where (4.3-24) has been used. _,is is similar t.othe case of a single
force aztuator in section 5.3.1. The d; are proportional to the I_I
curves. The rest _f the ar]ument is exactly the same as for a single
fozce actuator exce[etreplace kF1 by kct (the strength 9f the ._ct_etor)
and I_¢I by J_,l in section 5.3.1, and _efer to Fi_. 9 for sy_metric
motion of Bw and Fig. Ii for antisymmetric motion of BF .
5.4.2 5y_mnetri.-_bde of BF
Figure 9 shows the set of i_l curvesfor the symmetric mc_le of
''F
._°
r
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!motion of BF . The zeroes of these curves are tabulated in Table 6.
For the symmetric motion of BIRthe vehicle normal modes are the s&_e a._
the hybrid modes _ (0, _ ), an_ hence the zeroes of the ]_ I curves
indicate that the corresponding hybrid modes are un:ontrollable at those
locations. On.= feature that is _ifferent from the force actuator ca._e
_,, is that the two curves, I_¢=1 a_ I_¢jI are zero over the entire rig i_
_ Dody range of locations, which indicates the appenda3e modes _i ' _
are uncontrollable with a torque actuator locate4 in the rigi_ holy Bit.
The • mode is controllable. As before, it is to be remembered that the
symmetric motion of BI_ (Fig. S) produces only translator7 motion of
Be , hence a tmrq_ on Bitis useless in killing the motion of B@ . At
the locations on BF at which [_,[, I_=[ are zero t,he inertial slopes
are constant for the correspondin_ ,_des (these locations are ¢btaine_
,%. by @utting t_heinertial angular velocity 4_ of an elenent on Be equ=l
to zero). In this case, the roots of the appen4ages hahn to be such
locations of (,onstantinertial slopes for both Ir4Ltland I_¢,tl curves.
And these locations are included in the range of locations over BII".
There is only one other location on BIF for a zero of the I_4cI -urves,
ar_ that is for the ]r4cslcurve. At the locations of constant inertial
slopes the effect of th-= torque of the actuator is not felt by the
correspondir_ ._>des,and hence their sha,_ecannot be conttolle4.
The behavior of these curves is more uniform than those for the
force actuator. The J_¢ll curve is constant throughout the range OF
Ir=l, st,no improvement is attained in the controllability of =he @
mode. _e appendage modes are uncontrollable over the entire rigid body
range. For locations Ir_ from the root (r:) of an apper_ag,_'7 to the
-i
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crest of l_esl (]r*J = 0.21), and beyonc] the ze._ of i_e.sl (Ir_] _ 0.51)
up to the _ip of the appendages, the two curves I[4_L[, [_sl increase
monotonically _lile the curve l_el I is unaff_.cted. Hence, over the
4&
ranges re.4 It*} %< 0.21 and Ir*1 >i9.51, the appro'<inate degree of
contrDllability _ of the systzm. _ither steadily improves or remains
constant as trR] increas-_s. Also, the indivi_,_l m&_imum of the two
curves I_I. 1, I_.sl occurs at the tip of the appendages. Therefore,
_, if not decid:-d."by l_|J, reaches a maxin_s for th_ location at the
tip of the appendajes.
In conclusion we can state the following: For the symmetric mode
of notion of BI: , if a single torque actuator is to be used _r attitude
and shap2 control the best location for th_ a:tuator, Erom _
controllaDility _ooint of view, is the tip of the ap_endajes re,at@less
[
i of the strength _f the actuator, the t_r_l ti_e T allow_d for control,
r
I and any s_t of _ai_htin] f-_cto:s one might wish to choose for the normal
modal coordinates. (?he s_me conclusion as that for a force -_ztuator.)
3ther salient features for the torque actuator for s_.._metricmotion
of B_ are:
i) Bad locations in the neighborhood of the zeroes of the
influence curves (I_rl curves) : .game c_m.nents as for the case
of a force actuator, in section 5.3, apply.
2_ _wo broad distinct rar_]es of Ita] on B_ , r:4 Ir'l 4 _.21 and
Iral ) 0.51: Over these _ar_os controllability or the system
either improves or remains constant as Ir*l increases. Over
. those racemes the quality of controllability of the @ mode
%,
-!
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I# i
remains unaffe=te_ _y =han._. oE location of the i_(_ttit_e)
_=t_t3r, DO'.thc quality _f controllability of th2 apF,_nd_e
!
t modes r[i, _ (sha!_) i,nprovesst'ea:]i!y3s !r'l inzreasos.
3) The quality 3f controllability _f t_le@ node (ri]id bo-._ymode)
is :onstant for all loza_ions in the sy=-*_.._n.
i
4) 3ila_econtrol is not [0ossiDle;_ locations on the r_]i._ body !
,I
' '_4__sefeatures can be us3fully 9pplie_ as ]eszribe:!before (_nJer forze
i
; actuator) in the search for other suitable locations.
Thus, for the :ase of the symmetric :._leof _oti_n of qF w,_ :,_ _
sea4 ,,_]uablei,lfot-matioi_o:_the qual_ty of lo=ations IF"! in the system
e__n wi=.i_only tha knowie_]e t i_t _ torque actuoto[ is to .be.used.
5.4.3 "_qtis_m,2tric'4o.1,..of 0,_.
Figure II shows the s_t of l_el curves for tl .=mtisymmetri: mode
of m_tio;,of B_.. _he zeroes of the_e :urves ore t<_bula'.e]in :aol-:1.
For th-_ anti_?,%metri:nodes of B_ the veh:,clenormal :nodesa£e different Ifr_n _le bv_orid:nodes % (_, _ 1. But _, is similar to _he r_3i_ bo_,y
.node _) an$ _i ' _, are similar to the appenJage n_Jes _I 7% • _lere _
I
are three zaroes in all, one for l_l[ an,1two for I[4¢ji. _t Irll = q i
tlm system is c_mpletelv controll;_blealthough its J_-_jreemay be very !'
low. Recall that antis_._metric motion of BF produces only rot_.ry
motion of B& and this can be killa_ by a t3rque at Irel = 0 thereby _
eliminatin_ tlnemotion of B_:. A_ the Iocati)n._ on BF at waich J_%l,
i'
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_' I_31 are zero the inertial slopes are constant for the corres oonding
normal _odes (these locations ar_ obtaJn__ by puttin3 the inertiel
an_ular velocity Jt of an elem_._t on BF .=q_i to zero). 4t these
= locations the effect of the t_rque is not felt by the re ._ctive m_es,
an3 hence they are =_conttollable.
f
The behavior or r,he I r_¢l curves is different co_par=3 to t.hose for
_t
the s_metric case [or locations =loser to the rigid b_]y B_ . Over the
rigid Do.I},ran3_ of loc3tions all the I_ ] curves are constant
indicatin] no change in the degree of controllability of the syst_ (or
the quality _f controllability of any mode) is obtaine-I by ,tovirg the
a=tu_t_r (torquer). _le systen is comple.ely controllable at an},
l_=ation on BR . For locations beyo._dthe zero of I_[ ( Ir'] _ 9.13)
up to th-ocrest of 1_3] ( Irj] _.0.21), ._ndbeyond the _cond zero of
]J4tz,J ( Jrxl ,'z 3.51) u@ to the tip of the aR_e,Jages the two curves
I_1, I_,[ incr-_a_-_ :nonotonicailyahile th_ curve [_lJ iS unaffect._3.
Hence, _ver the ran]es 0.13 %< ]ra] ( 0.21 and Ir e] ) 9.51, the
approxima:e degree of controllability _mof the syst_ ._ither st__ily
improves or remains constant as I r*l increases _e individual maximum
of th._ t_ :urws I_LI, I_¢=1 occurs at the tip of the appes_a_es.
Taerefore, (=*, if r=otd_:i_ed by .'[4¢_J, reac.hesm maximum value for the
lo=ation a_ tha tip of the ai:_enJages.
The :onclu_ian here, for the anti_y_etric case, is the sa_e as
that for the case of symmetric mode _f .'totion?f BF, in section 5.4.2.
The tip of th_,appendajes is Lhe best location for tlle actuator for
attitude and shap: control r_ardless of the _tuator strength, total
time T and weighting factors for the normal @es.
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#_ther salier, t features for the torqu._ actuator for antts_metri=
# .aotion of BF are:
1] _J !o:ations in _e neigh._r_o'! of the z__ro¢s of the
influence :ureas (I_[ curves). _ae co_eaents as for all the
I pr_edin3 :'s_s a_ly.
2) T#o broat Jis=inct ran.]es _f It¶ on s¢, o. t3 _ lr'l _ q.2t an_
Iral _ 3.51. Over t__se, ran3__s :ontroll_bility of the syste_
ditcher ka_oces or re.._,ains con_ant as l rel increases.
3) _J_lity of controllability of all the _o_al m_des is constant
for any location on th3 ri]iJ body B_ ( {m_ is :onst_nt for th_
systz._for thes: locations).
_l_: features arc _s".fuJin t.h."se.ar-,hfor oth_.r suit_bl..'l_-._ti3ns.
"_._u,_,n_re also f_r the :ase of the antisy..Taetri::,odeof _otion of
%- B_ , _3me calua_le inforn_ti_n 3n tn2 ,.TJ.alityof Imz_tigns lr_I in th_,
_yst_._ is _btain_J with only =h_-knowl___)_,thet _ t._r;i.J.• _:tu_tor i_ "._
be use3.
S_mrizing for a sin31e toted- • a:tuat_r control ,+.,:an say that
the tip of the atm_oen_]a]esis identifie._ as the b_._tlocation for
a=titud- _9"]_'h.n._=ontroz Co; sy:_,etri: an4 anti_.:tri= _,_es of
motion _f BF for thi_ m_']elof a s_:,.-cra_t:_i:h :nn only _e_rn in
the .._ne_ 3escrihe_.by =he t.#o.nc_|es of 3 F (obtain_ _. fro_ t.h.:_irst
and the second :antilever modes of the appena._ges)consiJere_. ._qi_
conclusiop is Indepe._d_ntof th_ stron_th of the a:t_t_r to .he us._,
the total time T allo_-J for control, a'_d the _,_.i]htin_fa=tors
prescribed for the moJes. Information on re3 i_ns of poor
controllability is useful to :beck that an _:t_ator is ;_otlocated close
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to any of t21_.. Information on distinct ran3es _f I r _1 _h_-re
_n._ovement in at lea_t nape control is possible is also very _seful in "'
the search for alt.+rnativ.• locations. For the sy_metri-- :ese, g_m__
understandin.3 o[ _e quality _[ :ontrollabilit_ is .]_in_ for the rigi_
body "._o4__ 0 an._.r_heap_ndaj: ,nodes _l' %" T.__= infern:,tionf_r both "
the s_r.nmetricanJ antisM.z_etric.,_<¢]esol_motion of 8F taken to._ether
pro_i_os 5 better un-Jerstandin_ of the systea contro!]-bility, _n:l
k i._untif'-'es:ertain nlrrow ran]._s re[ Ioc._ti_ns Ir_ ",/natwill b_.
9
suit_b!e as alternatives for t.hetorque a:.t_gt_rin 9tier to effectively
control both attitude an.+.sha_e in both types 9f ,.notionof Blf.
_.,ere is a striking .']iff.-_encebot_aan the for_'2 ac.tu-_t_r:ontr_l
en:] the torque azt_:t_r :ontrol. '/nliketh_ :ase of _r:_ e-,tu_.ter
contr_l, in torque a=tu3tor control Lher_ is 9he .,o_e,a t_)e. of rigi_,
" body :.qodo(at'.Ltude in t2_o:esJ of sy.,_metri=r,_otion),.¢_os.• _._lity
_f :ontr_lle_i_.i=Fi5 .un:_ff:=to_.for _-nylo=-+tion ]r_1 in th..• sygt.++n
(1_¢ : is :ons_.ant).
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5.5 _um_.maryfor _ Single Actm_tor
t
For a single _ct_tor, foL'c3 tYT_: or torqu_, =yt>__, : ° gain.-_
valuable insight into the quality of locations I r_l with resp:zt to the
app.roxim,ate de]tee of controllability C_m of the syst-_.m. ."he 'n,-_or
: D
fin.]in_ Ms that the tip of the append._ges is tmco_d.itionally th.= best
location fr_a td-Je6oint of view of attitud_ an_,_J_ape control for either
# ty-_._ of actuator. In other w')rls, fmr our fle'(ib!e syste.n th__r._ exists
no other locazion Ir_ in the syst_n at _]ich an _ctuator of either ty_._.
and of any _tren_th will live a better controllability o2er any ,_riod
of ti:.leT for any ".yp.=.of (_f.%,qetri:or antisy,qmetri:) ;_otion of BFP
under any arbitr_,ry :_._i_h'_in_of the .n_]es. _his is _ 4ecy ]en._ra!
resJl:. 8_si._es this conclusion, ,we also observed other si3nifizant
,_ restores in the an._lysis for a single octu_tor. On__ of th__se ,ms the
b
d-_tornination of ba:] Io'-ations for actuators. ._heoth._r _ms som..-
distin,:= ranges of locations Ir_, over _hich th..- 3e]ree o._
l :on_rollability _f oh= systa:, i,@roves ste._]ily as I r_'l increases,
,neani_l t.he quality of control of all the :',_: improves. O_er other
ran]_s "_he quality of sh_p.• control definitely im._ro2es _ Irl_!
# incr._s_s b4_. the de_ra: of controllability of th_. sy_t.3_ never
dcteriDrates .nemnin3 tar ,]ue!ity mf control of the t'Fp._ o_ ri_i_ bo_y
,,o<,'._ r_m;.ins constant. TY_s' f_atures on the :_ality 9f lo:_tions Jr_
are extr_nely usJful in s_.._r.-nin_for alt._rnativ_ locations that will *,
9ire reasonnO._;, ]o,__,control!-bilit_ for 5_e sys_._-m. _,
i'
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,+r
5.,3 dultiple Actuators
,e
In section 5.3 _nJ 5.4 ._ analyze3 r_hesituation in vhi=h _. sin]l,_.
a_.tu_tor is us,_']. T_ analysis provided us with very ¢alu._ble insi.3ht :_
,_ into the De.haJior of th,:dpproxflnate _e.Jree of :ont[_lla_ility _oa as
the locatiDn [_r_[ of the a:tu3tor is varie:l in the sy_t._._. ,.r__w_ll i
r
rmw L_rJy "' "_.I.sit,Lat_gn in _4i:h 'note t_h,_.no -_ actu3t_r is '_e']. _-=
j_, •
• ai.n is merely to extrac.t _ui_e lines for preliminary design of
dis:cibu=ion lm_tt_.-ns_[o_ th_ actuators.
As in (5.3-I) &nj (5.4-i) th.__ n._rm_! dist_,_,-.es'_d"=an be _.a-itten_s
+" +z r,,:.,•++.C"
a,, =+¢..m,',.,:..+l_.,=_,.l+. _,<. I_,.I)
_, - c,.C++7+.+..,=I+:'.,I+i__',...+I_'+I).,
3@_- +,4 (+._-t )
_,.._reas b_fore c_, :_,...,c& are constants _open_in_ on 7 an_ th._.
_i_htin_ _a:tors. Let us denot._ the _t_nth.._ti:'l express|ons in
U_(5._-I)as
i I
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|_h_rve that each ter,n of _ is nonn and rooresents an
i_epe.n_ent contribution of an a=tuator t._the nor_nal._ist_nces._ .
Suppose all IJ4 I curves increase fr:bn.11"11 to ] I then _IIF_
the d_ increase simultan.-ously wh.-n s force actuator is ,hayedfr._._
{-_{ to J_r:l . C_ntinuin] in this manner we. pl,_ce one f)rce
actuator at the best possible location LI. Note that our wr_tem is
continu_, but actuators are 3i_reta on-] occupy only .lis=rete
, locations. Hence, our an._lysis ;naysurges= pl_cinJ -_ctu_t_rs_t the
so,nolocations. Prom ,ohysica!considerations '_.%_illass._ne that only
one actuator will be placed at any location. _his ,_oul¢_ean sprea._in3
, the a:t_tors as a chain. A]ain fr_._pr._ctic_lconsiJorntions "_o ".rill
ass_.__tn3y are _xnrat_ _.by so,n2_rbitr_ry _istance, _nJ hon=e Jiszrete
locations in a continu3us range well be t._kenin this context, gow,
consi'/ert2_es_cond force actuator _nd place it at the_ secon-] best
location L&, and so on. where these dis:ret_. locations are to be
int?rprotaJ in the context des=rib,s3abo_e. _M1us,for e,_h ._=tuator
use in.,_nalysis of a single actuator case, "#licha._ountsto rankin_ the
loc_tions 11'eJ in descen._in_ order of ,{Jalityfor a single force
actuator. ,_ow,fill t_heselocations ',,4ththe force actuators. It is
reasonable to distribute th._ actuators as evenly as _oossiblebetween the
two append_je_ (there is always a jair of lo.:ations,one _n _ch
appendage corresponding to any JY_J ). _n_ other import._ntohset'vation
should be ._ade rejar_ing "_ich for:e :_tuat_r should _c:_oy which
#
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lo:ation. Fro_ (5.5-2) it can be seen that if _e_place the strongest
actuator at rJ;sbest location the =ontribution to the _ is further
increased. _hus, if over a ran]e of I'_"1 , I'f:l < IJI 4 IT_ , all
U_e I["°F_ I curJes increase monot_nically, anJ ,e rank possible I
=, locetions LI, L_, ..., LID in desce_Jin_ crier of qunlity then the 1
' sheuld be plac.-_._t i
: a:t, tors .... ' %, L.,.... , LI,, ,
: respectively, where ;<Pl>JkFa_ ....)ikF_ •
,{a_._athis "_ole pr_=ess inde._endentlyfor thz torqu._ actuators
usin3 the ]_¢_] curves for the case of a mingle torque actuator. Note
th.-_t for _is case th.; IP¢ll curve is :onst_nt t.hroug!mu:,._ndhence
_an 9e i.]rDr.xlin ranKin] _ne lozatiDns ass_,in_ that ,_.are interest__J
in control!in] both atti_;,e anJ shape. ?_e other t_ l_l curves
a I
cs,_increase monotoni:ally over certain ran]es of IY . _ in the
case o[ farce azt_iters, th_.torqu=.a=t_torq shoul,IL_.p!ace_ such th,_t
the _tr_n]t_ _f an _:t_,::_r:orres_on_s ta th._ ]u_!ity of its !oc_ci_n
in _h.= set 3f ranked locations (the stro_lest aztu-_tor at the best
:DssiDle loz_tion).
:{ere'_ Z_ve analyzed the sets _f force an'] t_rque _ctuato_'s
inJe,p:nd--:_tly.It is possible _h_t this :ould ask us t9 p:_:e a Cor:e
actuator _n.Ja torqu_ actuator at the _nne location. As =.xplain._,
earli._r th_ accu_L_rs could be separato._by some at'bitrnr/:]istanzeso
t:%,_taljust_ents :_n be mnde to acceptant]atean :%ctu_torfron,ea:h @rou,D.
Sin.-ewe bade _e_ the analysis for a single actuator case to study
th _. multiple a..'t_tercase the m._t.ho_utlir._ here is _policable to all
ty_es of motion of the flexible bO,_yBF that are :onsilered fo_ the
single actua:_r case. To consider both sy_etri: an_ antisymmetriz
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; motion of SF it is only n._cessary _o _ake the ap_,ropriate ranoes of
I_1 from the single actuator case. In this multiple actuator case we.
D
,have been :onc_.rned only with the ranges of I_1 over _hich the I_l
curves exhibit monotonic behavior. In other ranges of I_*1 _ actual
be.harlotof (_m is not apparent, and actu_l compu__otionof (=_ becomesI
essential includinj _3_enow important influence of the _e.ightin]factors
(an_ the time T, if nonlinear). _h._locations close to the tip of the
t apperdaoes are definitely su[_erior in terms of the resultin,_ decree of
controllability for a spacecraft _n_se flexible boay motion is
restricted to the two appen_]e modes :onsidered. Finally, it must be
I ,nantione3 that rJ_esystem becomes uncontrollaole only if all t/lefor=e
.a
actuators are located a: the zeroes of a sin]le I I_,l curve and all
the torqee actuators are locateJ a_ the zeroes of the :orrespor_in]
{_i_I curve, wni:h will m: ,3a pair oE d_. egu_l to zero.$
In the approa=h ',_.hay outline_ for obtainin_ suitable locations
for the case of multiple actuators the followin3 are the main steps:
4r I) Consid.=rthe force actuators and torqu.= actuators separately.
2) Use the corres_nding single actuator analysis independently
for eaci_ tyV.= Df a:tuators. Corresponding to the ty_e of
t, motion of BI: to be controlled mark out the ranges of IT_
_2er _ich th_.{_, curves exhibit monotonic behavior.
3) In _.J_eseranoes of l_'=i rank locaclons in descending order of
( quality.
4) Place the force actuators at th;ir corresoondin_ ranked
locations in _]escer_]ingorder of their stren]tn. Similarly,
place the torque a:tu_tors at their correspo_!in_ ranked
,.- _ml
'__,.._"...,, _ . :..--.-,..•......... . ......... - .:. .....
_-"_ .................. _ .,,w--._,_llJ _
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locations. In th_ case of conflict of locations mak_
adjust.m_nts to accommodate the =om_oeting actu-_tors in any "j
appropr late mann_.
We can :onsider this ap[xoach a lo3i=al '_y to set u,o orel£ainary
distributions for a set of given actuators. FUrther modifications an_ _i
adjustments in the placement of actuators can be carried out based on
other practi:al considerations. If these considerations lead to
m
locations in other re_ions _ere the behavior of ? is not obvious then
¢*computation of is n._cessary with the inclusion of the _ighting
" factoE_ an3 possibly time T.
Let us now consider a two actuator case as an exanple of a multiple
actuator case. Followin_ the steps abo;e _._ can Dht._in the tip of the
appenda3es as the best location in the syst_n. Since we have two
appendaoes the best distribution for t-_9actuators is _ne actuator at
the tip 3f ea:h ap._nd_]e. In o _'_Itiple _:tuator case with moro than
two 3ctuators two of them can be placed at these tips. Tie tip bein]
the best location should be th._ place for th._ strongest _:t_tor among
the force actuators or the torque actuators.
A_ a remark, observe t.h_t th._ i_l curves for the torque actuator3
tend to flatten near th._tip or the ap,._nd_ges indi:ating that movin_ a
t_orque actuator ne,_r the tip does not si3nifiz_ntly aff-:t the behavior
of ?m. _lls fact may be used in making adjust.,_entsin th? luzations in
case of conflicts betw.*en force actuators anJ torque a:tultors.
_mmwm--,--- _ r
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|5.7 S_mary
t
The procedure ,,asdescribed to _eter:._inethe approximate _e3re_ of
controllability _a for a _iven distribution of a:tu_tors, wei_htin] of
| the modes, and total time T. T,_en_e proceeded further to analyse the
inf1 n:e:=v s(IP I:urves)to ain i.sight theb vi r TM e
_a, #,_ile _naintainin]c_aple_e freed_ in the choi=e of th._wei_htin.]
f_:tors and the total time T. A slngle force actuator and control
and a single torque actuator control were examined for both
i symmetric and antisymmetric modes of motion of 8F . We
| gained some valuable information from this analysis. One
conclusion was that the tip of the appendages ks the best
: location in the systum for attitude and shape control.
_-_t This conclusion does not depend on the time T or the weight-
in_ factors. We also idantlfied regions near zones of the
;, curves, which exhibit poor degree of controllability of
| the system. In all cases, there were two broad distinct
ranges of _I over which _ behaves monotonically so that
locations _'_ can be Judged qualitatively.
$ Havlnq obtained some insight into the behavior of_
for a single actuator we next examined the multiple actuator
case. We showed that we could essentially treat the multiple
actuator case as an extension of the single actuator case
provided all the e:tuators are of the same type. We con-
fined ourselves to some special regions of locations
_ in which _he behavior of _* is simple. A ranking system
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¥: was set up for the locations I'_J Also, the relationship
'i •
!, of the strength of the actuator to its location was indi-
,/
cared which would give a higher degree of controllability.
We extended the analysis to include .ystems which have
multiple actuators of both forge and torque types. We
4 showed these could be analyzed independently for each type,
the_ adjustments in the locations of actuators made in case
of conflicts.
As an example of multiple actuator systems we
considered a two actuator system• This gave the same re-
sults as those for a single actuator located on each appen-
dage.
Thus, essentially the analysis of a slngle actuator
case provides valuable information on the quality of loca-
tions I_I from the controllability point of view, and this
in_ozmation can be used for multiple actuator systems to
obtain in a rational way some reasonably good distribution
patterns for the actuators.
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D6o SUNNAR¥ AND CONCLUSIONS
1
D We started with the problem of attitude a_ shape
t
control of very large flexible spacecraft. In the last four
_ years a large number of potential future spacecraft projects
_' % have been identified which require spacecraft of _tprece-
z'_,
} dented size, and hence unprecedented flexibility The
f:
problem is no longer confined to the attitude control of a
_f' B rigid spacecraft, but both attitude and shape control for
:. T
the entire vehicle. In order to achieve attitude and shape
_., control actuators have to be distributed over the entire
| vehicle. How should the locations of the ac_.uators be
chosen in order to best control the flexible vehicle? This
. requires significant advances in the state of the art, and I
.,_
B little has appeared in the literature toward this direc- i
tion. i
i
In this work we started by showing the necessity of 1
P a concept of the degree of controllability of a system so
that it is possible to compare different distribution
patterns of actuators based on this measure. Since the
I spacecraft dynamic equations can be put into the linear
time Invarlant state space form after linearizati_n abOU_
a nominal state, we considered general linear s_'steme for
D analysis. Then we conducted a search for a meaningful
definition of this concept of degree of controllability.
Semral candidate definitions were scrutinized and found
D
unsuitable, because theF did not include all the pertinent
factors such as controllability, total time, control
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, effort, _tability, and control objective, which will have a
bearing on the degree of controllability. Hence, a defini-
tion had _o be so,_ght from fundamental physical considera-
tions. The approach led to a meanlngful definition for the
deg:ee of controllability.
Having formulated this definition we sought for a good
approximation so that this is applicable to real problems
and numerically manag_abie, the approximation approaching
the true value as the computational effort is increased.
The mathematical approach adopted, besides leading us tu
our goal: 3howed the system equations in a special form
thereby enabling us to derive some relatively simple tests
for complete controllability of the system. Thus, we
developed an algorithm for computing the degree of coy-
trollability of a system.
To apply these concepts to our problem we had to
first obtain the state space form for the dynamic equations
of spacecraft motion. We analyzed a typical model of a
large flexible spacecraft and derived all relevant equations.
Then, to carry out a numerical example a specific model of
a large flexible spacecraft was examined. The effect of
actuator locations on the approximate degree of control-
labil_ty of the _ystem was analyzed for single and multiple
actuator distributions. The single actuator case, for
b_th force type and torque type, yielded valuable infor-
matlon on the quality of locations in the system of
actuators with respect to t_,e degree cf controllability.
_ We identified the tip of the appendages as the belt
d
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I+
_+ location for a single actuator of a force type or torque
' type. This is for the model described by t_o _ppendaqe
/
0 modes. This conclusion is very g_ _ral in _he sense that
+: At is independent of the tame T ond the weighting factors
i a.-soclatea with the modes. The weighting factors reflect I
!
._ g the relative importance in controlling the different modes.
.) There wez .,_other salient features of the slngle actuator
analysis. These includes I) the regions of poor _cntrol-
_- ' labil-ty near the zeroes of the influence cu_-les which !.
_ show the effect of a single actuator location on the degree }
of controllability, and 2} the regions in which the degree i
of con'.rollability either steadily improves ot never
deteriorates (for torque actuator case) as the location of
the actuator is changed toward the tip where it reaches
r%
its maximum.
For the multiple _c_uator &ass, it was shown that the
single actuator analysis could be applied for each actuator
separately, usin_ the features obtained for the llngle
actuator case, and making adjus_nts in ca_e of conflicts
for the same locations. Thus, the information obtained
from the single actuator analysis is applicable t_ the mul-
tiple actuator case, and can be used to set up preliminary
distribution patterns for a chosen n_mber and type of
actuators. Then the degree of controllability can be
_, evaluated, if necessary, in case som_ dist.-ibut_'.._ involve
++- locaticms for which information is not clear from the
• !
+ single actuator analysis (for thee. the weightlng factors
I
-_ I
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_ and time T may be important). Once this me_m_ce of control-
lability is evaluatsd it can be decided u to which dis-
tr£bution is of the highest quality (m_at desirable) from
the control£ability point of view.
In this york *_e following can be considered 88 the
-_ r_in contributions:
1) The concept of the degree of controliability--
a meaningful defirition for all linear time £nvariant
syste_ (actually t_-. defJ_ition is applicable to
nonline_ ,yste-_ also).
2) , n a qorithm for a reasonable approximation for
the degree of controllability based on an approxi-
mate bound for the recovery req_n. This approxi-
mation satisfies the property that it is zero if _r.d
only if the true degree of controllabii_ty is zero.
_is algorithm is relatlvt'y 8imple from the numerical
point of view. _sing this approximate measure various
distribut.%on$ of actuators can be ranked in des_end-
%ng order of their desirability in a pra=tical appli-
cation.
3) A loglc_l and a very useful approach for pre-
llminary distribution patterns for the actuators so
that a designer need not _ndulge in a blind search
for dome distributions to be studied.
4) Relatively 81_ple cont=ollability test_ for all
" linear ti_e. luvariant systems. The minimum number
of act._tors required for complete controllability of
a system It a by-produc_ of these t_sts.
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As a final remark, since the analysis for the degree
of controllability is based on linear time invarlant systems
D it can be app!ied to problems other than the space.raft
actuator distributions. This will involve identifying a
parameter, analogous 1:o actuator location, which wi_l affect
' the degree of controllability of a given system. Of course.
tJle equilibrium state _mt also be identified.
D
l m .-
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Tab!e I.
ADl:)er',dage Modal Constants
1
Cantilev.-r_._e nun_r j
n
• • __ m
_f. First. _:_e (j-_) 3-_:_n_. ,_e (j-_J*
n u
F
_;£ :._-s t .:'._9:
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/_ 0.711 l.?'._5
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l Table 2.
Data for Specific Model of a Large Flexible
Spacecraft
...... J _ . = _
t
J___
$
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Table 5.
Locations of Zeroes of Influence Curves for Force
Actuators
ii i ,.,
Mode of Motion of BF
0
Curve Symmetric Ant isymmetr ic
,
Location Ir I Location Ir I
i i i i
1
I_FiI 0o0 -- 0,0 ........ '
|I :
_i IP¢_.l 0._77 -- 0.0 0.255 .... 't
! ,
' ll4Fil 0.0376 0.8166 0.0 0.05_5 0.815
u i i
Table 6.
Locations of Zeroes of Influence Curves for Torque
%
Actuators
Mode of Hot ion of BF
|l
Curye Syrnmetric Ant isymme tric
i mll l
Location Ir I Location Ir I
i l
IPcll ..................
.t
IPcLI 0 4l Ir*l ,tre ..... O.127 .....
W
IPc, I 0,.< Ir_l_r e ¢.505 0.0375 0.505
i
This is over the entire range of BR.
7
|,
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Fig. 4 A Typical Planar Motion Model of a
Large Flexible Spacecraft
FTg. 5 A SpeciFlc Model of a Very Large
Flexible Spacecraft
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Rig. 6 Spacecraft in $ymmetrlc Mode of c
t
Motion of Flexible Appendages ,_
Fig. 7 Spacecraft in Antisymmetric Mode
of Motion of Flexible Appendages
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8. APPENDICES
|
Ao Matrix Algebra
(i) B_ repeated posl_ultlplication of p'IApIj in (2.4-1) by P'IA
on the left side and 3P 4 on the right side it follows d irect]y that
p-'__= r" P-_ LA-1)
t(= lit I ....(
(ii) The exponential of any matrix -Rt can be _Titten as
e - s - . ., . ..... (A-z)
-I
SuR:ose R-A, r.ben _emultiply both sides by P to obtain
Where (A-l) has been used fo,_ each term on the right side to obtain the
7
series in J in the parenthesis (this is obtained from (A-2)
bv substituting R=J).
0 (111) From (2.4-1) we can i.m_tately write
| II( • O I s t. I ....
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!
_here jo,,_ , rile unit: matrix. SubrctCuCton of this on the right side I
of (A-21 for R-0 gor _1 powers of _, leads to
# J
_here 3 k are the 3ordan blocks of order _.
(iv) The matrix 3K can be written as
4
A
where Ek is the uniC matrix of order _)_, and Nx is a nilpoCent
matrix o£ index _)k as shotm below.
. 10 l 0 0 o .... 0(P 0 I 0 0 --.0
r_. = 0 o o I 0 - -0
, , , (,A-_)
!
t _ t i
| t t
,
O _ 0 0 0 0 I
0 o o o o o C)
tA-,)
_& [o]N_,
Because _kEk and Nk are commutative • can be written as
_xl:m_cling • -_kF'_: by using (A-2) (R=_kr_) we obtain the result
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,guba'r..tr...utirtq this in (A-7), we have
_ P A
z"
P ^
.: _Jain, by sub_itutimj R- NI_" In (A-2) and using (A4) _ get
D iocO!
(A- '0)
7he pours og N are easily evaluated by shifting the s_erdiago_l in
(A-5). Hence, by expansion of N _ " Is _'1 3s "' ....
- N_I_
, ...,Vk-1, in (A-IO), and adding up all _e tams w_ obtain for •
the followTng form:
I
I '
o 1 -t: --e". . . (._,)°cz
o o I -_ ..... "_(_.._
_, , , (,,_-_)!
l
L , : '
o o o O 0 £ -_:
e O o 0 o o _
L^-,')
r
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ABSTRACT
\ |: The unsolved problem of how to control the attitude and shape of future
' very large flexible satellite structures represents a challengin$ problem
for modern control theory. One aspect of this problem is the question of
how to choose the number and locations throughout the spacecraft of the
control system actuators. Starting from basic physical considerations,
this paper develops a concept of the degree of controllability of a con-i"
' trol system, and then develops numerical methods to generate approximate
values of the degree of controllability for any spacecraft. _ese resulta
offer the control system designer a tool which allows his to rank the
effectiveness of alternative actuator distributions, and hence to choose
the actuator locations on a rational basis. The _egree of controllability
is shown to take a particularly simple form when the satellite dynamics
| equations are in modal form. Examples are provided to illustrate the use
of the concept on a simple flexible spacecraft.
INTRODUCTION
t In the last few years a large number of potential future satellite pro-
Jects have been identified which require spacecraft of unprecedented size,
and hence unprecedented flexibility. The attitude control problem for
such a spacecraft is best characterized as simultaneous pointing control
and shape control of the vehicle. In order to achieve shape control, or
equivalently control of the various _odes of oscillation of the flexible
I structure I it will be necessary to distribute actuators throughout the
lThis research was supported by NASA Contract NAS 8-32212 with the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
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vehicle. How should the number and locations of actuators be choset, in
order to best control the flexible spacecraft?
This problem has been recognized for some time, but to date little has _-
appeared in the literature that would help guide the control system de-
signer in placing the actuators. Most of the known results identify the
minimum number of actuators needed for a given set of modes to be con-
trolled, and identify certain specific actuator locations which cannot be
used because they result in an uncontrollable system. _:
The concept of controllabillty in modern control theory is a binary
concept, either a system is controllable or it is uncontrollable. Start-
ing from a _et of actuator locations which produce an uncontrollable sys-
tem, but for which the number of actuators is sufficient to produce con-
trollability, it will usually be the case that moving one of the actuators
by a distance ¢ > 0 can produce a controllable system, no matter how small
the ¢. One expects that for a small ¢, even though technically the
system is controllable, in some sense it will not be very controllable.
A precise definition of this concept would prove useful for actuator
placement.
It is the purpose of thls paper to generate, starting from basic physl-
cal considerations, a definition of the degree of controllability. The
definition obtained is certalnly not the only possible definition, but it
does have the advantage over a definition based on singular value decompo-
sition that the physical reality of actuator saturation limitations is
included in a fundamental way_ and that time llmitations on accomplishing
\ one's control objective can be included.
The definition is then applied to the actuator placement problem for
' flexible spacecraft. With this tool the control system destgne_ can rank
the desirability of various candidate actuator distributions, and thus he
would have a rational way of picking which distribution to use.
DEFINITION OF THE DEGREE OF C08TROLLABILITY
Let us consider any general linear time invariant system in state var-
iable form
_*(t)- Az*(t)+ 8u*(t) (i)
where x* e Rn and u* e Rm. It should be noted that although we focus our
attention on this system, the degree of controllability definition which
we adopt is also applicable to more general systems of the form
_*(t)=f(x*,u*,t) having a solution z*(t)_O (f(O,0,t)=O).
It is instructive to discuss some of the candidate definitions of the
degree of controllability which were considered and discarded--the process
of starting with a blind attempt at a definition and progressing to a well
formulated concept highlights the characteristics that a workable defini-
tion must have. It is tempting to try to connect the degree of controlla-
bility to properties of the standard controllability matrix
Q = [8 A8 ... An'IB], and define degree of controllability as the square
root of the minimum eigenvalue of (_T. Four apparent difficulties with
this definition must somehow be handled before the definition becomes
viable. These difficulties are as follows: 1) The degree of controlla-
bility is affected by a transformation of coordinates (since the eigen-
values of_Q T are not invariant under changes in state variable representa-
tion). 2) This candidate definition satisfies the basic requirement that
°
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the degree of controllability is zero when the system is uncontrollable,
| but it is not immediately clear what other _hyslcal meaning can be at-
tached to the size of the elgenvalues of QQ_. 3) The candidate defini-
tion does not involve a dependence on the amount of time T allotted to
accompllsh the control task. It can be much easier to control the system
state in some directions in the state space at one time than at another
time, so the degree of controllability should depend on T. 4) It is not
| clear that the amount of control effort needed to accomplish the control
task is reflected in this definition. In the satellite described above
where one actuator has been moved by a small amount c to produce control-
: lability, one expects the "weak controllability" of the system to be mani-
fested in the need for very large control actions to accomplish _ertain
snuall changes in the state, and hence the control effort required is of
! | fundamental importance in nmking a definition.
: It is clear that some type of limitation or standardization of the con-
trol effort must be included in the definition. Consider a standardiza-
tion which restricts the control to a unit impulse, and consider systems
with A in diagonal form and with u* a scalar. For distinct eigenvalues
the system is controllable if none of the elements b_ of the column matrix
p B are zero. Furthermore, these components indicate how far a unit impulse
control will move each state component instantaneously, so one might sug-
gest the min]b_] as a degree of controllability. Here we are trying to
generalize_ second standard test for controllability to obtain s degree
of controllability definition. Amon_ the apparent dlfflcultles with this
candidate definition is the fact that the control actions are so re-
stricted that the components of the state cannot be affected indepen-
dently. The control of all states by a single control u* relies on the
differences in the dynamic behaviors of the states.
Both of these candidate definitions have difficulties; they do not
appear to include the effects of all pertinent variables. Hence, it will
be necessary to build the defini_ion from more fundamenta] considerations.
Ironically, when this is co_pleted and interpreted properly, in certain
special cases the degree of controllability definition will essentially
reduce to the second can_Xdate definition above (and by employing a diffe-
rent approach involving singular value decomposition of matrices something
of the genera_ form of the first candidate definition can result).
It is now evident that the definition of the degree of controllability,
besides being in some sense a measure of how easy it is for the controller
to control the system, must in some way handle four things:
1) It must have the property that the de_ree of controllability is
zero when the system is uncontrollable.
2) It must somehow consider dependence on tntal time T.
3) It must standardize the control effort in some way.
t 4) The control objective must be restricted.
Concerning the last point, certainly different control objectives should
influence the choice of the control system design, and hence the degree of
controllability of a candidate design should be keyed to the objective
involved. In a large class of problems (regulator problems), the equili-
brium solution _*-0 to equation (1) is of priory imp_:-tance, and the
control objective is to return =* to zero after a disturbance. Since this
is the most common attitude and shape control problem for flexible space-
i craft, we will restrict ourselves co this objective. A companion
i/
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paper [1] develops the concept of the degree of controllability for var-
ious satellite slew maneuver objectives. Concerning the standardization .
of the control effort we _rlll require that the control components satisfy
luil_ 1 for _=1,2,3,...,m, which represents realistic physical limita-
tions of the actuator capabilities. Note that the use of one as the
bound for all control components implies normalizing each component o£ u •
to produce a new control vector u, and adjusting the B matrix to produce
a new matrix B. _
t
Controllability requires the existence of a control function which can
transfer any initial state to any final state in finite time. With our
more limited control objective, the degree of controllability should be
related to the volume of initial system states (or states resulting £ro_
disturbances) which can be returned to the desired state z*=O in time T
using the bounded controls. Co, sider the nature of this volume in more
detail. In an uncontrollable system there will be at least one direction
in the state space for which initial conditions in this direction cannot
be returned to the origin, and the volume will lose one ors ore dimen-
sions. For a controllable system whose parameters are such that it is
nearly uncontrollable, only initial conditions very close to x_=0 along
the above mentioned direction could be returned co the origin in time T
using the bounded controls. Hence, we will generate a definition of the
degree of controllability based on the minimum distance from the origin to
a normalized state that cannot be brought to the origin in t:ime T. Hore
loosely it is the minimum disturbance from which the system cannot recover
in time T.
The coordinates of a state space will very rarely all have the same
physical units, and hence it is clear that conq)artng distances in the
state space will require that each coordinate must be made unitless by
normalization. How should one choose the normalization to use? Recognize
that when comparing two controller designs for controlling the same dyna-
mic system, the needed minimum distance for each design will usually cor-
respond to a different direction in sta_e space. Hence, ranking of the
degree of controllability of the two systems will depend on comparison of
distances in different directions, and this implies that we must be
equally interested in controlling deviations of the state from x_=O in all
directions in the state space. In order to accomplish this the control
system desi$ner must specify n-1 numbers which represent his degree of
interest in controlling each component of the state. This could be done,
forexample,bydete=iningthadeviationsof hich
would be considered of equal importance to a deviation of xn-:.. The
reciprocals of these numbers would then be used to produce normalization
factors for each of the coordinates of _he state space giving a new state
vector x. The system equations expressed in terms of the normalized state
x and normalized control u are then written as
_(t) - _(t) + SuCt) (2)
lull 1
Just as in optimal control theory where the control system designer
must be specific about his goal by specifying a cost functional, In order
to define the degree of controllability, it is necessary to be fully spe-
cific not only about the objective of keeping x=0, but also about the rel-
ative importance of keeping each component of x near zero.
Relative to the nornmlized system (2) we are nov ready to make the
.;
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followLng deflhitlons:
Definition I: The recovery reglon for. tlme T for normalized system
| (2) is the set
t ,[0,T], lu,(t>l 1 for
i = 1,2,...,m _ x(T)-0_
Definition 2: The degree of controllability ' in time T of the F-O solu_
tion of normalized system (2) is defined as
- infllx(o)ll v
P  here ll'llrepresents the £uclidian nora.
Thus, the recovery region identifies all of the initial conditions (or
disturbed states) which can be returned to the origin in time T using the
bounded controls. And the degree of controllability is a scalar measure
of the size of the region, where the scalar is chosen as the shortest dle-
I fence from the origin to an initial state which cannot be returned to the
origin in time T.
The degree of controllability, as defined, is keyed to the state vector
x en_Dloyed. No transformations of coordinates can be allowed once the
normalization has been specified (unless the norm used in the definition
is adjusted to compensate for the resulting distortion of the state space).
| Note the following property of the recovery region:
Remark: The recovery region R for system (2) is the same as the set of
reachable states for time T for the system !
- -Am(t)-nu(t) t. [O,T] !
lu¢l_ I i-l,2,3,...,m i
starting from zI0)=0.
• It should be pointed out that although Definition 2 incorporates all
the properties which were identified as necessary in the definition of the
degree of controllability, it is not necessarily unique in doing so. For !
example, a standardization of the control effort in terms of energy can
also be employed, but the inequality saturation constraints on the con-
crols used here represents the more res.istic situation.
I An example section is provided in this paper in order to illustrate how
the degree of controllability behaves as a function of actuator placement
in a sic_ple flexible spacecraft, and to den_onstrace that the definition
behaves according to our limited intuitive notion of the degree of con-
trollability.
D CONCEPTS FOR APPROXIMATING THE RECOVERY REGION
In order to make the definition of the degree of controllability use-
ful, it is necessary to develop a simple algorithm to generate at least
an approximation to the distance O. This necessitates approximating the
recovery region R .
D Note that _-T
x(T) - %(T,0)x(O) + _(T,0)_%(O,t)eu(t)dt (3)
where ¢ is the state transition mmtrix fo_ (2). The distance moved during
time T is _=x(0)-x(T), and we are concerned with sending the system to the
origin so that x(T)=0. Then the initial state _ which reaches the origin
in time T using control u(t) is.given by
) -_ = _--_(O,t)au(t)dt (4)
By the Caley-Hamilton theorem the statetransi_i_n matrix can be written as(5)e(O,t) - • "At = _ Vo(C)A
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where the _~ are scalar functions of time. Partition the B matrix Into
column matrices bj, and define the following matric°-s
' [ b2 ... bm ] (6) " ,.
: Q = B _ A=B .. q_)
An IbBQB " [ bB AbB A2bB "'" " ] (9) ' .
Then _ can be represented in the following alternative forms
/0 + n-i,.+_n_l A bBJuBdt (11) .
For the purposes of illustrating certain conce_ts, let us restrict our-
selves to the case of a scalar control so that the su_atlons over B as
well as the B subscripts in the above can be dropped, and B Is a column
matrix b. Also let n-2 for simplicity. Suppose the recovery region is as
shown 5y Region I in Fig. 1. The maximum x 1 component cf any state in the
recovery region is obtained by using the control u equal to minus the
signum function of the first component of the vector [_] in (12), since
this maximizes the xt component of the Integrand at each time C. The
right hand side (and left hand side) of the rectangle ev_loslng this re-
cover 7 region in Fig. 1 can thus be found by integrating the first compo-
nent in (12) using this control. If desired the point at which the recov-
ery region touches this side is obtained by integrating the second compo-
nent of (12) using this control. The top and bottom of the rectangle are
found similarly.
The rectangle obtained in this manner might be considered an approxima- L
tion to the recovery region, and then the shortest distance from the origin
to one of the sides might be considered an approximation, O, to the degree
of controllability, P=PI" Note thet this necessarily produces a _ which
is an upper bound for the degree of controllability. In some cases _hts
approximation is a tight one, but often it is not. Suppose the recove_'y
region was Region II of Fig. 1. This corresponds to a system which has a
much poorer degree of controllability, _=011, yet the approximation
remains the same. In fact, suppose chat p i*O in such a way Chat Region II
degenerates to a line forming a diagonal oPthe rectangle in F/_. 1. Then
the system is an uncontrollable system, but the approximation _ still pre-
dicts a good degree of controllability. Hence, this approximation must be
reJec_.ed.
For the case of a scalar control being considered, this shortcoming can
be elim_nated by using -_ as expressed in (10) and maximizing components
along A"b. The control
u(t) - -sgn[_a(t)] (13)
cxtremizes the coefficient of the vector Aab in (3)._ It will simultaneous-
ly produce some components al"ng the ocher vectors A_b for y//a. This is
a maxim_zaCion of acomponeuc ,'_. the vector _. but it Is a component as seen
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in a nonorthogonal set of coordinates. Hence, the upper bounds obtained in I:
_ the various d_rectlons deflne a parallelogram (more generally an n dlmenslonal) !
parallelop_ped) _hich can be considered as an approximation to the recov- Ii
ery region, as shown in FIg. 2. As before there is some point on each [:
side of the parallelogram which is in the recovery region, but no poln¢t
_ outside the parallelogram is in the reglon.
_ The minimum dlscance to a side of the parallelogram, i.e. the minimum
b perpendicular distance to a side, is an approximation O* to the degree of
controllability, O. When the system becomes uncontrollable, the columns
_: of Q b_come llnearly dependent, and hence the perpendicular distance to
L one of the sides becomes zero. This means that thls 0* has the essential
- property that 0"=0 whenever 0=0.
_ We conclude that for the scalar control case we have a vlable method
:?_ _ of approrlmatlng the degree of controllability. A slmple method will be
_ presented in a later section to determine the needed minimum perpendicular
_/ distance.
This approximation is still an upper bound, and it can be improved, in
fact made arbitrarily good, by considering more directions in the state
space. Let • be any desired unic vector expressed as a column matrix of ---
| components. By examining (12) the state in the recovery region having
S a maximum component along the direction_e is obtained usirg the control
u = -sgn[e_] (14)
and hence no polncs in the recovery region lle beyond the llne perpendicu-
lar toe and a distance _|_'eTQ' _<, [dt (15)
. # from the origin (but at least on.point in the recovery region lies on
the line). Figure 3 illustrates how use of three e's _ eli, and eiI I)identifies three tangents to the recovery region, and taken together
they begin to approximate the region boundary. Let _ L_ _he minimum
value of _ for any set of directions • considered. Theo an improved
estimate of the degree of contro!lability is O**=min(O*,_), and 0**>0 can
| be made arbitrarily close to the true degree of concrollabillcy _ by
picking a sufficient number of directions e. This method of improving the
approximation co the degree of controllability will also be generalized to |
the multiple control case.
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION FOR RECOVERY REGION APPROXIMATION
# IN THE MULTIPLE CONTROL CASE
The previous section presented a procedure for generating an approxi-
mation 0"* to the degree of controllability 0 in the case of a scalar
control u. The procedure required the use of n carefully chosen direc-
tions in the state space, b,Ab,...,An-lb, in the anproximation to the
recovery reg%on in order to insure that 0"* had the property that 0**=O if
D and only if the system is uncontrollable. If the control vector is m dim-
ensional with m>l it is no longer obvious how to obtain this property,
since the columns o_ the Q matrix necessarily contain linearly dependent
vectors. Tnatead, we will consider the elgenvectors and generalized
eigenveccors of the A matrix of (2) as the n linearly independent dtrec-
| cions in the state space. Certainly some modifications must apply when
these vectors are complex. In the single control case the value of 0"*
became zero when the system became uncontrollable because linear depen- |
dence of the vectors _,Ab,...,An-lb implies the collapse of ac least one
_ 7
/
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dimension of the p_rallelopiped. The vectors; chosen h_:: Zor the
multlJimensional control case do not exhibit _:hls reduction. Neverthe-
less, it will be shown in tLe next section chat the desired property of :
the reL ulting D** can be demonstrated under fairly general assumptions.
This section is devoted to generatln$ the appro_rlate expression for _
equivalent to equations (4,10-12), expressed _n terms of components in
_hese eige_vector directions.
Let J be the Jordan canonical form of the matrix A, and let P be the
matrix of eigenvectors and generalized thateigenvectors SO
F-IAp = J (16)
J = dlag(JI,J2,...,Jr )
where the J_ are the square Jordan 5locks= of dimension _; Assoc, atedf with each block is _n elgenvalue _, _ 1,2,3,...,r, so t r_n and r Is
greater _han or equal t_ _he numbe_ of distinct elgenvalues. Also, let
pj be the n columns of P, and q_T be the n rows of p-i (the left eigen-
! vectors and generalized left eigenvectors).
The desired fundamental equation for _ is given in the follo_Ing theo-
rem. The theorem is made significantly more complicated in order to
handle repeated roots, but I_ is necessary to treat such roots since the
rigid body modes for any spacecraft involve double roots, i:
Theorem i: The displacement _ = z(O)-z(T) after time T of the system
state for equation (2) resulting from control u(t), t _ tO,T],
can be written as .
._, ;v _ [hj(ZjTu)]pjdt (17)
0 J"
' where _j is a possibly tlme dependent vector
_j(t) = [Zjl Zj2 ... Zjm]Z (18)
liB(t) = aj8 + /+l,B(-t) +#a (_t)2 + + 1 (.t)ki-jj+2,8 "'" (ki-j)z%iS (19)
ajfl= q .Tb8 (20)
with bA given in (6). _he values of k. are determined by
the di_enslons of the Jordan blocks as_follows
k°=O ; _" _-1 _ (21)
and the values of $ associated with each _=l,2,...,r are
j - k. i+I, _i 1+2, "'" _" (22)
The hj are g_en by - _ t ' $h. = e- i (_3)
for 4 and $ related by (22).
For the special case of all distinct eigenvalues (r=n) equation (17)
simplifies significantly, since there is no need for a dtstinctto_ betweer
and $, and the components of _. become the constants Z.fl=a.8=q._8.jjj
Then (17) becomes J
T
"_" [ Z e'_jt(q/Bu)p4 dt (24)
Due Co space limitations the _oof of t_is theorem is omitted, but
can be found in reference [2] or the Journal version of this pape_ (_o
appear).
o.
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, % Take one elgenvalue from e_ch complex conjugate pair and assign the _ I
or j's associated with its elgenvectcr or generalized eigenvectors, p.,
to the s_t C. Let 6"* represent the set of j's assoclatedwlth real e_$en-.
values.
For any complex eigenvalue the associated p_, h., and _. in (17) will
% be comple_ valued. Let their real and Imaginary p_rts be _iven as follows
,_ together with the definitions ofpj_ aud_+iS__
IjT- 7j+i_¢ j=l,2, ... ,n (25)
'_ t ,j = ejyjT - Uj6jT
_=. T T
nj = ejSj + gjyj
The vectors representing the semlaxes of the parallelopiped are given
_ by T
_ ' (, '21_B,dt)o,B41 . ¢ . fT. j.C (26)
; ()_Z2[qjB[dt sj j,C (27)
(Note that these results can now be applied without regard for the reor-
' _ dering of the elgenvectors used in their derivation.). ",t
Let this set of n vectors be denoted by vl, v2, ... , vn. The minimum
perpendicular distance to a side of this parallelopiped can be used as an
approximation to the degree of controllability, _nd as before the approxl-
marion can be made arbltrarily tight by using distances in additional dl-
rectlons in the state space.
Define the matrix F=[v I v2 ... v,]. Each ua vector goes from the ori-
gin, or center of the parallelopipe_ volume, to the center of one of its
sides. Any surface of the paralleloplped consists of edges that are para-
llel to n-i of the v vectors. Let d_, corresponding to V¢' represent the
perpendicular distance from the orlg_n to that surface fo_ which no edge
_. is parallel to _1 Then d. is the component of V. normal to this surface.Theorem 2: ,,,© normal _tstances d:, j=l,2, .._ ,n, to the surfaces of
the n dimensional para_lelopiped prescribed by F are the
reciprocals of the magnitudes of the column vectors given
by (FT) "I.
Proof omitted due to space llmltatlons (see [2] or Journal version).
_ The app_oxlmatlon O* of the degree of cont_ollabillty 0 from the para-
lleloplped bound on the recovery region is
_* " sin dj (29)
This approximate degree of controllability can be made arbitrarily tight
: by including the recovery region bounds in other directions as well as
: those of paralleloplped axes. This approximation O* will go to zero when
the system becomes uncontrollable as indicated in the following theorem.
k_ Theorem 3: Suppose that all eigenvalues of the matrix A for system (2)
_-I ..
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are distinct. Sen 0"0 if and only if _0, That is,
the approximate degree of controllability based on the
minimum pe_endlcular dlst_ce to the surface of the para-
, llelogram F obtained fr_ (26-28) wlll be zero If and only
if the system Is unc_trollaole.
Proof omitted due to s_ce limitations (see [2] or Jou_al version).
SP_IALI_TION OF TREDEC_E OF CO_ROLLABILITY_IT_ZON
TO NODAL COORDIblATES ""
iJ
Consider a lightly damped flexible spacecraft with d_amic equations
expressed in terms of spacecraft normal m_es. Temporarily consider the
s_pe control p_bl_ alone so t_t the rigid b_v mode is neglectS.
Then the equati_s are
' _i + 2_i +_2q_ = riTu g=l,2,...,(n/2) (30)
The F_ and u are defined so that each component of u Is bonded by unity.
Let the numbers N, repres_t the relative tmport_ce we assi_ to the
ni_s. We _st also specify the t_ortance we aasi_ toconcrol of the
the control of _; in the state space which _11 be generated. Since the
system is llghtl_ da_ed, If q_ Is sln(_t_), then _. will be _ cos(w.td_)
approximately, so that the relative importance of controlling _i is repre-
sented by _N_. Now E_nerate the state variables as follows
x2__l _ nilN £ ; x2£ _ _2__iI_£
so that all unit deviations from the origin of the state space will be
• considered equally serious. Then
Let the coefficient _trlces be A. and B_. Then the nomallzed systm
equation (2) has coefflclent matrices A and _, and elgenvector _trlx P,
which can be partitioned as follows
A " dlag fat, A2, ... , _/2]
=[SlT _2T ... _n/2T 1_ (32)P
= diag [PI' P2' "'" ' Pn/2 ]
Pl-l, -I Pn -I]p-1 = diag [ P2 ' "'" ' /2
where
= 1 1 ; p_ = _P_ X2_-l/_ X2_/_ X2_-_2_-1 2_-1
" ) ; " "/FTT")
tt'
, . | -
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Using the rows of p-I and the columns of B in ZjB=a._,qjTb B, gives a zero
real part (72i,_=0), and imaginary part
62i,B = ris/(2"_iJ_'ri )
where r. B is the 8th component of r.. We wlsh to calculate (26) and (27)
for j, _, l.e. __:r one of the complex roots In each com, lex conjugate pair.
From (25) _2{,B = -g2i62_,B ' and g2{ is the imaginary part of exp[-_2{t].
Then (26) becomes ): Ir_sl! --- e_i_tlstn(__t) ldt r2L (33)
For a llghtly damped system the exponential will not change signlficantly
during one osclllation of the sine wave. Assuming that T is long compared
with the period of the slne wave (so that the effect of partial completion
of the final period of oeclllatlon of the slne wave Is negllglble), the
absolute value of the slne can be replaced by 2/_, its average over a
period. Then (33) becomes
211Ni%:r_IIA I " ""_:--e¢_:_:m"" l_ a
-_f_l I (3s) I, ,, II riil A rie !
The analogous calculation _r (27) gives the same result wlth rTi replaced
" by s_i. Together these vectors form the set vl, v2, ,.., v which are the
coluK_s of F. n
The r.. and s.. are _he real and imaginary parts of the appropr._ate
column o_F. Lozo_ing only at the appropriate partition of F, call it Fi.
y we have
o1,,-,. _, ol
o L- -g
where o Is the coefficient of r_. in (34). The associated values_of d.
from Theorem 2 result from takl_ the magnltude of the rows of ¢_ an_are
I given by
= = Oa_-l'_"2
d2i_I _ ; d2_ _i+-_i
the second of which is the smaller. From (29) the approximate degree of
controllability 0* Is
Note that when damping is pre,_ent, the recovery region expands wlth T in
such a way that O* grows e_ponentially. Furthermore, when the natural
It frequency of the minimizing mode is decreased the approximate degree of
controllability increases.
An important special case is that of a system model _htch has no
l
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d_plng. The approximate degree of controllability in this case becomes
, = 2T mln II rill A
II
P -'_ i N_ (37)o
Note that O* increases llnearly wlth time, making T a scale factor which
can be dropped. We concl_e t_t the approxlaate degree of controllabl- <i
+I _Ity is simply the minimum norm (in the sense of (35)) of the rows of the
suitably normalized control coefficient matrix when the system is repre-
; sented in modal form. The normalizatlon in (37) is t_t applying to the
derivative of the modal c_rdlnate _:.
Now let us introduce the rigid bo_y mode into the problem so t_t the
control objective is simultaneous attltude and shape control of the
flexlble vehlcle. For simplicity consider only one such mode, and let the "
variable involved be 6. _t the normallzatlon representing our degree of
interest in cont_lllng 0.be N0_and that for 0 b_ N_. Then define state
variables =O=O/No and z_=O/N_, and the equation O=F3u becomes[ :q [ ]5 o .+. o- + pBT/m+ uLz2J 0 2
and
o]P" o se/s _ ; LO s_/t+3 _
From (20) and (19), aeB-O, a_B-FOB/NB, ZOB--(P08/N0)t, _0g'P0S' and hg-h _- i+
i. Then (28) gives
,,,+,,,+,[;] ,,,+,,, +Ne, 2 ; N_ T
Calculating d8 and d_ using Theorem 2 results in {he coefficients o_ these
two vectors. +
_e approximate degree of controlla_llity O* when the rigid body _de
is included is the minimum of the p* given by (37) (or (36) when d_ping
is included) and the two coefficients of the vectors In (3b):
O*-mln[(2__minllPillA,¢)llFOHA 11rBIIA](39)S_i NO 'T S_
Note that because of the modal representation used in the system equationst
there is no coupling of the weighting factors N., N., and N_ from one mode
to another. Thus, if one is not particularly interested in controlling
any specific mode, the corresponding N can be made very small. Then that
particular mode is simply neglected in the minimization to determine p*.
For example, in some applications one might feel that it is _mportant to
control the rigid body angle 0, but that if O is controlled yell _he value
of _ iS unimportant. In such a case one simply ignores the T[lrell^/N_
term in (?9). _r
d
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EXA_LES
: | The methods of this paper were applied to an example flexible space-
craft. Due to space limitations only a few results will be cited. The
spacecraft consists of a rigid sy_netrlc central hub wlth two 60 foot
radial stem typ_ booms. The two lowest appendage modes are used to gene-
rate two symmetric and two antlsymeetrlc spacecraft modes. Both torque
aad force actuators were considered. Figure 4 applies to antlsymmetrlc
i _ spacecr_f_ modes and plots the values of ]]F_HA/_ _ normallzed by the
torque actmlcor strength. Equation (37) shows th_t the degree of control-
lability is ,:alculated by scaling each curve of Fig. 4 according to the
normalization N_and the actuator strength, and caking the minimum of these
curves at the actuator iocatlon. The optimum location for the torque
actuator is easily determined as that point which maximizes _hlsminlmum.
Any regions where one of the curves is near zero should be avoided. For
a system which truly has only two modes, and with unit normalizations, the
best torquer location is at the end of the appendage.
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INSTRUMENT FLEXIBILITY LIMITATIONS FOR
STABILITY OF MULTI-PURPOSE SPACECRAFT
: WITH FIXED CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
p
?
.
i
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_, 9. ANALYSIS
9.1 Introduction
?
In part TWo, attention is focused on a component oE a _oacacraEt
_hiZe keeping the control system design £ixed. These spacecraEt are so L_[
_ designed that certain o£ their componentsare interchangeable with other t
physically compatible components. These interchangeable components may !
be designed to accomplish di£Eerent tasks. These sF_cecraEt can,
there£ore, be called multi-purpose spececraEt. .
A typical example is a Shuttle-based Irmtrument Pointing System
(IPS). Such a spacecraft will have a Space-Shuttle with a multi-purpose
dwice called the Instrument Pointing _bunt (IP_I) to _hich one o£ a
familyof scientific instruments is attached. The instruments are
typically li_ht_eight and _eir flexibilitybecomes significantdue to
pointin_requirements. One shuttle and IPM are modeled as rigid
J
componentso_ _J_eidealizedsystem,while the instrumentis modeledas a
£1exible component. A control system can be specifically designed _or
such an IPS with a given instrument, l_ver, the central idea oE the
IR_ is to make it a multi-purposedevice,so that it works not simply
_or one instrument but £or a whole series o£ instruments, manyoE which
have yet to be designed. In _act,once the ZPM characteristicsare
deflned_the soientiElcinstrumentshave to be designed so that they
will functionproperlywhen attachedto the IPH. This is the inverseof
the usual design lxoblm, in which the physical plant is gtvln and the
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control system is to be determined. Instead, here, the physical plant
O is variable because of the interchangeable instrument. The approach _
taken, therefore, is to predesign a comprehensive control system _hich
is shut.e-based, and hence re_alns unchanged for the spacecraft for a
B whole series of instruments that might be attached to the IPM. Severe
accuracy requirements In the orientation of these ah.ttle-based
instrunents, sometimes to within fractions of an arcsecond, may be
I) demanded of the control system design. And usually a dual control
system will need to be adopted with one control system located in the
shuttle, and the other in the IR4 (for fine control). In this case, the
I) IR_ can have motion relative to the shuttle. Now, the question Is "_at
kind of instruments are stably controllable with any given control
system?" In response to this, it is best to describe these instruments
IP in the most general Cams possible so as to allow the designer ample
freedom in their design.
f
I
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9.2 Parameter Plane Technique
This method has its origins about a century ago in the
of iov   Tg  iog [83 li
by algebraE aoproach. Ina wide variety of control problems "_
the designer is interested not only in the stability of the
t
system but also in the essential features of the system "_
behavior over time. in its original form the approach began " ,
by treating two coefficients of a characteristic equation
as variables, and studying how the roots of the equation are
affected when these two coefficients are changed. By plotting
the characteristic curves in the plane of the variabIe coeffi-
cients, the method enables adjustment of these coefficients
so that the roots of the characteristic equation may be set
at any desired locations. After the curves are plotted, the
variable coefficients can be adjusted without any caIculatlons.
Severa] researchers have since.t_en extended the method and
its applications to various problems such as sensitivity
analysis of linear control systems, circuit synthesis, steady-
state response analysis, sampled-data linear systems, and to
other related problems of linear system design, Also, the
method has been successfully applied to non-linear systems.
The parameter plane technique for analysis and synthesis of
linear and nonlinear control systems is amply described in
Siljak's monograph Eg]. Once the system characteristic
equation has been obtained, the parameter plane method enables
#,
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Ithe designer to evaluate graphically the roots of the equation.
| Hence, he may design the control system i._terms of the chosen
performance criteria; e.g., absolute stability, damping ratio,
and settling tlme. Thus, the technique is the mapping of the
| roots of the characteristic equation from the complex plane
onto what is known as a parameter plane. The design procedure
;: has also been simplified by Siljak who introduced Chebyshev
[. functions into the equations, thereby putting them in a
suitable form for digital computer simulation.
The parameter plane method requires that the contro]
I ( system be described by a characteristic equation which is
£
transformed into the complex domain (s-domaln). Two adjustable
parameters, o(, p , (which are of interest to the designer)
I
'_ are selected, and the characteristic equation (essentiaI_y
its coefficients) is recast in terms of -_, _ . Suppose the
characteristic equation (CE) is
n
j=o (9.2-I)
then
' " "J (9.2-2)
The points in the s-plane (complex domain) are described best
suited to this method by the two system characteristic
quantities _' _N ,where _ is the damping ratio (0_I_14EI)
and u_ is the undamped natura] frequency. Let
Any power of s can be written as
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where X_ , Yj are the real and imaginary parts for which
there exist the following relationships
J
Z.- X. or Yjj J
Xo = I ; XI "-_" "'_'
f ,,
_ Y, ,,0 ; y, , w_ J_ (9.2-5) [
Substituting (9.2-4) in (9.2-I)
CE -_ fj ( X_ + i Yj ) = 0 (9.2-6)
from which we obtain
•_ fj Xi = 0
;_.. fj Yj = 0 (9.2-7)
Now, the coefficients Fj.may be linear or nonlinear _n the
parameters o(,_J depending on the choice of the parameters.
Consider a linear form for the fj , i.e., let
= ,_ * bjp + cj (92-81 'Fi a
where a. , b, c. are constants Then
_ J* j
,_"0 A "0 el
(q 2 c_
o ""-""
in which Z, = X or Y, '"
J j o . we define
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f o fI A- _jx_ ; B= l,_x_ . C:= c_xI (9 2 lo)
t
and similarly, A ! , B" , C for Y_ , then from (9.2-9)
,_ I_ A_ + B_I+ C = 0 I!'I
Al_( '_ .+ B + C = 0 (9 2-11) I:
The coefficients A, B, C etc. are determined if "_and _ are
.
' I chosen. These two equations can then be sol,ed for o4 and
if their discrlminant is nonzero.
In a similar fashion, two equations nonlinear in (X and 1:1
' can be obtained if f_ are nonlinear functions in _(, _I .
In this case, ther,, will be mu;tlple images in the parameter
plane corresponding to a root in the complex plane defined
by _, _0_.
The characteristic curves in the parameter plane are plotted
for various values of _ and _ . Thes(. curves are caI]ed
_-curves and _-curves, because a set of curves can be
plotted, each curve corresponding to a fixed value of _ (orc,_i_)
and the other quantity _I (or _' ) varying along the curve
Similar curves are plotted for real roots irof the CE, For '_
real roots one of the equations (connected with the imaginary
part Y_ ) in (9.2-11) vanishes, and for various values of _"
we obtain the O'-lines in the parameter olane. Having plotted
these curves one can read the roots of the CE corresponding
to any point in the _( -_ plane. Generally, these curves
are shaded to help relate the crossing of these curves in the
r,
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parameter plane to crossing of the axe_ in the complex pTane.
The details on the shading convention adopted for the parameter ""
plane curves can be found in Siljak's monograph [92.
One of t_e most important regions in the parameter plane
is the unstable region which the designer must avoid in
designing the system. But, though stability is necessary in
wide variety of control problems it is not sufficient, and
the designer might be interested in other features of the system
behavior. The parameter plane can be used in several ways as
one wishes to study the system response. Thus, for instance,
a designer might want tc keep _>O.2 for all the roots of
the equation, and a similar restriction on uB. Depending on
his requirements he can mark out the regions of interest and
adjust hls parameters W, _ to obtain best performance for
the system.
The foIlo_ing are the main steps in the application of
the parameter plane technique:
1) Obtain the characteristic equation (CE) for
the system in the s-domain, i.e., _ fj _ = O.
2) Identify two parameters of interest o(, _ and
recast the coefficients fj, of the CE in terms
of (W, p .
J
3) Use the substitution s - X: -, i Y_, and obtainh
two algebraic equations Z fj X. = 0 andh * J
Z f_ Y_ - O. _'0
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I4) Using the recursive relationships from (9.2-5)
for X$ , Yj in terms of _ , _ , solve the
two algebraic equations for _ , _ for various
_ values of _ , _ .
,i
_ 5) Plot the _-curves or _-curves in the parameter
plane ( _- _ plane).
6) For real roots use the CE with s-_, and for
various values of _ plot the O'-lines in the
- _ plane.
_- 7) flaying plotted these curves mark the unstable
regions in the parameter plane, and use the
shading convention.
'_,
• _ In the next chapter we will study the flexlbiIity
characteristics of the shutt]e-based instrument of a multi-
purpose spacecraft applying the parameter plane analysis.
4
I"
p,
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10. ANALYSIS OF A SHUTTLE-BASED INSTRUHENT POINTING -;
SYSTEH OF A HULTI-PURPOSE SPACECRAFT
10.1 Introduction _:
The parameter plane analysis has been applied to study
t
and recently Seltzer and Shelton _2] applied the analysis
to study the rigidity of spacecraft flexible appendages for
+
a two-body model, a rigid body and a flexible instrument,
with a spacecraft attitude controller of a standard position-
integral-derivative (PID) state feed back type.
In the present work we _ al analyze a three-body system,
a rigid shuttle, a rigid instrument pointing mount (IPM) and
a flexible instrument. There will be two PID controllers, one
shuttle-based and the other IPM-based. Once the equations are
: derived two cases will be examined: 1) the )PM is locked to
' t
the shuttle and only the shuttle-based PID controller is in
operation, thus reducing this system essentially to a two-body
system, and 2) the IPM is allowed to have motion relative to
the shuttle with its P!D controller also in operation, which
is a three-body system. The model of the two-body system here
differs from the model in D2] in its feed back control law.
i
m-
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10,2 Planar Model
|
Figure 12 shows a typical planar model of a three-body
system in which BR, is the rigid shuttle, BR_ is the rigid
| IPM and BF is the flexible instrument whose characteristics
are of interest to us. The system is inertially at rest and
the rotational dynamics is assumed to be confined to a single
plane of motion with controltorques app;ied in this plane.
Two attitude controllers of the proportional-integral-differe-
ntial (PID) type are assumed, one located in _he shuttle (BRI)
_ and the other in the IPM (BK2). The shuttle-b,lsed controller
applies torque _ to 3_ and is meant for large attitude
control, and the IPM-based controller applies an interaction
• torque,_ to Be_ and -_ to B_I , and is meant for finer control
of the instrument. The inertial attitude of Bit is denoted by
(_)iand the relative rotation of B_ with respect to BR_ is
denoted by @ . The flexible appendage is assumed to be an
elastic beam and is characterized by distributed coordinates,
and the hybrid coordinate approach [5] _s used. In the
stability analysis the appendage is characterized by a single
assumed mode.
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10.3 Dynamics
The kinetic energ V of the system is derived in a similar
manner as in part _, but is more involved due to the relative ;
'; motion of BRz. It is given by
_ "
-;
.!
(10.3-i)
where
q_- _v_--(_
k
"r
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in wh ich
!
" (, 3-3)
t ml_I , mF ,j_are masses of 8RI , Bf. and total system,
respective]y,/li_ ,2/fl _, 4 are as given in (3. :_-2._) in part :£,
I
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and other quantities are related to the geometry and mass .
distribution in the system. :
The potential energy of the system is only due to the "'-
elastic strain energy and is, as in part _, given by
>:
,'v
From the Lagranglan L- Ts- V_ , the equations of motion are _"
derived, and after linearizing these equations about a nominal
me 11,, f"_jstate , , and assuming _)t_ - I I
we obtain
DO
I,, 1,, 9,
_ _ i.'l .]
!i o o o o_"
i"F° o o I t- --
io o o _ , o o s_ _
i . . o,-i . ._ ,n ..J )
(lO.3-5)
where only a single mode for the appendage has been used, and !
'I' _. are small perturbations about (_l'_), ' respectively,
is a damping coefficient for the appendage,
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ill
, /_ = 8--
.. _ (_o.3-6)
_'i' and _ , PC. ' Pl are system constants based on mass distribution
I_ and geometry. Now, let the torques _, _ of the PID
controllers be
s
f
; _, =- l'k,,_,+k,_.o,+_,, _,_.
} °t
°
Taking the tronsform of (10. _-r) and (IO.3-7) into the
s-cloma[n (complex domain), we obtain
-- i't
Z_t3 "_Ic2J"r 3"
_.co = F--°3
,i
0o.3-,)
|
i
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The characteristic equation for the system is obtained by
equating the determinant of the coefficient matrix in this .:
equation to zero. The result is
jfj s ,- 0 (I0._-9) .,
d ,i,,_
_ whe re
t:° .c,J
,,10"3- JO )
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The above characteristic eqvation is for a three-body system.
The CE ror a two-body system in which the IPM gimbal is
locked to the shuttle so that I_L= O, and the PID controller
in the IPM is absent ( contro gaine K_i's for _ are zero_j
•'s obtained by striking out the second row and column in the
coefficient matrix in (I0.I-8) as Follows:
" -[oj
e (_o._-lZ)
from which the CE for a two-body system is
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I ':
Œ0 l 't.."
-t:r - t"- ---
qLm
At this point since we have obtained the CE in the s-domain
we can apply the oarameter plane ana_lysls. We will consider
a two-body system and a three-bod,, system seoarately.
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.,_ _ :_,._-,.._-_.,_...... ,........ _ t_
I !
; I0.4 Two-Body System
| Once the CE is obtained we have to identify the parameters
_ and _ . If we write the equation fc _ the appendage modal
' coordinate _rom (10._-5), we obtain
. '1._'F"'l'7_'t " I" 7;''el (,o.,,-,i
L
Defin in,g
,r,, - ..#.t.
. we can write (I0.4-I) as
i (_o.4-_)
! which is a standard form. Hence, dividing (10.3-13) by ,/_l,
, we can write the CE as
f
i ;-o
where
F IL
"Fo,' %_
' r,....=%=-_+,..f,,.,,._ -+'_=
.,t=: t+ _f,:,,,,,; "_e
• _ L_ _ _ (10._-S)
4:r _ = ; x _.g/"
1
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Now, from the three instrument characteristics 0_F, _F -'_d-__
we can identify two as the _ , _ parameters. Usually, _F
is assumed, henc,_, _ and _ are the can4idates for the _ ,
f parameCers, The rest of the quanttties in _ are
to be chosen includlng _ . The controlgains a_ , a , a
can be chosen tn any appropriate manner bearing in mind <
that *he choice of these should give a stable system if the
appendage were rigid, i.e., the system
SJI. '-O,osL. I- _1.pS -t- °'.1: = 0
should be a stable system for any choice of the gains. ,.
Following the procedure for the parameter ple,_e analysts we
recast Fj. in terms of _ and 6__ as follows:
(10.4-7)
Table 7 shows the coeffTcipncs _ , _a" ) 7j" "--_'_' . Then
obtain the two algebraic equations
"I-
= ( 1C,. 8)
Solution of these equations for _arious values of _ , _,_ gives
and _ Figures 14 through 17 show these paramei:er
plane curves. Figure I/4 shows the unstable region; Fig. 15
shows the _'-curvesFor _- 0, 0.1, .... , I; Fig. 16 shows
a few curves of Fig. 15 for clarity, and Fla. 17 sho_s the
effect of varying the _I:' As _'I=decreases the unstable
region expands.
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To illustrate the use of these curve_, refer to Fig. 16.
J If a designer wants to keeo _F_O 6 and damping ratio
_l
between _ = 0.I and 0.2 he could, for instance, work in
the elbow region shaded in the diagram. By adjusting the
, | system parameters ( essentially the instrument characteristics)
,! he could obtain point A or B if he so chooses.
For the two bodv system considered we see the par3meter
t
_ plane lending itself completely to the designer's choice of
-. the _y_tem parameters. We a_umed only the control gains
and C of the in_trument in t,,_whole system in plotting
'F
{- thesP curves. All other syctem characteristics especlalIy
the _le×ible instr_,ment can be varied over a wide range of
choicp.
t
_i, ..........°
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10.5 Three-Body System
The characteristic equation for the three-body system is
given in (10.3-9) through (10.3-11). As in the case of
,,' two-body system we will try to identify two parameters , .
The equation for the appendage modal coordinate from (I0.3-5)
is
,_' /_' p' (10.5-I)
Oefin ing
_ a
,_'
the equat ion ( 10.5- 1 ) becomes
I
' ' " ...."1+ _}'r_ '1+_ '?.-(-_ _,,.,,.o"o,. (_o.s-_)
This equation is similar to the case of a two-body system
(see (I(0.4-3)) except that there is an additional term on
the right s_cle due to the added motion in the system. This
indicates that the appendage motion is controlled by both
mot ions eI and el. "
Examination of the coefficients f. in (10.3-10) tellsJ
us that f. cannot be expressed in terms of only two flexi-J
bility._ parameters _I, p and _F of the instrument, and
the control gains, There are additional terms which would
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Dnot disappear. Thus, for the three-body system the coeff-
icients do not simplify as in the case of a two-body system.
t ;
Nevertheless, a parameter plane study can be carried out for
any chosen pair of parameters. All quantities except the
two parameters must then be specified. The usefulness of
I
the curves depends on what and how many -quantities are
: specified in the system. Ideally we would like to leave
the entire flexible instrument unspecified (except _ ). i
In the following three different forms are shown for writing i
the fi in terms of some possible parameters. In all cases
,f the CE is the same, i.e., (10.3-9). :i
I_ 1) Form One
q.
! •
Z
1.
• 1. I
/
:," (,0,--,;
I
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Q_: in which _ is one parameter and the normalized mass .---mF of
the instrument is the other p,_rameter. The y. , _/_ are
functions (polynomials) of the normalized mass. All other s
physical attributes except :hese parameters have to be specified,
; If the f. are written in the form ..
; j
(lo.5-5)
; where
then the _, "_j , ?a" , etc. are given in Tab}es 8 and 9.
Table 8 is for the second form and Table 9 is for the third *.
form 1or these fa' of the CE.
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In exactly a similar manner as in the case of a two-body
system the control gains are chosen to stabil|ze a full three
rlgid-body system. Since 0 _ N • I the rigid system can be
stabilized such that it is stable for any value of N. The value
N depends on only mass distribution. In the Forms two and three
l
-re or-P- is an additional parameter which is dependent on the
parameter _ . Hence, it is not very useful to p]ot planar
(
curves of _Fand 6' .
In the present work form one is used to plot the parameter
plane curves. A]I quantities specified are normalized with
respect to some system quantities. Figures 18 and 19 show
these curves. The unstab]e region is shown shaded, In Fig, 18
the effect c_ varying _F is also seen. Due to the existence
of multip]e roots there are multiple _-curves. Figure 19
shows some of these _-curves.
B
I
D
D
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10.6 Summary and Conclusions
In the case of a two-body system the parameter plane
proved to be a very elegant and powerful method to study
the flexibility characteristics of the class of instruments
that may be fitted to the shuttle of a m_Iti-purpose
spacecraft. Once the model is specified and the control gains
are obtained in terms of ratios to some system quantity, the
parameter plane curves can be plotted for any given value
J
of the modal damping 4_i:. No other data need be specified.
This offers plenty of freedom in designing the flexible
instrument. Also, the physical characteristics of the
shuttle and the IPM can also be adjusted. Indeed the
parameter plane curves ar:every useful to the designer
if the system is represented by a two-body model.
In the case of a three-body system complications arise
and separating the flexibility characteristics of the instr-
uments into two parameters is not possible. There must be
three parameters (excuding (_g) to portray the flexibility
of the instruments. But two of them are dependent through
the physical characteristics of the instruments. Hence,
even a three dimensional plot is not very useful. One
could plot sets of two parameter plane curves for a wide
range of the third parameter. But this may not be convenient
or reasonably straightforward. The alternate approach is to
i
["
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specify as much data as is essential regarding the shuttle
# and the IPN and try to express the flexibility characteristics
that are most variable from the designerSs point of view
as parameters. This will require specification of some
I physical attributes of the instrument itself. This undoubt-
edly lessens the freedom of design of the instruments. Some
_; ingenuity is cal'led for in choosing the proper parameters
!_ | so that least number of data about the instrument need only
be specified and the curves obtained are most useful in
direct application _n designing the rest of the characteF- -
[(_ istics of the instruments. In short, three- body system
leads to ]imitation_ in the use of the parameter plane curves.
Z
I
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